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FOREWORD 
Most people believe that human life is very pre-
cious. Medical science has made giant strides in 
the reduction of human suffering and has length-
ened the life expectancy of man. If \\7e believe 
that the fundamental purpose of education is to 
help prepare the student to successfully cope with 
the complexities of daily living, then safety educa-
tion as a part of the curriculum is a clearly de-
fined necessity. 
Statistics show that accidents are the major 
cause of death and injury among the youth of 
our nation. These accidents can and must be re-
duced, as they entail the loss of financial resources 
that are irreplaceable. If our existing resources 
and knowledge were effectively utilized in a com-
vi 
prehensive safety education program in every 
school of this state and nation, these accidents 
would be drastically reduced. Education in the 
past has helped society solve almost every major 
problem. Safety education must be integrated with 
every school subject. The cooperation of the par-
ent, school and community is necessary for suc-
cess. Accidents don't just happen; they are caused. 
The alert teacher and school system will 
sense the various opportunities to teach safety, 
and they will gradually develop a comprehensive 
course of study. This will encourage the develop-
ment of sound attitudes, good habits, and neces-
sary skills which will increase the possibility of 
children growing into adulthood. 
P UL F. JoHN To 
L tale uperintendent of Public Instruction 
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INTRODUCTION 
AD1\ll I 'l'RA.TIO OF AFETY EDUCATIO 
1-\ p1 ogram of safety education in the schools 
of Io\\ a must be concerned with accident preven-
tion as we ll as the safety of all school personnel. 
rfhe purpose of thiS section is to help the local 
school district organize a comprehensive safety 
program lt is in1possible to detail everything in 
this type of guide · therefore, only major points 
are llsted. 
DIVI ION OF AUTHORITY 
. 'To divide the duties and responsibilities, each 
division of the school is listed . 
Board of Education: 
'rhe board of education has the responsibility 
to delegate the superintendent of schools to com-
ply 'With local , s tate and national laws, ordinances 
and 1 egulatlons pertaining to all phases of safety. 
Boa1 d policy provides: 
1. For evidence of compliance with local 
s tate and national safety laws, ordinances 
and 1 egulations. 
2 Fo. regular inspection and evaluation to 
1n1p1 ove the total safety program. 
;3 For the appointment of one faculty per-
son as 1 esponsible for the en tire safety 
ed ucation program in the school. 
uperintendent of ch ool and Adn1ini trative 
Staf f: 
The supe1 intendent of schools through a 
designated staff member is responsible for cur-
ricular and administrative programs in safety 
education including: 
1. Serving as liaison with all safety authorities 
to be sure that regulations are on file and 
properly distributed and interpreted. 
2 Serving as consultant to check all p lans for 
new buildings or remodeling for all safety 
factors. 
3 Providing an effective in-service program 
in the various areas of safety education. 
1 
4. Inspecting each school area to determine 
whether safety practices and regulations 
are in compliance with recommended prac-
tices. 
5. Investigating and evaluating the effective-
ness of the whole safety education program. 
Building Printipals: 
The b uilding principal should: 
1. Co1nply with all directives from the 
super in tend en t. 
2. Assign an interested teacher to b e 
bu1iding coordinator in charge of 
safety. 
3. Initiate requests to administrative per-
sonnel for improvements to the whole 
satety program. 
4. Supervise the safety instru ction in all 
grade levels \Vithin his responsibility. 
5 Consult with the supervisor of safety 
whenever problems arise that are not 
covered by policy. 
6 Review and forward all accident re-
ports filled out in building. 
las rootn Te.lcher : 
The ro1 e of the classroom teacher is of 
basic impoi tance to the whole safety pro-
gram. It is with these people that the 
final responsibility for the teaching of 
safety rests . Teachers should: 
1. Utilize all instructional aids to ac-
C01nplish learning in all phases of 
safety. 
2 . Set an example. 
3. Pass on to the principals information 
that n1ay lead to safer practices in the 
buildings. 
4. Encourage parents to emphasize safety 
at home. 
5. Integrate safety teaching whenever 
possible. 
School Custodians: 
School employees play an important ro:c 
in the general safety of a school Their 
Influence on students and teachers IS 
often overlooked They should 
1. Set t he best exan1ple possible. 
2 Make suggestions to the principal to 
imp1 ove the safety of the school plant. 
3. Keep the school building orderly and 
clean 
4. Keep the school plant In A-1 mechani-
cal cond1t1on 
5 Keep the play g1 ound free of debris, 
glass, etc 
6 Inspect the playground equipment reg-
ularly and eithei report the need or 
r epair it personally 
~ upervi or of Bu e : 
Considering the nu1nber of students who 
are ti ansported to and from school In 
Iovva, It IS highly nnportant to stress bus 
safety. 
1 Observe all traffic laws when driving 
a bus 
2 Be courteous and set an example while 
driving. 
3 Observe all local and state bus 1 ules 
and regulations. 
4. Review and evaluate all pickup and re-
tuin STOPS for maximum safety. 
5 Attend the State Sehoul Bus Drivers' 
Clinics. 
6 Participate In local school district 
clinics. 
7 Keep the bus In A-1 mechanical condi-
tion 
8. Keep the electrical system on the buses 
in perfect order. 
9. Keep the buses clean inside and out. 
10. Maintain discipline on the buses. 
School Nurse: 
W~1enever a school has access to a school 
nu1 se, the following a1 e guidelines to her 
part In safety 
1. Should have a permanent record card 
on each student as to his health status. 
2. Should attend all accident victims 
whenever available. 
3. Should fill out accident report forms on 
those attended, and forward same to 
2 
the supervisor of safety via the build-
ing principal 
4. Inform the principal on the causes of 
the accidents 1 eported to her. (Many 
times an immediate cure can be found) 
chool Librarian: 
Because the core of the curriculum of a 
school centers around the library, the 
libr arian should . 
1. Have on file all types of safety ma-
terials; this should include magazines. 
pamphlets, newspaper clippings and 
such. 
2. Have on flle "Accident Facts," local, 
state and national. 
afety . upervi or: 
r\ Job nalysis For afety 
Education Supervisors 
By Harold K. Jack and 
Virginia Wheeler 
(This guide was approved by the Executive Com-
mittee, Safety Education Supervisors Section, at 
the 46th National Safety Congress, October, 1958, 
and approved by the School and College Confer-
ence by mail ballot, December, 1958. Reprinted 
from SAFETY EDUCATIO , February, 1959.) 
The following is a comprehensive guide to 
setting up job specifications for safety education 
supervisors. 
The tremendous growth and change in public 
education since the war years have been instru-
lnental In raising the number of members of the 
Safety Education Supervisors Section from fewer 
than 30 in 1945 to nearly 650 1n 1958. In 1948, the 
President's Highway Safety Conference, suggest-
ing immediate steps to be taken gave support to 
this growth by s tating· 
"The \¥Ork of the school, home and com-
n1un1ty should be coordinated by having 
a properly qualified safety supervisor in 
the school system, and by establishing 
working relationships among school and 
non-school agencies." 
To help every American school system select 
a person to administer and supervise the safety 
education program and to define his duties, there 
has been prepared a state1nent on Recon21nended 
Stanrhuds for Achn inistration. 
• 
• 
Summarized, the statement defines aspects of 
the supervisor's work in: 
1 Adtninistrative policy 
2 Curriculum development 
3. Instructional methods 
4 Cornrnunity coordination 
5 Evaluation of the safety progran1 
The followmg statements, compiled from a 
survey of JOb specification statements written by 
practicing supervisors of safety education, de-
scribe in detail the actual activities necessary to 
~ 
carry out the obJectives of each of the basic as-
pects of the recommended standards. They are 
intended to serve as a source of direction for a 
school system Initiating a school safety program. 
All of them could not be reached at the beginnin~ 
of a program. but progress toward an Ideal pr0-
gram can be 1neasured by these standards 
Administrators should not be dismayed by 
this array of duties o school system began Its 
program ~Nith all these activities accompllshed 
Instead, in most cases, local needs, personnel avail-
able and com munity resources dictate priorities 
and detern1Ine how and by whom these safety 
education obJectives will be accon1pllshed . But 
the safety education supervisors who \Vrote this 
job specification state1nent have carried on their 
\\70rk \VIth the recommended standards In mind. 
They have written here their conception of the 
ideal progtam. 
STANDARDS OF ADMI ISTRATION 
I. Determination and oordin~tion of Admin-
i trative Policy in Safety 
l -nless someone rs charged directly w1 th 
develf)ping this function, important educa-
tional elements may be neglected Safety IS 
unique In that It cuts ac' oss all areas of 
Instruction and reaches I"'lto exceptionally 
Important administrative fields. The super-
visor assumes some responsibility in admin-
Istration. 'fo illustrate: 
A. The collection, analysis and use of data 
from accident reports are essential to the 
school safety program 
The supervisor: 
1. Develops a systematic method of col-
lecting reports of student accidents at 
regular intervals (umng the Standard 
3 
Student Accident Reporting System.) 
Such a system would, preferably, in-
clude all school pe sonnel. 
2. Prepares a monthly summary of stu-
dent accident reports for the National 
Safety CounciL 
3 Prepares an analysis of all reports 
using resources or n1et~ods that are 
made available by the local board of 
education. 
4. Prepares an annual report for distribu-
tion to the board of education, admin-
istrators , principals te "~.chers and stu-
dents 
5 Makes annual reports available to other 
groups, such as the local safety councll 
and P .T.A. 
6 l Tses the 1nonthly and annual reports as 
a basis for cuiTiculun1 develop1 1ent. 
B. Safety programs also operate outside the 
school building, thereby Involving Impor-
tant additional public relations aspects 
The supervisor: 
1. Estabhshes all activities and proced-
ures Ir1 cooperation \\'Ith pollcies of the 
local administration. 
2. Interprets the school safety progran1 to 
the public 
3 Secures the cooperation of cotnmunity 
leaders and organizations for service 
and assistance to strengthen the school 
safety program ope_ ating outside the 
school building 
4 Initiates leadership in participation of 
all school personnel and community 
groups by utilizing their services. 
5 Exerts leadership In developing criteria 
to gurde classroon1 teachers In select-
Ing safety materials available from out-
Side agencies. 
6 ecures cooperation and actrve partici-
pation of all administrators in correct-
Ing existing school hazards 
7 Secures publicity about safety activities 
through newspapers, periodicals, radio, 
television, school papers, educational 
magazines. organizations, school exhib-
its, leaflets and letters. 
C. afety instruction for beginners confronts 
the ch1ld all at once, thus involving un-
usually in1portant instructional and con-
trol demands . 
The supervisor: 
1. Brings to the attention of teachers, 
parents and others the need for ade-
quate precaution and protection for 
young children. 
2. Alerts teachers of beginning pupils to 
the safety problems of young children 
who have different ho1ne and exper-
ience backgrounds. 
3 Points up the safety implication of 
child growth and development move-
ment involving growth pattern, devel-
opmental tasks, maturity and other 
factors. 
4. Encourages teachers to give children 
as much responsibility for self-control, 
protection of self and others as their 
maturity level will permit. 
5. Helps teachers provide essential safety 
experiences for children. 
6. Develops adequate instructional guides 
and aids for teachers. 
7. Cooperates with community agencies 
to secure protection for children. 
8. Gives special instruction to all persons 
and groups responsible for the protec-
tion of children. 
D. The exit drill and other emergency situa-
tions outrank 1nost administrative neces-
sities in legal, instructional and control 
importance. 
The supervisor: 
1. Exerts leadership in setting up pro-
cedures for exit drills in each building. 
2. Checks the exit-drill procedures used 
in fires , explosions and other emergen-
cies requiring rapid exit from building 
or school buses , making certain that 
buildings and buses can be emptied by 
all the staff and students in the least 
possible time with the most safety. 
3. Checks the civil defense plans to move 
students and staff into shelter areas in 
the least possible time. 
4. Makes certain that special provisions 
are made in fire and civil defense drills 
4 
for the handicapped and makes certain 
that drill and emergency procedures 
include blocked exits, staircases and 
corridors. 
5. Makes certain that principals of each 
building assume responsibility for con-
ducting exit drills to provide maximum 
protection of students and personnel in 
the building. 
E. Safety must be an integral part of all 
areas of the school such as shops, home 
economics , sc1ence, physical education 
and social studies. 
The supervisor: 
1. Provides all the pertinent safety edu-
cational information for all phases of 
the educational program. 
2 Prepares and distributes bibliographies 
and materials to all teachers in 
each area. 
3. Supplies teachers with copies of new 
materials . 
4. Provides teachers in special areas with 
analysis of accident reports in these 
special areas. 
5. Encourages teachers to use accident 
data to prevent future accidents and 
as a basis for curriculum development. 
6. Confers with teachers in identifying 
and removing hazards . 
F . Safetv must be built into all school build-
.. 
• 1ngs. 
The supervisor: 
1. Cooperates in removal of hazards in 
buildings. 
2. Cooperates in construction of new 
buildings through conferences with 
architects, administrators or building 
directors. 
3. Exerts leadership in establishing 
teacher and student procedures to per-
mit safe living within the buil(ling en-
• 
v1rons. 
G. The community must share responsibility 
for the development of safety practices 
and attitudes. 
The supervisor: 
1. Assumes responsibility for providing 
• 
' 
• 
the community with local and national 
data of good school safety practices. 
2 Receives and evaluates suggestions, 
criticisms and recommendations from 
community groups. 
3 Cooperates with community agencies in 
furnishing speaking and instructional 
service, curricular materials, film bul-
letins and consultation. 
4 Encourages and gives consultative 
service to local agencies forming com-
mittees to develop and administer 
safety programs, survey local needs 
and create materials and practices 
suitable to prevent property damage, 
InJury and loss of life. 
5. Assists all persons and agencies in 
understanding, enforcing and improv-
Ing fire, sanitary, building, zoning, 
traffic control, nuisance abatement 
and other codes and laws designed to 
prevent accidents and improve living 
standards. 
II. Developtnent of afety Curricula 
The modern school develops safety education 
at all school levels as a significant part of 
the school's total program either through the 
integ1 ative process or by direct Instruction . 
The supervisor: 
1. Serves as the safety education consult-
ant on the central curriculum commit-
tee of the school system. 
2. Suggests and assists safety curriculum 
committees in grade levels and depart-
ments as need for them becomes ap-
parent. 
3 Periodically checks existing curricula 
for safety education adequacy. 
4 Translates accident experience into 
curricula and makes recommendations 
for changes indicated. 
5 Is alert to other needs of pupils which 
may not show up in the accident 
statistics available. 
6 Works with principals and teachers on 
problems of scheduling materials and 
activities, to the end that the objectives 
of the safety curriculum may be re-
alized. 
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7. Assists in the choice of textbooks and 
teaching materials involved in safety 
education. 
III. lmprovcinent of In truction in Safety 
There are many technical elements related 
to efficient safety instruction. Techniques re-
lated to school safety organizations, the 
achievement of a variety of approaches to 
safety, effective development of driver educa-
tion programs and the proper use of all media 
of instruction are among the specifics. 
The supervisor: 
1. Keeps informed of the latest develop-
ments in local, state and national safety 
programs, research and information. 
2. Informs all school personnel of reli-
able safety information. 
3. Provides in-service programs for teach-
ers and principals . 
4. Informs principals and teachers of 
legal aspects involved in safety. 
5. Develops, with teachers, current 
guides, outlines or other communica-
tions for their own use and for 
students. 
6. Encourages teachers to develop their 
own projects, activities and units based 
upon a problem or accident within 
their Individual classes. 
7. Encourages teachers to increase pupil 
planning and participation in all safety 
activities . 
8. Encourages teachers to do action re-
search at their particular level. 
9. Encourages the use of many types of 
visual aids to improve instruction. 
I . Develop1nent of Improved Community Coor-
dination in Safety 
Police and fire departments, the utilities, 
pedestrian and traffic controls, accident pre-
vention, safety councils, service clubs, and 
home and school organizations all play vital 
parts in the simultaneous development of 
improved public relations and safety 
practices. Improved community coordination 
operates toward effective public relations . 
The supervisor: 
1. Provides outside agencies w1th perti-
nent data . 
2. l\1aintains good relations with these 
groups. 
3 Serves on committees that affect child 
safety in these groups. 
4. Cooperates with these groups on speci-
fic problems pertaining to their area of 
. 
service. 
5. Determines with these groups practices 
and procedures to follow in solution 
of problems. 
6. Attends the regularly-scheduled safety 
council comin ittee meetings and the 
city council meetings 1n order to be-
come thoroughly acquainted with the 
overall safety problems. 
7. Shares in the community safety pro-
jects because of their eventual direct or 
Indirect influence on the total school 
safety problems 
8. Accepts speaking assignments to enlist 
the support of service clubs, P T A. 
and other interested groups. 
V. Evaluation of the Effectivene of the afety 
Program 
In today's school this IS a technical problem, 
requiring the guidance of a person skilled in 
safety techniques and with an understanding 
of their r elation to the total school program. 
If safety education IS to be reliable, careful 
plans for ways of evaluation must be con-
sidered to measure the effectiveness of the 
program. 
To eff ect this, the supervisor: 
1. Reviews the goals and objectives of 
safety education. 
2. Gathers evidence of success or failure 
in producing changes in safety prac-
tices and behavior. 
3. Uses the National School Safety Honor 
Roll annually as a check-up or evalua-
tion . 
4. Studies accident summar ies and other 
accident data. 
5. Uses the recommendations from the 
Annual Inventory of Traffic Safety 
Activities to study the effectiveness of 
his program. 
6. Assists principals and teachers in de-
veloping evaluation instruments to de-
termine effectiveness of the safety 
education program. 
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MONTHLY GUIDE 
Every safety supervisor or person assigned 
the responsibility of safety education needs a 
guide as to when certain activities should be done. 
One of Dr. Herbert J . Stack's supervisory classes 
at New York University worked out this "Super-
visor 's Set-up Schedule," which was published in 
Safety Education magazine in January, 1960. Be-
cause of its value, it is published in its entirety: 
eptember: 
1. Discuss safety program with other 
~afety supervisors. 
2. Get fire prevention materials ready to 
be sent out to schools . 
3. Arr ange for first meeting of city safety 
education committee. 
4. Attend first meeting of school princi-
pals and/or teachers and speak for 15 
minutes. 
5. Send out material on National Safety 
Council Honor Roll awards. 
6. Arrange with the police department 
for assistance in training of patrol. 
7. See that each patrol is supervised by 
safety coordinator. 
8. Receive a report as to patrols. 
9. Send out to principals suggestions for 
fire prevention week. 
10. Working with principals and cus-
todians, inspect five of the school 
buildings. 
11. Aid in getting cars for high school 
driver education. 
l2. Speak at two PTA meetings called in 
September . 
13. Arrange with principals for fire de-
partment demonstrations in October . 
14. IVIeet with department chairmen of 
high schools to discuss integration of 
safety in program. 
15. Discuss school parking arrangements 
with school principals and safety com-
mittee. 
16. Work with school bus drivers on pupil 
safety. 
17. Check the safety features of high 
school football. 
• 
' 
October: 
1. Attend State Teachers Convention; 
speak at Driver Education Conference. 
2 Check to see how patrols are function-
• Ing. 
3. peak on fire prevention at two school 
assemblies. 
4. Send out home safety materials for use 
In November. 
5 Inspect several school buildings. 
6. Speak at a local service club meeting. 
7. Arrange for the monthly meeting of 
the safety education committee. 
8 Confer with supervisors of other sub-
Jects regarding safe practices. 
9 Find out why certain schools do not 
have patrols and try to organize, work-
ing with principal. 
10. Meet with new teachers in the school 
system. 
11. Speak on safety at a conference of 
industrial arts teachers. 
12. Speak at a meeting of scout officials 
regarding follow-up of Safety Good 
Turn. 
13 Send out booklet on hunting safety 
secured from state department. 
O\tember: 
1 Check with principals for proper exits 
and methods for emergency drills. 
2 Speak to physical education teachers 
at their monthly meeting. 
3 Attend the monthly meeting of Civic 
clubs to solicit help in obtaining safe 
play areas for winter sports. 
4. Confer with superintendent of recrea-
tion to arrange for safety instruction to 
this instructional crew. 
5. Send out bulletin on Thanksgiving 
safety. Distribute th1s to all teachers 
and administrators. 
6. Discuss the need for emphasis on safe 
driving during the winter months with 
high school teachers. 
December: 
1.. Send suggestions to principals for 
Christmas safety program. 
2 Distribute information on home safety. 
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3. Discuss accident reports in order to 
incorporate safety in the program. 
4. Arrange films for distribution on win-
ter sports, such as ice skating, coasting, 
(possibly skiing) . 
5. Check to see whether or not schools 
are having fire drills. 
.January: 
1. Review first half of school-year pro-
gram. Check on safety practices and 
any weaknesses of the program. 
2 Send out materials on winter sports. 
3. Be prepared to talk to PTA meetings 
about winter home safety. 
4. Secure cooperation of news media 
stressing city ordinances concerning 
winter safety. 
5 Make sure that all play areas are well 
supervised. 
6 Consult the pollee in getting their co-
operation to set aside certain areas for 
coasting. 
7. Continue to check several school build-
. Ings. 
February: 
1. ecure material to be distributed in 
IVIarch on safety In spring clean-up, 
playground, bicycle, roller skating, kite 
£ly1ng. 
March: 
2 Prepare and send out summary of first 
term accident reports. 
3 Continue inspection of schools with 
principals and custodians. 
4 heck practices in civil defense drills. 
5. end memos to school principals and 
custodians to prepare for playground 
safety next month. 
6. Arrange for in-service safety course for 
tea~hers In school system. 
1. Initiate spring clean-up campaign. 
2 Continue inspection of school build-
• 1ngs. 
3 Speak to two school assembly pro-
grams. 
4. Make preparation for bicycle programs 
in elementary schools and make plans 
for bike rodeo in April. 
April: 
May: 
June: 
5. Receive forms and start to evaluate 
program for National School Safety 
Honor Roll Awards. 
6. Attend State Driver Education Associa-
tion meeting. 
7. Distribute seasonal rna terial and 
posters on the hazards of kite flying. 
8. D1stribute information (data sheets) on 
first aid instruction. 
9. Distribute material on playground 
safety. 
1. Secure and distribute materials on 
fishing and boating from the state 
department. 
2. Have building safety coordinators 
c h e c k playground and playground 
equip1nent. 
3. Talk at monthly physical education 
teachers meeting, emphasizing spring 
sports. 
4. Send out materials on bicycle safety 
5. Check each school to make sure each 
National Safety Honor Roll Program 
has been submitted. 
1. Prepare for safety awards to schools 
with best records. 
2. Be prepared to give outdoor safety 
talks to any interested group. 
3. Consolidate school year reports for ac-
cident evaluation. 
4. Present recent safety film to com-
mittee for its approval for the coming 
year. 
5. Send out materials on summer vacation 
hazards and pedestrian warnings. 
6. Send out materials emphasizing farm 
safety, recreational safety and water 
safety for the coming summer vaca-
tion. 
1. Emphasize water safety (secure and 
send out films and literature on fish-
ing, boating, water skiing, swimming 
and sunburns). Check with owners of 
public and private swimming pools 
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2. En1phasize camping safety (knives and 
hatchets f1res - poison ivy wood 
ticks and snakes). Utilize Boy Scouts 
to present assembly programs. 
3. Prepare accident summary of the past 
year and distribute with recommenda-
tions for the coming year. 
4. Meet with v1sual aids committee about 
plac1ng order for fllms, safety litera-
ture, posters and magazines for the 
• 
connng year. 
5 Arrange for collection, washing and 
storing of school safety patrol belts. 
6. Evaluate the past year and revise the 
plans for the coming year to have 
ready for the teachers' workshop be-
fore school opens in the fall. 
7. Order supply of accident report blanks 
for the coming year. 
8 Meet with committee to arrange for 
purchase of safety readers and text-
books. (In some schools, this should be 
done earlier .) 
9. Arrange for tests to be given in ele-
mentary grades . 
10. Prepare report of year's program to 
be submitted to the superintendent 
of schools. 
July and Augu t: 
1. Spend at least two weeks of the eight 
weeks preparing plans for next school 
year. 
2. Work with the school bus supervisor 
on routes, pickup points and pupil 
safety. 
3. Work with the school bus driver on a 
Drivers' Clinic prior to the beginning 
of school. 
GUIDE OF MONTHLY UNITS 
ON SAFETY EDUCATION 
As all aspects of safety cannot be taught every 
day, a division of these items in their appropriate 
n1onths is given. 
September: (School Safety) 
1. Safety to and from school 
2. Classroom 
3 Corridors and stairs 
• 
• 
4. Playgrounds and school grounds 
5. Gvmnasiums and athletic fields 
• 
6. Laboratory rootns 
7. Shops 
8. Toilets and washroo1ns 
9 Auditoriums 
10. Playrooms 
11 Walks and steps 
12 Bus loading zones 
October: (Fire Safety) 
1- Fire losses; local, state and national 
2. 1\tlatches 
3. toves and furnaces 
4. \Vaste and oily rags 
5. Electrical fires 
6 Gasoline, kerosene and cleaning fluids 
7. Open fires 
8. Fire alarm system- fire escapes and 
exits 
9. How to put out fires 
10. First aid for burns 
11. Home fire drills 
12. Home ftre inspections 
13. chool building inspections 
ovetnber: (W1nter Recreation) 
1 Coasting 
2 Skating 
3 Snowballing 
4 Skiing 
5. Icy streets and side walks 
6. First aid on frost bites 
7. First aid on frozen hands, feet and face 
Decem bet: (Home Safety) 
1. Falls 
2. Burns 
3. Firearms 
4. Asphyxiation 
5 Suffocation 
6. Poisons 
7. Cuts and scratches 
8. Electrical safety 
9. Heating system 
10. Christmas hazards such as metal or live 
trees, gifts and the installation of in-
door and outdoor lights. 
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January: (\Vinter and Home Safety) 
A review of the November and Decem-
ber units. 
February: (Courtesy) 
Respect for : 
1. the other person 
2. the other person 's property 
3. others on the sidewalks and streets 
4. others in cars 
5. others on the job 
March: (Traffic Safety) 
1. General safety practices and precau-
tions 
2. Precautions at intersections 
3. W a1king on the highways 
4. Roller skating pushmobiles, tricy-
cles, wagons and other play apparatus 
5. Bicycle program 
a. inspection of bicycle 
b . written tests 
c. maneuvering skills 
April: ( pring Clean-up and Spring Sports) 
1. Clean-up 
a outdoor area around the hon1e 
b . indoor area around the home 
c. playgrounds 
d. swings, teeterboards, slides, etc. 
2 pring Sports 
a. baseball and softball 
b . bicycles and other means of trans-
portation 
c. kites 
d . track and field 
May: (Sum1ner and Vacation Safety) 
1. Vacation 
a. hiking 
b swimming 
• 
c. camping 
d. boating 
e. fishing 
f. fireworks 
g. traveling 
2. Other summer safety 
including: 
a. artificial resuscitation 
b . hot weather 
c. poisonous plants 
d. animal and insect bites 
f1rst a1d 
INTEGRATING THE AFETY 
PROGRAM 
Importance of Integration: 
As safety is a way of living rather than a 
separate subject to be learned, it is entitled to a 
place in every phase of the classroom activity that 
can make safety facts or behavior meaningful. To 
be of value such relationships and points of contact 
znust develop naturally. 
The teacher of experience and vision has 
always taught through association. His task in 
preparing course-of-study material is to under-
stand clearly the objectives of safety education 
and to seek to determine the contributions that 
other fields of knowledge can make to strengthen 
those objectives, whether they be to increase 
safety knowledge , fix habits or develop desirable 
attitudes. 
RELATION OF AFETY EDUCATION 
TO VARIOUS SUBJECTS 
Social 'itudie : 
Safety, liKe health and citizenship, embraces 
social qualities which the school aims to develop. 
In the lowest grades the children have their first 
introduction to city departments through their 
study of comn1unity helpers : the policeman, the 
fireman , the playground director. Gradually they 
learn more about these departments, their organi-
zation, their problems, the possibilities of school-
community cooperation. Then interest and safety 
begin to extend beyond the community to the 
activities and problems of state and national 
agencies. The teacher's objective is twofold as he 
relates safety to social studies: (a) to develop a 
citizen who will intelligently co-operate with civic 
agencies; OJ) to create a desire on the part of each 
student f\)r a safe and pleasant community in 
which to live. 
Current Events: 
The study of current events has an important 
place in the Llassroom today. Such material, new 
and vital and often closely related to the com-
munity and to the child's experiences, contains an 
abundance of safety teaching. 
Health and Physical Education: 
• 
Safety must of necessity be concerned with 
health and physical education. A study of acci-
dents reveals that many of them are the result 
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of physical defects, poor Circulation or lack of 
muscular control. It is the responsibility of the 
physical education personnel to do their utmost 
to recognize and correct these handicaps. Every 
sport and game provides opportunity for em-
phasizing the relationship of safety and the fol-
lowing: knowledge of rules and procedures, good 
sportsmanship, skill, desirable attitudes and cour-
age to meet elements of danger when necessary. 
• c1ence: 
Electricity and f1re are but two of the many 
phases of scientific knowledge that provide a 
basis for valuable teaching of self-preservation 
and safety to others. The field of nature provides 
illustrations of the survival of the fittest. The 
study of wild animals and the way the mother 
teaches her voung offers many delightful and 
fruitful approaches to worthwhile safety teaching 
for children. 
Mathematics: 
Compiling and interpreting accident statistics 
and c; tudy of economic losses through fire and 
• 
accidents require a knowledge of figures and oer-
centa f!e . Accjdent figures provide practical ma-
terial for the making of graphs and the study of 
• 
, n <:; q ranee. 
Lang-ua£te Arts: Writing, English, Spelling: 
Tn all grades and departments , even as low 
as kindergarten and first grade, it is doubtful if 
any safetv teaching is possible without the use of 
the so-called tool subjects. In promoting safety 
for others, well-expressed thoughts, both oral and 
written, are important. Reports, bulletins, original 
stories and noems, pro.grams and campaigns are 
but a few of the ways that these subjects carry 
• 
safety information to the home and community. 
• 
The State College of Iowa has developed a 
chart indicating where the opportunities of teach· 
ine- safetv in other subiects are listed. See opposite 
J 
page. 
Value of Integration: 
In the Integrated program, the work is so 
planned that any one of these may be used to 
motivate the regular subjects, and in turn , these 
subjects are the tools that help the pupil to reach 
desirable goals . Time is saved and results are 
more easily and naturally obtained by integration. 
• 
• 
, 
OPPORTUNITY FOR TEACHING SAFETY THROUGH INTEGRATION 
I SCHOOL r I 
: ACTIVITIES ! 
I I STREET AND HIGHWAY I I 
ACCIDENTS I XX I 
I I 
I I 
WATER SAFETY I X I 
I 
' I I RAILROADS I I 
I I 
I 
' HOME ACCIDENTS I I I I 
I I 
WATER TRANS PORTATION I I 
I I 
I I ELECTRICITY & I I 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES I I 
I I 
I I 
GAS AND GAS I I 
APPLIANCES I I 
I I 
' 
I 
BURNS I I I I 
' 
I 
FALLS IN THE HO ME I I 
I I 
I I 
USE OF INFLAMMABLES I XX I I I 
I I 
SCHOOL ACCIDENTS I X I I I 
I 1 
FIRE PREVENTION I X I 
I 
I I 
SAFE USE OF LABS. I X I I I 
I I 
AVIATION SAFETY I X I 
I I 
I I 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY I I 
I I 
J I 
FIRST AID I I I I 
I I 
MED ICINES I I 
I I 
I I PHYSICAL & EMOTIO NAL I I 
CONDITIONS I X I 
J I 
I I 
FOREST CONSERVATION I I 
I 
LSome Opportunity 
XLGood Opportunity 
xxx_Best Opportunity 
SOC I SCIENC E : HEALTH : IND .: 
• I 
STD . 1 I I ARTS I 
I I I I I I I I 
XX I XXX I XX I X I I I I I 
I I I I I X I XX I XXX I I I I I 
I I I I 
XX I XXX I X I I I I t 
' I I I X I XX I I I I I I I 
I I I 
XX I XXX I X I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I XX I I XXX I 
I I I I 
I • I I I I I I 
X I XX I I X I I I I I 
I I I I 
X I XX I XX I I I I I I 
I I I 
X I XX I I I I I 
I I I 
' I XX I I XX I I I I I 
I I I I 
I X I XXX I XX I I I I I 
I I I I 
XX I XXX 
r 
X I X I 
1 I I 
I I 
' 
I 
X I XXX I I XX I I I I I 
I I I I 
XX I XXX I I X I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
XX I X I I XXX I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I XX I XXX I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I XX I XXX I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I XXX I I I I I 
I I I 
XXX I X I I I 
I I I I 
voc . I HOME 
I 
AGR. I EC . 
I 
I 
X I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X I XXX I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X I XXX I 
XXX 
I 
I XXX I 
I 
I XXX I 
I 
I XXX I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X I X 
I 
• 
I 
X XX I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X I X 
I 
I 
XX I XX 
I 
I XX I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
XX I 
I 
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IN-SERVICE EDU ATIO 
ON AFETY 
In-service education is designed to promote 
growth which takes place while the teacher is on 
the job. It is a continuation of professional devel-
opment which actually helps the individual 
teacher become n1ore effective in that given school 
system. Every school should have an in-service 
program of some type, and safety education can 
be integrated into any school's in-service program. 
In plann1ng an in-service program for the 
needs of the teachers, it is implied that: 
1. Teachers' needs were not met at the 
pre-service level. 
2. Growth continued when a teacher be-
comes an active member of a staff. 
3. Teachers have personal needs as well 
as professional ones. 
The administration of the school should pro-
vide opportunities for the staff to plan an in-
service program based on the needs of the group . 
The need for knowing the needs of the com-
munity can only be done through the exchange of 
ideas and the evaluation of accident rates and the 
curriculum. It is impossible for one individual to 
know the con1plete needs of any community, and 
therefore, it is imperative that cooperation be-
tween all interested citizens be included. 
Factor in a Good afety Education Program: 
1. A basic philosophy of safety education 
2. Participation on the part of children 
3. Understanding and support of board of 
education 
4. Understanding and support of school 
administrators 
5. Assignment of division of authority 
6. Cooperative planning by all interested 
per~ons and groups 
7. Teachers with basic knowledge as to 
the need for safety 
8. A well balanced safety program 
9. Active participation on the part of the 
en tire staff 
10. In-service program on the teaching of 
safety 
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11 . In-service program for non-certified 
personnel 
12. Provisions for acquiring needed ma-
tenals and supplies 
13. A safe school plant 
14. Policies safeguarding pupils, teachers 
and other employees in hazardous and 
emergency situations 
15. Standardizing the accident reporting 
system 
16. A constant evaluation of the program 
There are many ways that can be useful in 
operating an effective in-service program. Here 
are a few suggestions: 
1. Workshops and /or conferences 
2. Clinics 
3 Bulletins 
4. Visitations 
5. Demonstrations 
6. F acuity meetings 
7. Con1mittee working 
8. Resource people 
9. Local courses 
• 
There are many ways a school can encourage 
its faculty into teacher growth: 
1. Give salary credit for in-service courses 
2. Give increment credit for workshops or 
clinics 
3. Allow teachers to attend district, state 
and national safety conferences 
4. Allow the teachers a part in the 
planning 
5. Give a word of encouragement to all 
participating 
6. Allow for teachers to visit others teach-
ing safety education successfully 
7. Have administration furnish cur-
riculum guidance in the safety educa-
tion area 
How To Determine the Children' eeds: 
1. Study the children 
2. Study the environment and community 
3. Evaluate accident records 
4. Consider the hazards that may be faced 
• 
• 
' 
SAFETY EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
ELEME TARY CHOOL TOPI 
(Graded) 
Kindergarten afety Education 
1. Emphasizing safe practices 
Know own address, telephone number, parents' 
address and doctor's name 
Proper use of sidewalks 
Traffic signals 
Traffic officers 
Crossing at corners 
Look all four ways 
When stopping at signs wait until car stops 
Riding in vehicles 
Entering and alighting fro1n vehicles 
Playing in streets 
Caution of animals 
2 As pedestrians 
Safest route to and from school 
Safety patrol 
Inclement weather 
Push button signals 
Sharp objects 
Avotd down wires 
3 Gotng to and from school 
Knowledge of school bus regulations 
Railroads 
Dangers at alleys, driveways and one-way 
streets 
Uneven surfaces 
Discarded objects 
Chasing and scuffling 
Throwing objects 
Crossing guards 
Warning signals 
Accepting rides, or talking to strangers 
4 On the playground 
Playing in the proper areas 
Apparatus and sandboxes 
Use and understanding of the rules 
Know and observe rules for using all play~ 
ground equipment 
Drinking fountains , lavatories and benches 
Report accidents to proper authority 
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5. During emergency drills (self-preservation de~ 
mands immediate disaster planning) 
F1re drills, one a month required by state law, 
regular and alternate routes 
Man-made disasters 
Storms and other natural disasters 
Contact local fire chief or civil defense director 
6 In buildings and classrooms 
---- ·------Doorway safety-panic bars, glass, finger and 
hand injuries 
Conduct in halls, auditorium and stairway 
Conduct in lavatories 
Classroom conduct concerning traffic pattern, 
equipment and supplies- use of scissors and 
other cutting equipment 
Reporting accidents to proper authority 
Emphasis on accident prevention during physi-
cal activities in classroom and gym 
7 Fire prevention and control 
Open fires and heaters 
Matches 
Electrical cords and appliances 
Procedure in case of fire or smoke-filled room 
Significance of fire alarm devices 
Send home fire safety check list 
8. At home 
Toys 
Ropes- improper use 
Steps and stairs 
Driveways 
Bare feet 
Gasoline containers 
Pressure containers 
Bathtubs and showers 
Throw rugs 
Hot objects 
Power mower 
Cautions in the use of 1nedicines 
Cautions about poisons 
Flameproof decorations and costumes 
Iceboxes, refrigerators and freezers 
Plastic bags 
Detergents and bleaches 
Sprays and insecticides 
9 First aid 
Introduction 
Develop an awareness that all injuries shall 
be reported to a responsible adult 
Be aware that injuries should be treated 
Grade One Safety Education 
1. In general 
Review and extend the safety practices enl-
phasized in kindergarten. 
2. As pedestrians 
Use of sidewalk 
Dangers in driveways , alleys and streets (es-
pecially on one-way streets) 
Traffic officers 
Learn to use space in traffic when crossing 
street at intersections 
vValking on the left, facing traffic, when in 
street 
Conduct at traffic signals and signs 
Playing in the street 
Moving vehicles 
Parked cars 
A void downed wires 
3. Going to and from school 
School patrol and adult crossing guards 
Knowledge of school bus regulations 
Straying 
Loitering 
Arrival time according to school regulations 
Proper handling of books and other materials 
Talking to strangers 
Riding with strangers 
Strange animals 
Pets 
Construction areas 
Other dangerous areas and situations, such as 
railroads, streams, underpasses, bridges, 
dumps, wooded areas, old buildings, etc. 
4. On the playground 
Recognizing supervision 
Assigned areas 
Retrieving balls, pets and sidewalk toys 
Stay clear of games 
School boundaries 
Safe response to bells 
Reporting and chasing animals 
Using ropes 
Proper use of play eqnipment and apparatus 
Develop an awareness that tempered eye-
glasses are available 
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5. In buildings and classrooms 
R1gh ts of others 
Pushing and running 
Traffic pattern 
Steps and halls 
Doors 
Panic bars 
Fingers, hands and arn1s 
Possible injury near door 
Glass, dangers 
Rules for scissors, pencils , rulers, and other 
dangerous items 
Rules for fire safety 
Rules for authorized use of school equipment 
Emphasis on accident prevention during physi-
cal activities in classroom and gym 
6. During emergency drills 
All students accounted for by classroo1n 
teachers 
Recognizing signals for natural disasters and 
man-made disasters 
Procedure for disaster drill 
Recognize the importance of order and quiet-
ness during drills 
7. In fire prevention (integrated with other sub-
jects) 
How fires start 
Importance of good housekeeping 
Dangers in. 
Open fires and heaters 
Cleaning fluid 
Matches 
Electrical equipment 
Smoke 
Superheated air 
8. At home 
Take home approved home safety check list 
Family safety council 
Use sidewalk or off-street area to ride bicycles 
Area for bicycle use 
Dangerous play areas 
Safety eye-glasses (include tempered lens in all 
prescription glasses) 
Firearms dangers 
Dangers in old iceboxes, refrigerators, 
freezers, etc. 
Dangers in plastic bags 
Falls slippery floors , rugs, stairs, etc. 
Unsupervised exploration 
Unsupervised swimming and playing 
• 
• 
Dangerous instruments and cutting tools 
Rules for fire safety 
Cautions In the use of medicines 
Cautions concerning poisons, insecticides and 
pressure cans 
9 First aid 
R~porting all acc:1dents to adult authority 
Ut1llze Red Cross First A1d procedures in ac-
cordance w1th school policy 
Treatment of n1inor injuries by proper per-
sonnel 
What to do for Injuries 
Grade Two afety Education 
1. In general 
Re-emphasize selected areas in kindergarten 
and first grade 
2. Fire 
Know and follow fire dr1ll procedures 
Reporting fires (refer to local policy or teach-
er's handbook) 
Extinguishing ftres (explain and discuss) 
Fire prevention Information 
Use of matches and candles 
Using electrical apphances 
Dangers of bonfires , gasoline and cleaning 
fluids , and charcoal lighter fluid 
Human causative factors In forest fires, build-
ings and building areas 
Smoke-filled rooms 
Superheated air 
3. Disaster control 
Know and follow drill procedures 
P1 ocedure for tornadoes or other windstorms 
Severe weather 
Severe winds 
Heavy rains 
Severe cold 
Blizzards 
Floods 
C1v1l defense procedures (know and comply 
w1th area regulations) 
4. At home 
-----
use and care of toys 
Hazards involving falls, burns, poisons, cuts, 
abrasions and puncture wounds 
Care with sharp objects and nails 
Be careful with broken glass, loose rocks, and 
surfaces that are slippery, inclined or rough 
Be careful on steps 
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Beware of airtight structures, such as iceboxes, 
and deep-freezes 
Care in handling pets and animals 
Care in handling hot liquids and hot objects 
Check home for hazards using standardized 
check list 
5. Recreational safety 
Camping 
Hiking 
Water safety 
--
Boating and fishing 
Swimming 
Safe drinking water 
afe play areas 
Unsafe play areas 
Learning rules of each game 
Recognizing seasonal hazards such as kites, 
skates, sleds, fishhooks , ice, snow piles, etc. 
6. To and from school (also refer to pedestrian 
- - -
unit) 
Always cross at crosswalks 
Observe traffic controls light, patrol boys, 
officers, and crossmg guards 
Look all four ways before crossing 
controlled or uncontrolled intersections 
Use care near driveways 
Walk on left facing traffic unless sidewalk is 
available 
0 bserve bus rules 
No throwing of any objects 
Respect others' property and rights 
7. On the playground 
Selective review of kindergarten and first 
grade safety guide 
No liftmg or carrying of children 
Set pattern of behavior for younger children 
8. In school buildings and classrooms 
Develop safety rules for classroom, corridor 
and gym 
Use stairway and steps properly 
Use care in opening and closing doors 
Care in the use of equipment and supplies 
9. First aid 
---Report all accidents to proper adult authority 
Treatment of minor injuries by proper per-
sonnel (based on school policy) 
What to do and what not to do 
Cautions in the use of medicines and poisons 
Grade Three afety Education 
1. In general 
Extend the understandings from selected areas 
in second 'grade 
2. Going to and from school 
-Keep mentally alert 
Reading, recognizing and obeying traffic signs, 
traffic lights and regulations 
Cooperation with school patrol c r o s sing 
guards and 'traffic officers 
Vehicle laws as they apply to pedestrians or 
bicycle riders (refer to Iowa Drivers Guide) 
Conduct as passengers in school bus or other 
vehicles 
Walk to school in good weather 
3. On the playground 
Hazards of balls and bats In the play areas 
Be alert in contact games 
Orderly behavior to and from game areas 
4. In buildings and classrooms 
Care on stairways and steps 
Safe use of corridors, classrooms, gym, lockers 
and toilets 
Care on freshly waxed floors 
5. During emergency and fire drills 
Begin development of student self-discipline 
Continued observation of fire drill regulations 
6. In fire prevention 
----~----------J Understanding fire and causative factors 
Procedure in case of fires 
Evacuation and other self-protective measures 
7. At home 
Emergency procedures as directed by parents 
Emergency procedures in case of no directions 
Precautions concerning asphyxiation, carbon 
monoxide and gas 
Dangers of playing in unattended vehicles 
8. Vacation and recreational safety 
Safe habits in hiking, camping, swimming, 
boating, bicycling and horseback riding 
Safe habits in unsupervised play 
9. First aid 
Reporting to an adult 
Treat simple cuts and abrasions under super-
vision of an adult 
Prepare child to protect self in as many emer-
gencies as age, intelligence and ability will 
warrant 
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Grade Four afety Education 
1. In general 
Re-emphasize and extend selected areas from 
third grade 
2. Going to and from school 
Behavior on arrival 
Developing understanding of obedience to 
safety regulations 
3. Increased responsibilities as a pedestrian 
Rights and responsibilities 
Responsibility of pedestrian refer to Iowa 
Drivers Manual (available at the Iowa Depart-
ment of Public Safety) 
Vehicle limitations, stopping, turning 
Develop understanding of obedience to safety 
regulations 
Entering and leaving cars 
4 On the playground 
Observe area and playground regulations 
Observe rules of the game 
Comply with interpretation of rules 
Develop student leadership 
Abide by group decisions 
5. In buildings and classroon1s 
Windows and transoms 
Restrooms and fountains 
Field trip safety factors 
Special rooms and areas 
6. During emergency drills 
~ 
Fire drills and procedures 
Purpose 
Significance 
Procedure 
Conduct 
Evaluation of procedures 
7. In fire prevention education 
Recognizing and correcting fire hazards 
Utilize Fire Prevention Week and fire safety 
materials 
Becoming aware of the effects of fire on our 
economy 
8. At home 
Hazards of explosives 
Use of "legal" fireworks 
9. Vacation or recreational safety 
Cooperating with parents, recreation directors 
and club leaders 
• 
• 
I 
Water safety 
Camping 
Organized play activity 
Other seasonal activities 
Usc of "legal" fireworks 
Grade Five afety Education 
1. In general 
Review selected areas from fourth grade and 
begin to develop pride in one s safety con-
• SCIOUSness 
2 As pedestrians 
Law enforcement officers 
Going to and from school 
Bicycle safety 
Teasing and fighting 
Falls 
3 On the playground 
----Cooperating ¥:ith authority 
No "horse-play" 
Assume responsibility 
4. In buildings and classroon1s 
During emergency drills 
Understanding purpose of dr1ll 
Code of individual conduct for the drill 
5 In f1re prevention emphasize proper use of 
Materials 
Techniques 
Equipment 
6 At hotne 
Emergency telephone nun1bers 
Cooperating with authority 
Use and dangers of electricity 
Learn proper use of firearms and co1nply with 
family regulations 
Learn to avoid falls and other injuries 
Hazards of railroad property and construction 
areas 
Understanding dangers of explosives, such as 
blasting caps and live ammunition, etc. 
7 Vacation and recreational safety 
Water safety 
Boating 
Swimming 
Other water activities 
Athletic activities and sports 
Tea1n 
Individual 
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8 First aid 
Red Cross material- qualified 
Instructor for selected area of study 
Grade Six Safety Education 
1. In general 
Review selected areas from fourth and fifth 
grades, and begin to develop the concept of 
personal responsibility and personal integrity 
2 As pedestrians 
~ 
Proper use of sidewalk 
Observation of hazards and recommend cor-
rection to proper authorities 
Set an example for younger students 
3. Going to and from school 
Hazing 
School and community regulations 
Set example for others 
4. In buildings and classrooms 
Responsible behavior 
Use of school equipment 
Group planning in case of an accident 
5 On 1he playground 
Setting an example 
Evaluation of safety methods 
Showoffs 
6 During emergency drills 
Composed attitude 
Handicapped children 
lVIessengers and monitors 
7. In fire prevention 
- Burning permits 
Closed areas 
Combustible fuels 
hock 
8. At home 
Construction site precautions 
Undue experimentation 
Locking car doors, using safety belts 
Burns, household equipment, hazards and 
poisoning 
Personal inspection of bicycles 
9. Vacation and recreational safety 
---- ---=----=-----~ --Review swimming rules 
Discuss catnping hazards 
Organized and unorganized activities for 
teams and individuals 
10. First aid 
Red Cross instruction by a qualified instruc-
tor for all students 
(Students should know and extend all neces-
sary previous learnings to prepare themselves 
for increased responsibilities in junior high 
school.) 
SUGGESTED A TIVITIE FOR 
THEELEMENTARY CHOOL 
I. Kindergarten, First and Second Grade 
A. Learn rules for pedestrian safety by dis-
cussing observing, doing and using 
B. Practice using the telephone for report-
ing an emergency include posting emer-
gency numbers 
C. Make maps of school areas in relation to 
home and streets discuss 
D. Walk around school area and make a sur-
vey of existing safety aids, safety prob-
lems, safety rules and protective devices 
such as signal lights , curbs, sidewalks, 
crosswalks, etc. 
E. Have a policeman talk to class and let 
the student patrol assist in this program 
F. Discuss dangers about the school area: 
1. To and from school 
2. On the playground 
3. In the school room 
G. Demonstrate how to use playground 
equipment 
H. Discuss, learn, understand, demonstrate 
and use the basic rules for pedestrian 
safety 
I . Show and discuss safety films 
J. Make safety posters 
K. Have children learn stories, poems and 
songs on safety 
L. Make check list of all safety practices at 
school, home and community 
1. Refer to pedestrian safety list 
2. Refer to other safety lists as needed 
M. Refer to general safety units 
N. Review previous units of learning 
0. Discuss proper use of sidewalk toys 
II. Third Grade Review selected learning 
areas in second grade 
A. Discuss school, home and community 
hazards 
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B. Make charts and posters on safety 
C. Conduct fire drills and discuss problems 
involved after the drill 
D. Review use of telephone for emergencies 
E. Discuss the duties and purpose of the 
policeman 
F. Discuss basic rules for fireworks , guns 
and dynamite caps 
G. Demonstrate how to use and store garden 
hose, rakes, knives, scissors and other 
tools 
H. Have pupils dramatize: 
1. How to report a fire 
2. Simple first aid practices 
I. Discuss the importance of safety rules as 
they pertain to the student, teacher and 
parent 
J. Collect news items, pictures and stories of 
accidents. Plan bulletin boards, make note-
books and develop displays 
K. J)emonstrate how to ride a bicycle em-
phasizing such techniques as proper start-
ing, stopping, steering, slowing down, 
signaling, turning, changing lanes and dis-
lnounting 
L. Discuss the value of bicycle training 
wheels 
M. Discuss safe procedures for the flying of 
kites 
N. Set a good example for younger children 
0. Discuss special areas to avoid: 
1. Railroads 
2. Water 
3. Construction and destruction areas 
4. Busy streets 
5. Other local hazards 
III. Fourth Grade - Review selected learning 
areas at previous grade level 
A. Collect safety news items and pictures 
for class discussion : 
1. Fire safety 
2. Traffic safety 
3. Home Safety 
4. Other 
B. Discuss and demonstrate how to treat 
minor cuts, burns and abrasions 
C. I-Iave pupils make a stop sign survey near 
home and invite parents to help 
f 
• 
D. Study safety posters: 
1. Schools 
2. Homes 
3. Industries 
4. Roadways 
5. Railroads 
6. Pedestrians 
E. Visit an industrial plant to observe safety 
practices 
F . Discuss fire safety: 
1. As it pertains to the individual 
2. At home 
3. In community 
G Refer to bicycle safety unit for study 
materials and ideas 
IV. Fifth Grade-Review elected fourth grade 
safety areas 
A. Discuss importance of reading all medi-
cine labels and checking with parents be-
fore use 
B. Discuss the responsibilities of pedestrians 
(see page 19 of Iowa Drivers Manual, De-
partment of Public Safety) 
C. DIScuss with parents how industry pro-
tects worker, then bring information to 
class for discussion 
D. Demonstrate how to handle simple garden 
tools, hammers, saws, and drill (Use no 
power tools at this grade level) 
E. Have gun expert talk to class 
F. Discuss how to use a gun 
G. Review bicycle safety program 
H. Discuss ice skating safety and other 
seasonal activities 
I. Take a home safety check list and a fire 
check list and work with parents on filling 
out. these lists 
V. ixth Grade 
A. Gun safety 
1. Learn how to use firearms (refer to 
National Rifle Association for guid-
ance) 
2. Practice the following safety rules rec-
ommended by the Sporting Arms and 
Ammunition Manufacturers Institute: 
a. Treat every gun with the respect 
due a loaded gun. This is the first 
rule of gun safety. 
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b. Guns carried into camp or home, 
or when otherwise not in use, must 
always be unloaded, and taken down 
or have actions open; guns always 
should be carried in cases to the 
shooting area. 
c. Always be sure barrel and action 
are clear of obstructions, and that 
you have only ammunition of the 
proper size for the gun you are car-
rying. Remove oil and grease from 
chamber before firing . 
d. Always carry your gun so that you 
can control the direction of the 
muzzle even if you stumble; keep the 
safety on until you are ready to 
shoot. 
e. Be sure of your target before you 
pull the trigger; know the identify-
ing features of the game you intend 
to hunt. 
f . Never point a gun at anything you 
do not want to shoot; avoid all 
horseplay while handling a gun. 
g Unattended guns should be un-
loaded; guns and ammunition 
should be stored separately beyond 
the reach of children and careless 
adults. 
h. Never climb a tree or fence nor 
jump a ditch with a loaded gun; 
never pull a gun toward you by the 
muzzle. 
i. Never shoot a bullet at a flat, hard 
surface or the surface of water; 
when at target practice, be sure 
your backstop is adequate. 
B. Industrial safety (one or more industries) 
C. Discuss 
--
1. Traffic accidents 
2. Home accidents 
3. Others as need develops - seasonal, 
regional and local 
D Survey school plants 
1. Fire hazards 
2. Building hazards 
3. Grounds hazards 
E. Survey community for hazards 
1. Streets, alleys, intersections 
2. Traffic lights and signs 
3. Areas - parks, businesses, residential, 
etc. 
F. Farm hazards; assistance can be obtained 
from the following: 
1. County agent 
2. Iowa State University 
3. National Safety Council 
G. Form a Junior Safety Council (club); re-
-quest assistance from: 
1. Safety Education Director 
2. Driver Education Instructor 
3. State Department of Public Safety 
4. Youth Activity, National Safety Council 
5. National Education Association 
PEDES TRIA 
I. Introduction 
Ali'ETY 
The pedestrian education or "pedal car 
project" as it is popularly known has been 
used for several years by one of our larger 
school systems. 
It is the result of cooperative efforts of 
the city safety commissioner, the police de-
partment and the school's safety education 
director. 
The children learn the common sense 
rules for the driver and the pedestrian in 
the class and on the playground. 
The children are putting into practice 
what they learn, too. In one recent survey, 
167 of 181 parents said their children men-
tioned their unique safety education project 
while riding in the family car. 
II. Objectives 
A. To develop in students a feeling of re-
sponsibility for their own safety and that 
of others 
B. To prevent accidents while the child is 
enroute to and from school 
C. To instill a safety consciousness in pupils 
D. To develop a spirit of cooperation in 
solving the problems of safety 
E. To acquire habits and skills which will 
function in and out of school 
F. To develop good citizenship through 
safety education 
G. To understand the need for proper safety 
measures 
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H To learn what safety measures to use in 
various situations 
I. To develop an inquiring mind to think 
safely 
J . To help children learn at an early age the 
desirable habits, skills and attitudes nec-
essary to enable them to become safer 
pedestrians, bicycle riders and future 
automobile drivers 
III. afety Practice 
A. Walking on the Highway 
1. Keep to the left edge of the highway, 
facing traffic on your side left is prop-
er for pedestrians 
2. Get off the highway when a car is 
approaching and stay off until it has 
passed. 
3. Pedestrians in a group should walk 
single file. 
4. Wear or carry son1ething white if it 
is essential that you \valk on the high-
way after twilight. 
B. rossing the Streets 
1. Cross only at crosswalks and corners 
on proper signals. 
2. Keep to the right in the crosswalks. 
3. Before crossing look all four ways 
and especially to the rear. 
4. Watch for turning cars. Wait until the 
cars come to a complete stop before 
stepping off the curb in front of them. 
5. Use your eyes. Think as well as re-
lying on signs and stop lights. 
6. Keep from between parked cars. 
7. Play away from traffic. 
8. Allow plenty of time to cross streets. 
IV. Development of Unit 
A. Approach 
The boys and girls learn the common 
rules for drivers and pedestrians through 
the use of a portable 3 x 6 indoor driver 
training board, which, by the use of toy 
cars, stop lights and other traffic devices, 
enables the children to get classroom 
safety instruction. This device is used in 
the classroom for about three or four 
weeks before children begin using the 
t 
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small (optional) pedal cars In the gym or 
on the playground. The boys and girls 
bring the toy cars and some of the traffic 
signs and houses for use on the traffic 
board. They are able to help make the 
pedestrians and extra s1gns out of card-
board paper. 
As the children work at the traffic board, 
they keep in mind the various rules for 
pedestrian and driver safety they have 
previously learned from the safety post-
ers issued regularly by the American 
Automobile Association The students 
manipulate the toy cars and pedestrians 
on the board which is marked off as an 
Intersection. 
Another device used for introducing the 
unit on pedestrian safety is a magnetic 
board After it is explained by the teacher, 
the boys and girls then have an oppor-
tunity to work with the miniature mag-
netic cars and signs. 
Rather than purchase more magnetic cars 
and symbols, "glue-on" magnets can be 
attached to flat one-inch wood squares 
These, in turn, may be attached to plastic 
cars which the children bring. The pe-
destrians and symbols can be made of 
cardboard. (Refer to L chool afety mag-
azine for prices and source.) 
The flannel board is a third device used 
in the study of pedestrian safety. The 
shapes of the various safety signs can be 
cut from felt and thus the students learn 
the colors and shapes of each sign. 
B Participation of Drivers and Pedestrians 
The second step of developing the unit 
IS actually operating the pedal cars on 
the outside range or in the gymnasium 
in bad weather. (Varying size of cars and 
students is a factor.) 
A section of the playground is clearly 
marked off as a four-block intersection 
with yellow curb lines and white walk 
lines. The electr1c signal lights are placed 
at the main intersection with yellow and 
red stop signs at the other intersections. 
For the gym, the driver education instruc-
tor and the custodians cut strips of white-
painted plywood to outline the streets and 
intersections. The children are divided 
into drivers and pedestrians, each group 
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taking turns . The object, of course, is to 
walk and drive safely around the four 
painted blocks, obeying all signs and us-
ing proper signals. An attitude of courtesy 
and fair play is stressed at all times. 
On occasion, a city policeman comes over 
to school to help the teachers and talk 
to the class. This is an appropriate time 
to emphasize the fact that a policeman 
Is a friend, someone to whom the children 
can turn for help , not someone whom 
they should fear. 
C. Activities for Development of Pedestrian 
Safety 
1. Sing safety songs. Make up original 
ones. Dramatize of songs. 
2. Read safety stories and poems. Later 
in the year, the boys and girls can write 
their own. 
3 Use safety charts made by the teacher 
and pupils. 
4. Memorize and use safety rules from 
posters of the American Automobile 
Association, the National Safety Coun-
cil and others. 
5. Make one safety poster showing rules 
of pedestrian safety. Select their favor-
ite slogan. 
6 Work with traffic board in room. 
7 Manipulate magnetic board. (To pur-
chase, refer to chool afety magazine.) 
8 Use flannel board. 
9. Make a frieze or mural. 
10 Build a miniature city and put in safety 
signs at proper places 
11. Make a list of safety words. 
12. Make clay or cardboard figures to 
represent safety rules. Group these for 
table exhibits so as to tell a story. 
13. Make up safety riddles. Example: 
Who am I? 
I am big and strong. 
I am a friend to children 
I blow my whistle to make the cars 
stop. 
I help the children cross the street. 
I help children who are lost. 
14. Invite community helpers 
a. Visiting policeman 
b. Comn1issioner of Public afety 
c. Parents 
d. Student patrol members 
15. Make bulletin board display 
16. Show safety films 
17. Cut paper in shapes of traffic signs 
18. Take a walk-talk to observe stop signs, 
street lights, traffic lights, safety zones 
or the colored pavement lines. Watch 
the conduct of pedestrians. 
19. Discuss and make a picture chart of 
the policeman's duties . 
a. To help children cross the street 
b. To help lost children get home 
c. To keep cars and people moving in 
the right direction 
d. To stop drivers that speed 
e. To help with accidents 
f To send violators to the police court 
g. To give information to people 
h. To protect llfe and property 
Help children to form conclusions 
about the importance of policeman as 
a safety worker. Discuss how they can 
help the policeman. 
20. Make a chart showing a community ac-
cident spot map. Talk about the safest 
ways to come to school. Mark danger-
ous spots with colored pins. 
21. Use dolls and doll buggies, toy trucks, 
pedal cars , toy tractors , and wagons in 
the gym or on the playground to make 
pedestrian education more true to life. 
22. Organize a Be Careful Club. 
23 . Teach each child his street address and 
telephone number if he does not know 
it. Put a large class directory on the 
bulletin board so that all can see their 
names, addresses, and telephone num-
bers. 
24. Show and discuss safety films. 
25. Use experience charts and posters. 
V. 1\'la terials 
A. Flannel board 
B. Magnetic board 
C. Bulletin board 
D. Traffic board 
E. Toy cars, signs, etc. , brought by students 
F . Magnetic cars, signs, etc. 
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G. Charts from the American Automobile 
Association, School Safety Magazine, As-
sociation of State and Provincial Safety 
Coordinators 
H. Films 
1. afety to and fronl School McGraw-Hill 
2. Policeman Encyclopedia Brittanica 
Films, Inc 
3. Traffic afety ociety For Visual 
Education 
I. Automatic lights and signs 
J. Red and yellow wooden traffic signs 
K. Seven small pedal cars 
L . Pictures and storybooks 
M. Songs 
1. Th e First Grade Book Ginn & Com-
pany 
Song 
a. Traffic Lights 
b. wish _____ _ 
c. Wait A Minute. Green Bus 
Page 
183 
-- 184 
184 
182 d. The Cars Go Up and Down 
2. ~1usic Througl1 the Day, Silver Burdett 
& Company 
a. Do You Know? (The Traffic 
Cop) _ _ _ __ _ --------
b. Stop-Go ______ --------------
c. Bus Song 
97 
93 
88 
d. Car Song 78 & 79 
3. Th e American .. inger American Book 
Company 
a. Transportation 
b. Be Careful 
- - --------- - 27 
25 
c. Crossing the Street 25 
N. Poems 
TRAFFIC 
Always remember when crossing the street 
That using your head is a help to your feet. 
Study the traffic light chan,ges with care; 
Think of the colors and why they are there. 
The red light means STOP 
So everyone stays 
Right in his place 
And watches both ways. 
When the green light says GO 
And everything's clear, 
We look right and left 
And cross without fear. 
ROADWAYS 
By Lucy Sprague Mitchell 
People are always moving 
On foot, on horses, 
On wheels, on rails, 
In ships on the sea, 
Now, on wings in the sky. 
MY POLICEMAN 
By Rose Fyleman 
He is always standing there 
At the corner of the square; 
He is very big and fine 
And his silver buttons shine. 
All the cars and taxis do 
Everything he tells them to, 
And the little errand boys 
When they pass him make no noise. 
Though I seem so very small 
I am not afraid at all, 
He and I are friends , you see, 
And he al~rays smiles at n1e 
• 
TOP - G 
Auton1obiles 
In a row 
Wa1t to go 
While the signal says· 
Stop. 
Bell ring 
T1ng-a-ling! 
Red light's gone' 
Green light's on! 
Horns blow! 
And the row 
Starts to 
Go 
-
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VI. ulminating Activitie 
When the boys and girls have completed 
their safety education experience (from four 
to six weeks), a letter is sent home to each 
parent welcoming his or her evaluation of 
the project. These replies are kept on file so 
that the program can be constantly evaluated. 
A series of colored slides showing the dif-
ferent phases of the program can also be 
used. These can be shown at a PTA program 
or in the classroom to the parents. 
The parents can be invited to come to school 
for a demonstration lesson and a potluck sup-
per. Before dark, the boys and girls enact 
their part as drivers and pedestrians on the 
outside range or in the gym. Each group 
takes turns so that each child has a chance 
to be both a driver and a pedestrian. 
VII. Evaluation 
We've had time to evaluate our efforts, and 
we find them worthwhile. It appears likely 
our efforts will bear fruit for those under our 
tutelage all the years of their life 
AFETY A A OCIAL TUDIE U IT 
FOR SECO D GRADE 
(Approximate teaching tin1e: three weeks) 
I. Overview 
A. The purpose of this unit is to develop an 
understanding and to become aware of 
the need to protect ourselves and others 
from needless injury. In our world to-
day, there is a need for each individual 
to do all within h1s power to foster cer-
tain basic principles which will make for 
the betterment of human inter-social re-
lationships. 
B. Objectives 
1. Attitudes and appreciations 
a. To develop an attitude of wanting 
to practice safety rules 
b. To develop an awareness of the need 
for taking safety precautions 
c. To appreciate the fact that broken 
safety rules often lead to disaster. 
d. To realize that it behooves each and 
every one of us to observe safety pre-
cautions 
e. To be aware of our responsibility in 
keeping our environment safe 
f. To eliminate accidents caused by 
ignorance or carelessness 
2 Understandings 
a. To follow safety rules which tend 
to avert injury 
b. To learn the rules of safety 
c. To obey and follow rules in our 
daily living 
3. Skills 
a. To locate safety materials in books 
b. To express ideas in simple sentences 
c. To draw and label safety pictures 
d. To dictate group experience stories 
to teacher 
e. To read these stories 
f. To locate like and unlike words 
g. To interpret pictures concerning 
safety and read labels 
h. To increase span of attention 
i. To begin to develop good listening 
habits 
j. To help the child to increase his 
speaking vocabulary 
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k. To beg1n to recognize safety words 
II. Outline of Factual Material 
A. Safety in the home and school 
1. Put toys away 
2. Avoid touching hot things 
a. Stove 
b . Hot pans 
c. Irons 
3. Don't climb on high places 
4. Walk up and down stairs 
a. Keep to the right 
b. Do not run 
c. Watch what you are doing 
d. Hold on to the rail 
e. Do not slide on rails 
5. Handle sharp objects carefully 
6. Be careful of where you run and jump 
7. Keep out of boxes and things with 
doors (old refrigerators) 
8. Be careful in bath tubs 
a. Soap 
b. Hot water 
c. Standing up 
d. Bath mats 
e. Electricity, radio, light switches 
9. Be careful of gasoline, kerosene, and 
cleaning fluid 
10. Keep waste materials collected 
11 Keep objects away from mouth, ears 
and nose 
12. Keep out of parked cars 
13. Don't swallow or chew strange pills 
14. Avoid unknown medicines, liquids and 
powders 
B. Safety on the way to school 
1. Look all four ways before you cross 
the street 
2. Cross only at corners 
3. Do not walk in the street 
4. Look before you go to get a ball or 
other toys 
5. Walk across streets 
6. Obey the traffic lights, officer or patrol 
boys 
7. Heed bicycle rules 
a. One on a bike 
b. Keep to the right 
c. Give turning signals 
d. Do not show off on bikes 
e. Be courteous and give pedestrians 
right of way when on sidewalks 
f. Don't speed 
g. Walk bicycles across busy streets 
8. Don't get into strange cars with people 
you don't know 
9. Do not throw things 
10. Keep safe distance from trains 
11. Use care near pets and other animals 
12. Bus safety 
a. Lineup to board 
b. Go directly to assigned seat 
c. Sit down 
d . Keep hands and arms inside 
e. o roughhousing 
f . Don't bother driver 
g. Use care when leaving bus 
C. Safety on the playground 
1. Hold tightly when on playground ap-
paratus 
2. Play safely on the swings 
3. Do not climb on swings or poles 
4. Play gan1es in own area 
5. Runners keep away from bats, ball 
games and swings 
6. Play games according to the rules 
7. Do not trip , push or hit 
8. Do not tie ropes on people 
9. Do not throw rocks , snowballs and 
other objects 
10 Pick up glass , nails and sharp objects 
from the play area 
11. Report all accidents to the teacher 
12. Have injuries treated 
13. Do not run w1th sticks 
14. Play w1th children your own age 
D. Safety in the school 
1. Walk in halls and on stairs 
2. Walk on the right 
3. Use handrails 
4. Carry chairs by holding backs 
5. Do not tip chairs backward 
6. Use care so as not to bump into furni-
ture when moving about room 
7. Keep away from doors 
8. Use sharp tools with care 
9. Report broken glass to teacher 
10. Wipe up wet spots from floor 
11. Move car efully on newly waxed floors 
E. Fire safety 
1. Respond quickly and quietly to fire 
drills 
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2. Follow prescribed route and go to sta-
tion on playground 
3. Return to room on signal 
4. Know materials that cause fires 
5. Handle these fire producing materials 
with care 
6. Report fires to adults 
7. Keep away from open fires 
8. Be most careful of electric cords and 
appliances 
F. Disasters 
1. Learn and practice what to do for civil 
defense 
2. Learn and practice drill for tornadoes 
and wind storms 
3. Learn procedure for blizzards, ex-
tremely cold weather, heavy rains and 
floods 
G Vacation safety 
1. Be careful around lights on Christmas 
tree 
2. Do not go near deep water 
3. Keep away from river banks during 
floods 
4. Use sleds only in protected areas 
5. Be careful of thin ice 
6. Report insect stings 
7. Play in safe places, know safe play 
areas 
8 Wear life jackets in boats and sit still 
Ill. Teaching Procedures 
A. Initiatory activities 
1. Teacher reads book, Donald Duck's 
afety Rules 
2. Children list additional rules we must 
follow in order to avoid accidents 
3. Choose and illustrate one safety rule 
every day 
4. Choose and illustrate a safety rule with 
real or play objects 
5 Make a chart illustrating safety rules 
using real objects - matches, razor 
blades, pins, etc. Label each item and 
discuss 
6. Make window display of real or con-
structed objects, label them 
7. Children dictate group stories 
a. Read charts 
b. Make a safety vocabulary list 
c. Write original stories 
d . Com pile stories in book form 
8. Children write labels for illustrations 
9. Make short vocabulary list of words re-
lated to this unit of study 
10. Listen to stories about safety 
11. Dramatize safety rules 
12. Take short walk and demonstrate pro-
per ways to cross street; demonstrate 
on the playground safe practices in the 
use of playground equipment 
13. Demonstrate to the class how to carry 
a chair properly, how to carry and 
handle scissors properly 
14. Remove dangerous objects from play-
ground 
15. Teach safety concepts through film-
strips 
16. Keep record of accidents that happen 
to us, and discuss ways they could have 
been avoided 
17. Sing safety songs- Record Red for 
Stop, Green for Go 
18. Learn safety rhymes 
19. Read safety rules to children in other 
grades 
B. Follow-up activities 
IV. Source of Materials 
A. Teacher 
1. Units and projects appearing periodacl-
ly in: 
a. chool afety 
b . Traffic Safety 
c. Instructor 
d. Other publications 
2. Teacher's guidebook to accompany stu-
dent textbooks 
B. Children 
1. Textbooks 
a. Growing Day by Day. Irwin, Tuttle, 
DeKelver - Lyons and Carnahan 
b . Health in ''' ork and Pl-(Jy. Hallock and 
Allen. Ginn Co. pp. 29-76 
c. Health and Safety for You. Hallock 
and Allen. Ginn Co. pp. 141-161 
d. Singer Science for You. Guidebook, 
Fraiser, McCracken, Decker 
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e. Science for \Vork and Play. Teacher's 
Guide, Schneider 
2. Library Books 
a. Safe All Day tvith the Happies, Jo-
sephine Pease 
b. 1-IarJPY Times, Buckley, White Adams 
and Silvervale 
c. Walt Disney's Donald Duck's Safety 
Book, Annie Bedford 
d . top and Go, A Safety Book, Loyta 
Higgins 
e. Safety For andy, Vera Neville 
f. afety Can Be Fun, Munro Leaf 
3. Current Films and Filmstrip Catalogs 
V. Evaluation 
A . Children 
1. Objective test, yes~ no 
-Teacher reads a statement; children 
read silently. If statement is true the 
word yes is circled; if untrue a circle 
is placed around no. 
For example: 
a . Only one person should 
be on a bike. yes 
b. Should we slide down 
stairs? yes 
c. Is it safe to play with 
matches, etc.? yes 
2. cc Do I Practice Rules of 
pupils' self-evaluation test. 
no 
no 
no 
Safety?" 
Teacher selects 10 statements about 
rules of safety of the yes-no type. The 
students are told to number their 
papers from 1 to 10. If the child prac-
tices the rule, he may write yes by the 
number of the statement read. If he 
does not practice the rule, he is to 
write no. For example: 
The teacher reads: 
I walk on the stairs. 
I ride with another 
person on his bike. 
Pupil writes: 
1. Yes 
2. No 
• 
3. Make a scrapbook of safety rules that 
we need to work upon. 
4. Each child choose and demonstrate a 
safety rule. 
5. A list of selected words may be given 
to the children. The list should con-
tain words directly related to safety, 
along with words which have no direct 
connection with the unit. Children are 
instructed to draw a circle around all 
words connected with safety. For ex-
ample: 
run matches it 
cut my walk 
B. Teacher 
1. Do the children know several safety 
rules for each area ? (Home, school, to 
and from school playground) 
2. Do they practice these rules in the1r 
everyday living? 
3. Do they apply these rules in new situ-
ations? 
4. Can they read their own and another 's 
safety rules? 
5. Can they locate llke words? 
6. Can they locate d1fferent words? 
7. Can they dictate simple sentences and 
short experience stories? 
8. Has their attention span lengthened ? 
9. Do they interpret safety pictures? 
10. Are they forming good listening 
habits? 
SCHOOL SAFETY PATROL 
The major purpose of any safety patrol is 
to give students practice in cooperative planning 
and to implement classroom instruction in safety 
with meaningful activities in which students have 
a large measure of self-direction. 
Part I of this unit deals with the organiza-
tion and supervision of the various safety patrols. 
Part II deals with the teacher's responsibility in 
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helping the class to understand the purposes of 
the patrols which operate around the school. 
Part I 
Fundamentally, the safety patrol member's 
job is to help other children put into practice 
the safety rules learned in the classroom. The 
safety patrol should be an integral part of the 
total school program and basic to the safety edu-
cation program. There can be several phases of 
safety patrol activities : (1) Traffic Patrol, (2) 
School Bus Patrol, and (3) Auxiliary Patrol. 
The TRAFFIC PATROL supervises and as-
sists children in crossing street intersections near 
the school at specified times. 
The SCHOOL BUS PATROL assists the 
driver with the orderly loading and unloading of 
school buses, the supervision of those who must 
cross the highway to board or leave the bus and 
the promotion of safe conduct within the bus. 
The AUXILIARY PATROL has the function 
of supervision within the school building, on the 
playground and at other locations where school 
officials deem such supervision is necessary. 
I. Objectives 
A. To develop leadership and self-reliance 
qualities 
B. rro create a desire to give service to the 
school and community 
C 'fo develop respect for authority among 
all school students and staff 
D 'ro develop self-discipline and self-control 
among school students 
E . 'fo create and maintain a safe environ-
ment for all students and school 
personnel 
II. Considerations in the Organization of a 
Patl'ol Program: 
A. l>efine the areas in which a patrol can 
best be of service in your school 
B. Define the purposes and duties of each 
kind of patrol 
C. Establish standards for the selection of 
patrol members 
1. Age or grade level 
2. Sex 
3. Conduct 
4. Stability 
5. Individual need 
D. Develop an orientation and training pro-
gram for patrol members 
E. Establish a supervision program 
1. Staff supervisor 
2. Patrol offices 
3. Regularly scheduled meetings 
4. Recognition or awards assembly 
F. Coordinate the patrol program and other 
aspects of safety education in the school 
G. Promote cooperative relationships be-
tween the school patrol and local com-
munity agencies 
1. Police Department 
2. Fire Department 
3. PTA 
4. Civic Groups 
5. Safety Council 
6. Automobile Club 
7. News Media 
H . Be prepared to evaluate the program in 
terms of the objectives 
I. Plan to give recognition to those who 
serve 
Through the proper function of the safety 
patroL you achieve mass participation in safety 
practices. In order to have a good patrol, you 
must ORGANIZE, DEPUTIZE, SUPERVISE, 
RECOGNIZE! 
Part II 
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. 
The school patrol loses its effectiveness if it does 
not have the whole-hearted support of faculty 
n1embers, office workers, custodial staff mem-
bers, the students in the school, parents and com-
munity. Every opportunity to serve is a step 
closer to the development of leadership and self-
reliance qualities by the patrol members . 
I. Objectives 
A. To teach the entire school population that 
the safety pa trois serve them 
B. To learn and understand why we have 
different patrols in our school 
C. To develop attitudes of respect for patrol 
members and the services they perform 
D. To develop unity and sound understand-
ing of the importance of a safety patrol 
E. To learn the rules patrol members are 
asked to enforce 
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F. To learn the qualifications necessary to 
become a patrol member 
II. Instructional Content 
A. Purposes of the various functioning pa-
trols of the schools 
B. Duties of different patrol members 
1. Traffic patrol 
a. Signals and directions which patrol 
members use 
b. Practices which patrol members 
must follow 
2. School bus patrol 
a. Signals and directions which patrol 
members use 
b. Practices which patrol members 
must follow 
3. Auxiliary patrol 
Duties must be formulated by 
school officials according to needs 
within the building and on the play-
ground 
C. Requirements for becoming a patrol mem-
ber 
D. Desirable practices for the patrol member 
1. Be prompt, kind, neat, courteous and 
fair 
2. Be responsible, attend strictly to busi-
ness while on duty 
3. Have a knowledge of safety habits 
taught in classroom 
4. Dress appropriately for all weather 
conditions 
E. Desirable safety practices for all pupils 
1. Obey patrol members 
2. Use crossings where patrol members 
are stationed 
3. Cross according to signals of patrol 
members 
4. Follow safest route to school even if 
it may not seem to be the shortest 
5. Learn how to ask a patrol member for 
help 
6. Recognize insignia or badge of various 
patrol members 
Ill. IJlustrative Activities 
A. Make a map to show posts of the patrol 
members 
B. Make a map of safest route to school 
1
• Discuss why 1netnbers are posted where 
they are 
D. Have class attend a patrol meeting or 
send a representative to the meeting, then 
discuss what was witnessed 
E. Have patrol tnember address your class 
about a particular safety problem 
F. Discuss why cooperation is so essential 
G. Enter school safety patrol and poster con-
test 
Evaluation 
Name a committee composed of an equal 
number of parents teachers and students. Have 
each note the obedience of the group it repre-
sents to the direction of the school safety patrol. 
tudent Patrol Information 
LEGAL BASIS OF SCHOOL AFETY 
PATROL 
by 
Walter L. Hetzel, uperintendent of chools, 
Ames, Iowa 
(Written October, 1960) 
Nature and purpose of study: 
An investigation of the operation of the 
school safety patrol and determination of its legal 
basis. 
Description and design: 
The investigator reduced the problem to a 
consideration of the following aspects 
1. A history of the safet) patrol movement 
2. A review of the state statutes directly af-
fecting school safety patrols 
3. General principles of law and the school 
safety patrol 
4. The administration, supervision and edu-
cational objectives of the school safety 
patrol 
5. Opinions of attorney general affecting 
safety patrols 
6. Liability of school safety patrols 
7. Use of staff members 1n traffic safety 
assignments 
Results or Conclusions 
1. There are statutes in only 13 of the 50 
states which authorize or regulate school 
safety patrols. 
2. In states having no statutes related to 
safety patrols, the school officials have 
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the authority to make reasonable rules 
governing the safety of children to and 
from school and to establish learning 
situations where children may practice 
traffic safety lessons. 
3. School officials may legally establish 
school safety patrols, provided they are 
for educational objectives and not strictly 
for service to obviate the need for a school 
crossing guard, police officer 0r a traffic 
control device. 
4 The legal responsibility for supervising 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic on the 
streets, highways and the sidewalks is a 
state or a municipal function and does 
not rest with the school. 
5. There have been no court cases testing 
the legal responsibility and function of 
the school safety patrol. 
6 Safety patrol assignments should not be 
made to intersections that are not adja-
cent to the school, or where a definite 
hazard exists. 
7. The principal or the teacher in charge of 
the safety patrol would be liable for an 
injury in a school patrol accident, on the 
same basis as in any other accident situa-
tion if there is negligence. 
Recommendations: 
1. The policies and practices recommended 
by the National Safety Council, Ameri-
can Automobile Association, National 
Commission on Safety Education and 
similar organizations should be followed 
in the organization and operation of the 
school safety patrol. 
2. Adult crossing guards, under control and 
supervision of the police department, 
should provide protection and create gaps 
in the traffic and supervise children on 
heavily-traveled intersections or where 
there are traffic hazards. 
3. The school authorities should exercise the 
greatest care in the organization, adminis-
tration and supervision of the safety 
patrol This includes properly selecting 
members, explaining the duties of each 
member arranging meetings to evaluate 
the program and suggesting methods for 
self-improvement. 
Reviewed by Frank Bennett, Baltimore Pub .. 
lie School, Md. Reprinted from afety Educa-
tion April 1961. 
HOOL B R LE 
Reprinted from ~ a[cty I~ducation 
1. The bus driver is in full charge of the 
bus and the students shall obey him 
cheerfully and promptly. 
2. Students shall be at their designated load-
ing point at the time scheduled for the 
bus to arrive Buses cannot wait for pupils 
who are not on time. 
3. Students should never stand in the road 
while waiting for the bus. 
4. tudents will ride In assigned seats. 
5. Students must refrain from unnecessary 
conversation with the driver. 
6. Students shall not move from one seat 
to another or stand In bus while it is in 
motion. 
7. Students must have nothing in their pos-
session that may cause injury to another 
such as: sticks, any type of firearms , 
straps or sharp instruments . 
8. tudents shall not throw rubbish or waste 
paper on the floor of bus or spit on the 
floor. 
9. Each student must see that his books and 
personal belongings are kept out of the 
aisles. 
10. Students must keep their feet on the floor 
out of the aisles All passengers shall re-
main seated until the bus comes to a 
complete stop . 
11. Students must help keep Interior of bus 
in good condition. 
12. Students must not at any time extend 
their arms or heads out of the bus win-
dow. 
13. Students must refrain from throwing any-
thing w bile on the bus. 
14. Damage to seats or other equipment shall 
be paid for by persons causing such 
damage. 
15. All students shall be received and dis-
charged through the right front entrance. 
The emergency door is for emergency use 
only. 
16. Students who must cross the highway af-
ter leaving the bus must go to the front 
of the bus and wait for signal from the 
driver before crossing the highway. 
17. In case any student, while a passenger 
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on the school bus, conducts himself in 
such a manner as to violate the estab-
lished rules and refuses to cease when re-
quested by the driver, he will not be 
transported again until the parents clear 
with the superintendent of schools. 
18 The driver is required to report to the 
superintendent of schools anyone who 
violates any of these standards of conduct 
for students. If, after due warning, 
the student persists in being disobedient, 
the superintendent shall bar him from 
riding the bus untll written permission 
• • 
IS given. 
19. A student who knows in advance that he 
will not ride the bus the next day should 
let the driver know. 
20. No food or pop shall be consumed on the 
bus. 
21 Official time of buses will be radio time. 
22. Special announcements on weather or 
road problems will be broadcast courtesy 
of local radio, starting at 6:30 a.m. 
These rules are necessary for protection, 
safety and happiness . A ride in the school bus is 
a privilege provided by the citizens for you. This 
1s a right only when it is earned. Do yourself and 
others a favor. Abide by these rules. 
If you ever have questions or prob-
lenls, please contact the principal. 
Before developing a set of school bus rules 
for your home district, you may want to refer to 
TR-C-40, 362A-547TR or the current copy. This 
pamphlet states the responsibilities of each school 
bus driver in the state of Iowa and may be obtain-
ed from the Department of Public Instruction. 
Teaching Suggestions: 
Kindergarten, First and econd 
Read rules to children, a few at a time. Discuss 
reasons for rules . Read again and have children 
repeat rules. Some days later have children re-
peat rules they remember. Draw picture of school 
bus in which certain rules are not obeyed. Have 
children dictate or write rules that are illustrated. 
Dramatize rules on a make-believe chair bus. 
Third and Fourth 
Work with children to 1nake a set of rules 
which they feel may be needed on a school bus. 
( 
• 
Compare your rules with the list fro1n the of-
fice. Judge value of rules not included In your 
list. 
Choose a rule you consider important and 
illustrate in some manner. Draw pictures; use min-
iature objects. 
Have each child keep a list of the violations 
noted for a month. Compare these lists Note rules 
most often violated. Write your solution to the 
problem read to the group. Write letters or go 
to other grades and present your findings and 
solutions to them At a later date, check for im-
provement. 
Fifth and Sixth 
Read rules silently and orally as a group 
during the first two weeks of school before taking 
home. Discuss what you as an individual can do 
to promote adherence to these regulations. List 
some reasons why these rules are a necessity. 
Write a short paragraph describing conditions 
without any rules or regulations 
Formulate a short paragraph stating what 
you can do as a class to promote a good attitude 
toward making necessary bus rules work 
Make 35 mm slides to illustrate desirable and 
undesirable behavior on bus; formulate tape or 
oral commentary to accompany films. 
Also use ordinary camera to Illustrate rules. 
Place in a book. Present to lower grades. 
When you are riding a chool bu , follow the 
ten rule for safety. 
1 Be careful approaching a bus stop. Always 
walk on left side TOWARD ONCOMING 
TRAFFIC; cross street or road only after bus 
driver or patrol captain has signaled that it 
is safe to cross. 
2. Be on time for bus- help keep on schedule. 
3. Reach assigned bus seat without disturbing 
other students; remain seated while bus is 
• 
moving. 
4 Obey the bus driver's suggestions promptly 
and cheerft!lly. 
5 Help to keep your school bus clean and sani-
tary. 
6. Remember that loud talking, laughing or un-
necessary confusion can momentarily divert 
the bus driver's attention and may result in 
a serious accident. 
7. Keep head , arms and hands inside the bus at 
all times 
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8 Be courteous to fellov..· students, bus drivers 
and patrol captains. Remember that we are 
all working for safety. 
9. Treat school bus equipment as you would 
treat the furniture and possessions in your 
own home. 
10 Re1nain seated until bus stops to unload; after 
the bus is unloaded wait for signal from bus 
driver or patrol captain and then cross the 
road IN FRONT OF THE BUS 
Copies available on request from Safety Edu-
<'atlon Division, Iowa Department of Public Safety. 
FIRE SAFETY 
I. Grade Level Fire Safety Program 
II. Integrating Fh·e afety with Other ubject 
III. uggested Study Areas 
A. Define fire and classify as A, B, and C 
B Determine various causes of fires 
C. Role of fire department 
D Frre drills and alarms 
E Good housekeeping hab1ts at home and 
school 
IV. Knowledge and kill To Learn for Each 
Age Level 
A Ages (5-7) 
1 Realizes dangers of using matches 
2 Knows he is not to start fires 
3. Gives adults information of fires out 
of place 
4. Knows about the occupation of a fire-
man 
5. Knows and follows fire drills 
6. Keeps away from fires 
B. Ages (7-9) 
1. How to act when clothing is on fire 
2. Purpose and location of alarms 
3. Think in emergencies 
4. Fires spread rapidly 
5. How to call fire department 
6. Basic rules for using electricity 
C. Ages (9-11) 
1. How to report a fire 
2. Directing the frreman to the fire 
3. First aid for burns 
4. Use of fire extinguishers 
5 Good housekeeping helps control fires 
D. Ages (11-13) 
1. Has informa bon as to fire losses of 
his community, state and nation 
2. Spots location of public building exits 
3. Limitations of fire departn1ents 
4. Desh--a bili ty of fire insurance 
5. Dangers Involved in the use and hand-
ling of other highly inflammable liq-
uids 
E. Ages (13-15) 
1. Classes of fires (A, B, and C) 
2. How each type is con trolled 
3. Recognizes our major fire hazards 
4. Types of extinguishers and how to use 
5. Procedures when trapped by fire 
F. Ages (15-17) 
1. Realizes costs to public of fires , fire 
apparatus, and false alarms 
2. First aid for burns of all types 
3. Factors that regulate the cost of 0 Ill-
surance 
4. Qualifications of fireman 
5. The existence of codes for fire, electri-
city and hunting 
6. Local fire ordinances 
7. Importance of reporting electrical and 
gas defects 
V. Fire Department 
A. Seek help in planning your program 
B. Visit the department before you take your 
class to visit 
VI. Fire Drills 
A. Hold one drill at least every month 
B Develop and enforce safety rules 
C. Know sound of fire alarm system 
D. Have alternate route mapped and learned 
TORNADO OR OTHER WINDSTORM 
SAFETY INFORMATION 
There is no universal protection against 
tornadoes or other windstorms except caves or 
underground excavations. Certain information 
should be taught to all students such as: 
If You Are in Open Country: 
1. Move at right angles to a tornado's path. 
2 If there is no time to escape, lie flat in 
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the nearest depression, such as a ditch 
• or ravine. 
If You Are in a City or Town: 
1. Seek inside shelter, preferably in a strong-
ly reinforced building and stay away from 
windows. 
2 In homes : The southwest corner of the 
basement usually offers greatest safety 
3 Keep in contact with the latest news by 
use of the radio. 
If You Are in Schools~ 
1. If the school building is of strongly rein-
forced construction, stay inside, away 
from windows and remain near an inside 
wall on the lower floors. A void auditori-
ums and gyms with poorly supported 
2 
3 
roofs. 
Keep calm: Even though a warning is 
sounded, chances of a storm striking a 
school are slight. 
Keep in contact with the latest news by 
use of the radio . 
General Information: 
1. Where Do Tornadoes Occur? Any place in 
the United States at any time of the year, 
but they most frequently happen in the 
midwest, southern or central states from 
March through September. 
2. How Often Do They Occur? Records sho"" 
tornadoes to average around twelve per 
year in the midwest. 
3. How To Recognize a Tornado: When close 
by, a tornado will sound like hundreds of 
airplanes roaring in the sky. Usually it 
is a funnel-shaped cloud, spinning rapidly 
and extending toward the ground from 
the base of a thundercloud. 
4. Direction of Travel: Usually a tornado will 
move in from the southwest, traveling be-
tween 25 mph to 40 mph. The wind speed 
within the tornado has been estimated to 
reach 500 mph. 
5. Time of Day: Usually between the hours 
o£3 and 7 p .m., but they have occurred 
at all hours of the day. 
0 
' 
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SAFETY EDUCATION FOR THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
I. Building and Ground In pection 
A. Classrooms 
1. Conditions of floors , walls lighting, 
lighting equipment, hght fixtures 
2. Fire exits and fire equipment 
B Stairways 
1. Condition of steps, railings, lighting 
and landings 
2. Size adequate for traffic 
C. Hallways 
1. Condition of floors and lighting 
2 Size adequate for traffic 
3 Condition of lockers, placement of 
lockers , doors closed on lockers 
4 . Drinking fountains 
D. Gymnasium 
1. Proper ventilation and adequate light-
. Ing 
2. Non-skid 
3. Floor size adequate for the nu1nber of 
of s tuden ts Involved 
4. Proper padding behind baskets if ne-
cessary 
5. Seating and bleachers 
6. Office and first-aid roon1 
E Locker Room 
1. Proper size of locker roo1n for number 
of students Involved 
2. Adequate number of lockers and toi-
lets 
3. Condition and adequacy of lighting 
4. Proper ventilation 
5. Correct temperature 
6. Condition of floor (sanitation) 
F . Shower Room 
1. Non-slippery floors 
2. Proper lighting 
3. Proper drainage 
4. Sufficient number of shower heads to 
accommodate students 
5. Sufficient soap racks 
6. Dry place to hang towels while in 
shower 
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7. Condition of floor (sanitation) 
8. Towel roon1 
G. Shop 
1. Adequate lighting and ventilation 
2. Combustible materials stored in en-
closed steel cabinets 
3. Proper storage of tools and equipment 
4. Safety guards on power equipment 
5. Safe wearing apparel for the job opera-
tion. Example: safety gloves, glasses, 
welding shield , goggles 
6. Paint safety zone around power ma-
chinery 
7. Check wiring and electrical outlets 
II. Di a ter Control 
A. Natural disasters tornadoes, f 1 o o d s. 
blizzards, leak1ng gas (explosions and 
fires) 
1 Safe practices under both natural and 
man-made conditions 
a. Maintain top physical and mental 
health for preparedness 
b Know first aid procedures 
c. Practice school shelter drills 
d . Know the alert and communication 
signals 
e. Follow the recommendations of the 
local civ1l defense unit 
f . Have a safe home shelter if possible 
g. Study principles of fire fighting and 
control 
h. Know the " Do 's and Don'ts" for 
each type of disaster as developed 
to meet each community's need 
i. Provide program for Civil Defense 
B Man-made disasters- fire explosions, ship 
sinking, air and water pollution, transpor-
tation accidents , construction faults in 
public structure, various types of bomb-
ings with biological warfare and fallout 
To be prepared for man-1nade disasters 
these areas should be studied: 
1. Motor traffic in and away from the 
disaster area 
2. Flammable and toxic liquids 
3. Air traffic patterns 
4. Radiation 
5. Bombing 
6. Biological warfare 
7. Fallout and fallout shelters 
8. Other tools of warfare 
9 General advice to follow 
10. Local radio 
11 . Scare propaganda 
OTE: The evaluation of both "A" and " B'' 
can come only through disaster itself. 
Without disaster actually occurring, 
one can only evaluate mock drills 
III. General Fire Prevention 
A. Fire statistics 
1. Number killed by fires 
2. Number injured by fires 
3. Property damage 1n dollars by fires 
B. Causes of fires 
1. Carelessness 
2. Lack of knowledge 
3. Poor storage and cleaning of equip-
ment 
4. Spontaneous combustion 
5. Defective chimneys 
6. Playing with matches 
7. Faulty electrical equipment 
8. Ashes in wooden containers 
9. Combustible materials placed too close 
to fire 
10. Lighted cigarettes and cigars 
C. Types of fires and how to combat them 
Type A combustible material (paper , 
wood, dust) 
Type B - inflammable liquids (oil, 
grease, paints , galosine 
Type C electrical fires 
D. Calling the fire department 
1. Know telephone number and the loca-
tion of the fire stations 
2. Give all necessary information as to 
the location of fire 
E. Home fire inspection blanks to be used 
to encourage removal of fire hazards 
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F. Fire Safety Rules 
1. Know safety behavior around bonfires, 
stoves, open fires 
2. Know how to detect f1re hazards 
3. Know the proper use of electrical toys 
and appliances 
4. Know why a person should break a 
match, tear cigarettes apart, douse a 
fire 
5. Know the dangers inherent in televi-
sion sets 
6. Know how safe your home is 
7. Know why matches should be stored 
in metal containers 
8. Know why you should buy matches 
and electrical equipment with the Un-
derwriter's label 
9. Know where to turn off gas, fuel oil and 
electricity in the home 
IV. Prevention of School Fire 
A. Major causes of fires 
1. Carelessness 
2. Lack of knowledge 
3. Poor cleaning and storage of equip-
ment 
4. Spontaneous combustion 
5. Defective chimneys 
6. Faulty electrical equipment 
7. Lighted cigarettes and cigars 
8. Careless use of matches 
9. Combustible liquids 
B. Types of fires 
Type A combustible materials (paper, 
wood, dust) 
Type B inflammable liquids (oil, 
grease, paints, gasoline 
Type C electrical 
C. Inspection of school equipment and school 
buildings 
1. Hose 
2. Extinguishers 
3. Fire alarm buttons 
4. Sprinkler 
5. Exit signs 
6. Fire doors 
7. Fire escapes 
D. Fire Drills 
1. Need for regularity in practice drill 
(Iowa State Law) 
2. Time needed to clear building 
, 
• 
• 
3. Know routes from each room 
4. Alternate routes and blocked exit drills 
5. Importance of closing windows and 
doors 
6. Know the alarm signal for fires 
7. Know how to use panic bars 
8. Know recall signal 
9. Know signals used by leaders 
10. Account for all personnel 
V. School Traffic Patrol 
A. Organized according to the National Com-
mission on Safety Education and American 
Automobile Association 
B. Good practices for the school patrol mem-
ber 
1. Be prompt, kind , neat, courteous and 
fair 
2. Be responsible, attend to business 
3. Know good safety hab1ts 
4. Dress appropriately 
C. Safety practices for all students relative 
to patrol 
1. Obey patrol leaders 
2. Use crossings where patrol members 
are stationed 
3. Cross street accord1ng to the signals 
of patrol members 
4. Follow safest route to school even if 
it may not be the shortest 
5. Learn to ask the patrol member for 
help 
6. Recognize the garb of the patrol 
members 
D. For materials and other helps concerning 
school traffic patrols, write to : 
1. American Automobile Association, 
Washington , D.C. 20006 
2. National Commission on Safety Educa-
tion, National Education Association, 
1201 16th Street. N.W., Washington 
D.C. 20036 
3. National Safety Council, 425 North 
Michigan Avenue, Ch1cago, Illinois 
60611 
4. Local motor club 
5. State Department of Public Instruction 
6. State Department of Public Safety 
VI. First Aid 
A. Objectives 
1. To prevent further injury 
2. To equip the individual with sufficient 
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knowledge and determine the nature 
and extent of the injury 
3. To train the first aider to do the proper 
act at the proper time 
B. Approaches 
1. Show through facts and figures the 
need for first aid treatment 
2. Point out that accidents occur less fre-
quently among persons trained in first 
aid because they better understand the 
seriousness of all injuries and have in 
mind their possible causes and what 
should be done to prevent them 
C. Activities 
1. Have students make a list of what to 
do when first arriving at an accident 
scene 
2. Have class discuss symptoms and treat-
ment for such things as: 
a. External bleeding 
b. Cuts, abrasions, punctures, scratches 
c. Fainting 
d. Burns and scalds 
e. Bruises 
f Sprains and strains 
g Shock 
h. Fractures and dislocations 
i. Internal and external 
j. Animal bites 
k. Electric shock 
I. Drownings 
m. Foreign objects 
n. Frostbite 
o Gas poisoning 
p. Internal bleeding 
q. Blisters 
r . Snakebites 
s. Boils 
t. Colds 
u. Sunstrokes 
v. Heat exhaustion 
• po1sons 
3. Have students demonstrate proper 
technique of artificial respiration 
4. Have students demonstrate various ap-
lication of the types of bandages, slings 
and splins 
5. Have students make and equip a first 
aid cabinet 
6. Have students demonstrate the proper 
method of carrying the injured 
7. Have students demonstrate the proper 
method of making the patient comfort-
able 
D. First aid can b taught in some forn1 at 
all grade levels 
E. References 
First Aid Textbook for Juniors, American Red 
Cross 
VII. Pedestrian afety 
A. Poor habits and practices of the pedes-
trian 
1. Crosses street in the middle of the 
block 
2. Jaywalks 
3. Steps from between parked cars 
4. Daydreams 
5. Easily distracted 
6. Disregards traffic lights and walk lights 
7. Plays in the street 
8. Walks in the street or on the wrong 
side of the highway 
9. Screens vision with foreign objects , as 
holding umbrella in front of eyes 
10. Exits on the traffic side of the car 
B. Good pedestrian habits 
1. Crosses street only at intersections or 
clearly marked crosswalks 
2. Obeys traffic lights 
3. Obeys school boy patrol 
4 . Does not play in the street 
5. Uses sidewalk when possible 
6. Keeps view unobstructed 
7. Is alert for vehicular travel 
8. Exits on the curb side of the car 
9. Exercises precaution at night 
10. Looks all ways before crossing street 
11. Crosses street quickly, but does not run 
12. Does not hitchhike or hitch a ride 
13. Does not accept rides from strangers 
14. Plans and uses a safe route for going to 
school, church, movies, playgrounds 
and other places 
15. Avoids chasing or playing games along 
the way 
16. Avoids throwing things such as snow-
balls, foreign matter 
17. Does not touch wires 
18. Does not climb fences 
19. Walks around ponds and ditches 
20. Avoids walking along railroad tracks 
21 . Avoids strange animals 
22. A voids other local on-the-way hazards 
such as vacant buildings, gravel pits, 
etc . 
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. Activities 
1. Make surveys of pedestrian habits 
2. Take picture of pedestrians in unsafe 
acts 
3. Check police accident reports involv-
ing pedestrians 
4 . Make spot maps of pedestrian injuries 
and fatalities 
VIII. Recreational afety 
A. Swimming 
Safety practices 
1. Don't dive into water of unknown 
depth 
2. Wait at least one hour after eating 
before entering water 
3. Beware of undertows 
4. Never swim unless in the company of 
others (Use buddy system) 
5. Use a supervised swimming area 
6. Know the latest techniques of artificial 
respiration 
B Boating 
afety practices 
1. Know and ab1de by the traffic rules 
of the water 
2. Be familiar with the state and national 
laws for all types of small craft 
3. Carry a life preserver for each person 
4 . Be sure boat is properly equipped with 
fire extinguishers, and, if used at night, 
with proper lights 
5. Carry a line, anchor, compass, extra 
paddle and proper tools 
6. Steer clear of smaller boats and slow 
down so your wake does not cause 
trouble 
7. Keep away from large boats 
C. Water skiing 
Safety practices 
1. Never ski in an area where people are 
swimming 
2. Know proper skiing signals jointly with 
boat operator 
3. No showing off 
4. Make sure tow line is properly secured 
5. Never secure tow rope to your body 
6. Wear a life preserver 
D. Camping 
Safety practices 
1. Wear proper clothing and shoes 
2. To prevent falls know where you are 
going 
c 
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3. To avoid falls , be cautious about your 
footing 
4. At night use a flashlight 
5. In pitching a tent locate it on high 
ground because of the dangers of 
floods 
6. In pitching a tent locate it in an area 
free from dead trees 
E. Hunting 
Safety practices 
1. Be sure of your target; check your line 
of fire 
2. Assume the gun is loaded 
3. Check the gun to see if the barrel and 
magazine are empty when not in the 
hunting case 
4. Carry the gun in a way that cannot 
harm anyone if it is loaded 
5. Wear bright clothing when hunting. 
Yellow and orange are the best colors 
6. Avoid white clothing 
7. Never carry an assembled gun in an 
automobile, unless it is in a case 
8. Use the NRA "Ten Commandments of 
Gun Safety" as quoted from the Sports-
men's Service Bureau 
9. Cross fences in a safe manner 
10. Store properly 
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IX. 1'raffic afety Education 
A. The philosophy and the reason for law 
and motor vehicle laws should be consid-
ered in social studies 
B. At the junior high school level it is well 
to study physical and more aspects of 
traffic safety education 
X. Program Evaluation 
A. Evaluation is the responsibility of the 
school administration 
B. The final evaluation rests on whether or 
not the student conducts himself safely 
when he is on his own. Information re-
lating to this can be gained by study of 
school accident reports and observation 
by the student himself, by local citizens, 
by parents and other students 
C One method of evaluating a safety pro-
gram is the inform a tlonal rna terial mea-
sured by written tests 
D Skill tests are available or they may be 
developed locally for many activities such 
as a bicycle skill test 
• 
'11 rfJ.ull .. .. --
SAFETY EDUCATION FOR THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
I. afety in the Ia room, Ilall, Corridor and 
Stail .. way 
A. Avoid pushing and horseplay 
B. Use hand rails 
C. Don't loiter on stairways and landings 
D. Keep to the right on stairways 
E. Use drinking fountains courteously 
F. Keep all aisles clear 
G. Don't lean out the windows 
H. Keep hands to self 
I. Keep halls as passageways only 
J. When seated, keep feet out of aisles 
K. Learn to use "panic bars" on doors 
L. Observe location of all exits and exit lights 
M. Be attentive and very quiet during fire 
drills 
N During f1re drills WALK don't run 
0 Know how to report all school and non-
school jurisdictional accidents to proper 
authority. (Accidents must be reported 1f 
absent from school for one-half day, or 
if the student is sent to a doctor.) 
P. Follow all class safety rules 
Q. Recognize importance of school fire drills 
II. Safety in the cience Laboratory 
A. The hazardous effects of chemicals may 
be classified under four categories 
1. Poisoning 
2. Burns 
3. Explosions and fires 
4. Skin irritations 
B. Using dangerous chemicals 
1. Wash hands frequently ; more essential 
when not using protective gloves 
2. Dispose of chemicals properly. Do not 
pour down drains. Some may be buried 
or allowed to evaporate in a wide open 
space. If in doubt, check with outside 
source such as fire department 
3. Be careful in sniffing chemicals 
4. Never combine two or more chemicals 
without knowing the resulting effect 
5. Never use any material from bottles 
or containers unless they are clearly 
marked 
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6. Never puncture a pressurized spray 
container 
7. Know what to do for chemical burns 
8. Handle test tubes and beakers care-
fully 
9. Use rubber aprons to protect clothing 
10 Wear goggles to protect the eyes 
11 Wear rubber gloves when handling ir-
ritating liquids 
12. Employ good housekeeping techniques 
a. Keep floors clean and dry 
b. Scrub benches and tables frequently 
c. Keep apparatus clean and orderly 
d. Use earthenware jars for disposal 
of broken apparatus and unwanted 
materials 
e. Dangerous waste n1aterials should be 
destroyed only by the teacher who 
understands the hazards and not by 
the janitors and students 
13 Chemicals that give off poisonous va-
pors or dust should be handled under 
exhaust hoods to avoid inhalation 
14. Fire extinguishers approved by the 
Underwriters or Factory Mutual labs 
should be kept handy in the laboratory 
and tested periodically and recharged 
if necessary 
15. Display a chart showing proper treat-
ment for specific injuries 
16. First aid kit should be available at all 
times 
17. Students should be in the laboratory 
only with instructor present 
18. Laboratories should be locked when 
not in use 
19. Chemicals should be kept in locked 
cabinets 
20. Poisonous or explosive chemicals 
should be kept in a fireproof vault and 
removed from the school building pro-
per if possible 
21 . Handle cutting tools in a safe manner 
III. Safety in Industrial Education 
A. Work in an area which allows space for 
operation 
• 
• 
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B. Use the correct tools for the specific task 
C. Store cutting tools with the cutting edge 
protected 
D. Pile materials so that they will not fall 
E. Dispose of oily rags immediately or store 
in an airtight metal container 
F. Store flammable materials in approved 
container, preferably away from building 
G. Wear proper clothing: anything whi c h 
could get caught in the mechanism should 
be avoided 
H. Use protective clothing such as safety 
shoes, goggles , rubber apron, asbestos 
gloves when necessary 
I. Report all accidents to immediate supervi-
sor 
J. Keep machines in good repair 
K. Have proper guards on machines 
L. Allow no one to distract an operator of 
a machine 
M. Keep all parts of the body as far away 
from the machine as possible 
N. Instruct each student on machine before 
allowing to operate It alone 
0 . Store paints and varnishes in p1 oper 
places 
IV. afety in the Home Econotnic Ia s 
A. Clothing 
1. Practice safety in the operation of sew-
ing machines 
2. Instruction in the safe use of the iron 
3. Care in the use of scissors 
4. Care in the use of all school equip-
ment 
5. Employ good, clean housekeeping 
methods at all times 
B. Food 
1. Know how to operate and properly 
care for various types of stoves 
2. Employ safety rules in the use 
of dishes and pans 
3. Exercise care in the use of hot, scald-
ing water 
4. Know the dangers of an open flame 
5. Use care in the use of matches 
6. Know how to avoid burns 
7. How to use various types of fire-fight-
ing equipment 
C. Child Care 
1. Exercise care in the use of pins 
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2. Exercise care in the use of hot water 
and baby bottles 
Use care in the use of blankets and other 
materials to avoid smothering 
D. Know ledge of first aid 
E. Home fire drills and protection programs 
programs 
V. afety in Phy ical Education 
A. afe practices in physical education 
classes 
1. Keep area clean and uncluttered 
2. Report broken apparatus and equip-
ment to proper authorities 
3. Wear proper wearing apparel for the 
• occas1on 
4 Use apparatus only after receiving prop-
er instruction on how to use it 
5. Play games according to the rules to 
avoid disputes, fights and possible ac-
cidents 
6. Use mats when doing stunts and 
tumbling 
B. Safety practices In outdoor physical edu-
cation classes 
1- Keep area clean of debris 
2. Have organized activities 
3 Never allow students to run in the 
streets 
4. Report all accidents immediately 
5. Know and practice the rules for all 
games 
C. Knowledge of first aid 
VI. Safety on the Farm 
A. Farm homes 
1. Safe stairs and steps 
2. Safety in the use of sharp tools and 
instruments 
3. Safe heating plant 
4. Use of lightning rods 
5 Sanitation 
a. Proper toilet facilities 
b Proper disposal of waste and rub-
bish 
c. Proper drilling of wells (location 
from rest of farm area) 
B. Safety with animals 
1. Exercise caution in handling all farm 
animals 
2. Keep aninlals, buildmg and feed lots 
clean 
C. afety in the use of machines 
1. Turn off power before cleaning out 
equipment 
2. Keep all equipment in good repa1r 
3. Be careful of power tools in repair 
work 
D. Special notes 
1. Dangers In open wells or cisterns 
2. Danger 1n nails in old wood 
3. Proper care of Insecticides 
4. Dangers in blasting powders 
5. Dangers in firearms 
VII. enior High School afety Activitie and 
Projects 
A. Assisting adult safety groups 
1. Motor vehicle safety check program 
2. Distributing materials to the commun-
ity 
3. Assisting with Driver of the Week Pro-
gram 
4. Attending and being a part of the local 
safety organization 
B. Assisting the police department 
1. Conducting traffic surveys 
2. Violations 
3. Vehicle counts 
4. Seasonal clerical work 
5. Bicycle registration 
6. Local and state statistical reports 
C Help sponsor bicycle club in the elemen-
tary grades 
D. Assist in the elementary school bicycle 
safety check 
E . Assist the safety education instructor in 
clerical duties 
F . Make spot maps for driver education, po-
lice or school 
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1. Fatal accidents 
2. Non-fatal accidents 
3. Bicycle accidents 
4. Pedestrian accidents 
5. Out-of-state accidents 
6. Motor vehicle accidents 
G. Conduct fire drills at senior high level 
H. Assist in a system-wide building inspec-
tion program 
I. Assist in home safety checks 
J . Assist in community safety checks 
K. Assist in a farm safety check 
L . Check fire prevention equipment 
M. Demonstrate fire prevention equipment 
N. Demonstrate safe boating 
0. Demonstrate safe water skiing 
P. Demonstrate life saving techniques 
Q. Engage in Boy Scout Safety Merit Badge 
Program 
R. Participate in gun safety clubs 
S. Sponsor first aid course with the Red 
Cross 
T. Assist authorized personnel in first aid 
measures 
U. Make home movies and slides of safety 
practices 
V. Make safety posters 
W. Make and display exhibits using a 
safety theme 
X. Use bulletin boards for seasonal displays 
Y. Create original writings 
Z. Prepare radio and television talks and spot 
announcements 
AA. Present safety week parades 
BB. Prepare a film safety program 
CC. Furnish speakers for various organizations 
DD. Have home room contests on safety 
EE. Visit industrial plants and observe the 
value placed on safe practices 
FF. Organize a teen-age safety club 
, 
CIVIL DEFENSE 
I. What Is Civil Defen e? 
A. Civil defense is government in an emer-
gency 
1. Enemy attack (nuclear or otherwise) 
2. Accidental or industrial mishaps 
(nuclear or otherwise) 
3. Natural disasters 
a. Flood 
b. Tornado 
c. Fire 
d. Other 
B. Civil defense is based on self-help and 
mutual aid 
1. Provide for one's own welfare 
2 . Provide for the welfare of others 
II. Why ivil Defen e in the chool ? 
A . Schools are an influence on communi ty 
life 
1. Intellectual and cultural centers 
2. Learning situation already established 
3. School has many responsibilities 
a. Educate children to maximum capa-
bilities 
b. Provide leadership In communities 
B. Civil defense is logical extension of 
responsibility to youth and community 
1. Administration 
2. Immediate physical safety of students 
3. Shelter procedures and activities 
4. Behavioral patterns 
III. Objectives of the Civil Defense Program 
A. To minimize effects on civilian popula-
tion of an attack on the United States. 
B. To develop understanding of what Civil 
Defense is and why it is needed. 
C. To understand responsibilities for Civil 
Defense and how it works. 
D. To understand facts concerning dangers 
of nuclear weapons. 
E. To learn how to prepare for an attack. 
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F. To learn what to do during and after an 
attack. 
1. To deal with immediate emergency 
conditions which would be created by 
such attack 
2. To repair and restore vital utilities and 
facilities destroyed In the attack 
IV. Preparing the Plans 
A. Cooperate with local civil defense direc-
tor by coordinating school plans with 
community plans 
B Coordinate, assign , and designate for 
planning and furthering the program in 
the school 
C' Enlist all school staff members, as they 
are affected by the plan 
D Include students in planning where pos-
sible 
E. Recruit community organizations 
1. Service clubs 
2. Civic groups 
F Relate civil defense program to the com-
plete safety education program and take 
full advantage of organized groups such 
as the safety patrol, safety clubs and 
councils 
G. Correlate and integrate the program in 
all courses of study 
H. Formulate plans for each school to meet 
each type of emergency 
1 Be specific enough to give directions 
for immediate action 
2. Be flexible enough to allow adjust-
ment and change 
3. Provide for clearly-defined communi-
cations systems 
a. Distinctive warning system 
b. Intra-school communications 
c. Inter-school communications 
d. School-local center communications 
e. School radio communications 
I. Keep parents aware and informed of all 
civil defense program development and 
policies 
V. hecking and Te ting the Plans 
A. The primary and most effective way of 
checking plans that have been outlined 
in a specific school is through the hold1ng 
of Civil Defense Drills. The following 
areas should be thoroughly evaluated: 
1. Signal and communications systems 
3. Checkoff procedures or roll taking of 
classes once 1n the shelter 
4. Frovision of supplies and emergency 
equipment in the shelter 
5. Adequate program of planned activi-
ties for the waiting period if one is 
necessary 
2. Safe and efficient movement of stu-
dents and personnel from activity to 
shelter areas 
VI. Suggested Organization Plan for Civil 
Defen e 
---··---------1 I 
1 Civil Defense I I J----.------
1 Agency 1 
I I 
._ ___ ----------
Board of 
Education 
School Superintendent 
~~---------.--..r 
I J 
------ __ ~ School Advisory : 
1 CD Committee l 
I I ____ ...._ ____ .,... ~ - .... ----..-..
,......_ ...... - ..... ~-- ----_.. .... , 
School Civil Defense Director 
Local school, 
governmental, 
and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Principal 
Faculty 
Protection Plan 
. 
Shelter Manager 
Use of Shelter 
School Community Home 
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. 
-·--------
civic groups 
) ..... ____________ , 
Other school 
personnel 
Medical Staff 
Training Program 
• 
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VII. Shelter Program 
A. Community shelters 
1. Licensed by Office of Civil Defense; 
requirements for license 
2. Stocks provided by Office of Civil 
Defense 
3. Stocks furnished by local government 
or individuals 
4. Plans for entering shelter 
5. Plans for leaving shelter 
6. Plans for activities while in shelter 
7. Shelter-living experience 
B. Family shelters 
1. Requirements 
2. Stocks 
3. Activities 
C. Medical self-help and first aid 
D. Radiological monitoring 
E. Firefighting 
F Rescue operations 
VIII. The Educational Progrant 
The United States Department of Defense, 
Office of Civil Defense, has developed educational 
progran1s which are available for use in safety pro-
grams for high school students. 
A. Personal and F(nnily Survival- a 12-hour 
course dealing with general aspects of 
planning for an emergency. Emphasis is 
on nuclear disaster, but all types, includ-
ing natural, are Included. Detailed ma-
terials and aids for Instruction may be 
obtained from the Civil Defense Adult 
Education Section, Iowa Department of 
Public Instruction. 
B. L\1 edical elf-help- a 16-hour course, more 
intensive than Red Cross, provides in-
struction on what to do before the doctor 
arrives. Materials and help may be ob-
tained from the County Nurses' Associa-
tion or the Iowa Department of Health. 
C. Radiological L'l onitoring-a 16-hour course 
in reading and interpretation of survey 
meters, geiger counters, and dosimeters . 
This prepares students to monitor effects 
of fallout, and advise the general public 
of necessary actions. 
Materials and teaching aids may be se-
cured from the Civil Defense Adult 
Education Section, Iowa Department of 
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Public Instruction, or Extension Civil 
Defense Department, Iowa State Univer-
sity, Ames. 
D. Shelter ~1anagement-a 16-hour course de-
signed to give people the training experi-
ence to fulfill effectively the responsibili-
ties of shelter management. 
Materials and aids may be obtained from 
the Extension Civil Defense Department, 
Iowa State University, or Civil Defense 
Adult Education Section, Iowa Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. 
IX. Curriculum 
A. General 
1. School assemblies 
2. Homeroom meetings 
3. Special sessions 
B. Integration and correlation into the 
curriculum 
1. Sciences: 
,. 
a. Demonstrate effects of nuclear 
radiation in animals 
b. Demonstrate mechanism of travel 
of radioactive material from soil to 
plants 
c. Prepare reports on the use of iso-
topes in combating disease 
d. Prepare models to demonstrate 
isotope elements 
e. Demonstrate the effects of shield-
ing with reference to nuclear 
radiation 
f. Prepare report on preparation and 
uses of radioactive isotopes 
g. Prepare model of an atomic pile 
h. Prepare reports on structural ma-
terials and their resistance to blast 
and thermal effects 
i. Demonstrate the operation of sur-
vey meters, geiger counters, dosi-
meters and other instruments found 
in civil defense kits, which have 
been distributed to your schools 
j. Demonstrate the use of detection 
equipment In surveying intensity 
level within the shelter 
k. Construct model to illustrate chain 
reaction 
1. Prepare reports on 1nethods used in 
decontamination 
2. Mathetnahc 
a. Plot decay of radioactive tnaterials 
on log paper 
b. Make study of trajectory curves 
c. Plot graphs showing time required 
to evacuate persons from target 
areas to reception areas 
d. Calculate quantities, cost of materi-
als and other costs to construct a 
family fallout shelter 
e. Determine floor space available for 
emergency shelters in the school 
f . Estimate time between warning and 
actual attack 
3. Social studies 
a. Prepare panel discussions on top1cs 
pertinent to civil defense 
b. Prepare map of your community, 
including those facilities essential 
for civil defense schools, tele-
phone offices, police and fire sta-
tions, warehouses , power plants , 
reception centers, evacuation routes 
c. Make an outline containing posi-
tions and duties which might be 
used by community organiations 
in educating the public for improv-
ing the civil defense setup. 
d. Prepare report to be given in class, 
describing national, state and local 
civil defense 
e . Conduct round table discussions 
f. Visit local civil defense installations 
4. Home economics 
a. Determine kinds and amounts of 
food necessary for dietary require-
ments of an individual 
b. Determine food necessary for a 
given family in a shelter for a 
period of two weeks 
c. Prepare basic menus for a two-week 
period of shelter living 
d. Make survey of additional itetns 
necessary to make the shelter 
period as comfortable as possible 
e. Demonstrate a household medical 
and first aid kit 
f. Outline problems involved in the 
care of young children 
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g. Plan n1cthods of caring for an 
evacuated family 1n your home 
5. Agriculture 
a. Prepare a complete list of methods 
used to decontaminate livestock and 
machinery 
b. Construct a chart illustrating meth-
ods of protecting farm personnel 
and livestock from fallout 
c. Prepare farm evacuation guide 
d. Outline plan for farm jobs without 
power 
6. Physical education 
a. Demonstrate types of exercise that 
may be performed in shelters 
b. Prepare a list of games to be used 
in shelters 
7. Art 
a. Prepare Interior decoration designs 
for fallout shelters 
b . Construct posters to illustrate civil 
defense information and duties of 
various services connected with it 
8. Industrial arts 
a. Prepare demonstration kit of tools 
to be used in event of evacuation 
b. Construct scaled models of school 
fallout shelters indicating protec-
tion factors of various construction 
materials 
c. Construct models of improvised 
equipment and furnishings to be 
used in fallout shelter during 
• 
emergencies 
Instruction concerning civil defense can-
not be a packaged program. The activities men-
tioned are only a few that can be carried on by the 
teacher and students. The diligent and interested 
teacher will devise many other activities by which 
the most important aspects of the civil defense 
program may be taught to children. Specific or-
,ganizational matter for this subject is available 
from the National Education Association, Iowa 
State Education Association, and Iowa Departn1ent 
of Public Instruction. 
It is imperative that students become 
familiar with procedures to be followed. In future 
years they will be adult citizens and responsible for 
continuing this vital program. 
• 
, 
X. Resources Available 
A. Publications 
1. chools and Civil Defense, National 
Education Association 
2. Civil Defense Education, National Edu-
cation Association 
3. chool Boards Plan for Disaster Prob-
lems, National School Board Associa-
tion, Inc. 
4. Cicil Defense- A curriculum resource 
unit for New York City Schools Board 
of Education, New York, N Y , (Free) 
5. ~1uclear urvical, University of New 
York, Albany, New York 
6. Civil Defense 1/andbook, Kalamazoo 
Public School, Kalamazoo, Michigan 
7. Civil Defense for I ou:a chools, State 
Department of Public Instruction 
8. Emergency t'f edical T1 eatrnent, TMll-8-
FCDA 
9. Civil Defense Plans fol chool ystems, 
National Education Association 
10. Cicil Defense ~ ztpplernent to An1erican 
Red Cross First Aid Textbook, American 
National Red Cross, Washington, D. C 
11. Checklist of afety and afety Education 
in Your chool National Education 
Association 
12. Annotated Civil Defense Bibliography 
for Teachers, FCDA 
13. Education for ~rational ~ to vival. A 
Handbook on C1vil Defense foJ chools, 
U.S. Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. Contains . 
a. Checklist 
b. Films for school and community 
programs 
c. Selected list of publications 
d. Ou tlines for drafting a school 
population 
e. School civil defense evacuation 
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• exercise report 
f. Glossary 
B. Films are available from: 
1. Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 
2. State University of Iowa, Iowa City, 
Iowa 
3. Iowa Department of Public Instruc-
tion, Des Moines, Iowa 
4. Federal Civil Defense Administration, 
Washington, D. C. 
5 State Civil Defense, Des Moines, Iowa 
C Resource Addresses 
1. National Commission on Safety Educa-
tion, National Education Association, 
1201 - 16th Street, Washington, D. C. 
20036 
2. Office of Civil Defense, Department of 
Defense, Washington, D. C. 20301 
3. U.S. Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, Office of Education, 
Washington, D. C. 
4. Iowa State Civil Defense Administra-
tion, Des Moines, Iowa 50319 
5. Federal Civil Defense Administration, 
Battle Creek, Michigan 
6. Superintendent of Documents, United 
States Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C. 
7. National School Boards Association 
' Inc., 450 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 
8 Civil Defense Education Project, Of-
fice of Education, United States De-
partment of Health, Education and 
Welfare, Washington, D C. 
9 Iowa State Department of Public In-
struction, Des Moines, Iowa 50319 
10 United States Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C. 
11 . Office of Civil and Defense Mobiliza-
tion, Battle Creek, Michigan 
...... 
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FREE OR INEXPENSIVE PAMPHLETS 
The following sources of free and inexpensive 
materials are taken from a list provided by the 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Washing-
ton, D. C. 
Accident Statistics 
Harleysville Insurance Company 
National Safety Council 
Iowa Department of Public Safety 
Travelers Insurance Company 
Bicycle Safety 
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company 
Allstate Insurance Company 
American Automobile Association 
Bicycle Institute of America 
Employers Mutual Liability Insurance 
Company of Wisconsin 
Harleysville Insurance Company 
Kemper Insurance 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Maryland Casualty Company 
National Commission of Safety Education 
National Safety Council 
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company 
Utica Mutual Insurance Company 
General (Including Good Driving Practices) 
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company 
Alabama Farm Bureau Mutual Casualty 
Insurance Company, Inc . 
Allstate Insurance Company 
American Armed Services Underwriters, Inc . 
American Automobile Association 
American Trucking Association, Inc . 
Association of Casualty and Surety Companies 
Chrysler Corporation 
Employers Mutual Liability Insurance 
Company of Wisconsin 
Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance Company 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
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National Federation of Business and 
Professional Women's Clubs, Inc. 
National Safety Council 
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company 
Farmers Mutuals 
Ford Motor Company 
General Motors Corporation 
Grain Dealers Mutual Insurance Company 
Harleysville Insurance Company 
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company 
Imagination Inc. 
Kansas Farm Bureau Safety Department 
Kemper Insurance 
Maryland Casualty Company 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Institute for Highway Safety 
Royal-Globe Insurance Group 
State Automobile and Casualty Underwriters 
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company 
Travelers Insurance Company 
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company 
Utica Mutual Insurance Company 
Pede trian 
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company 
American Automobile Association 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Maryland Casualty Company 
National Safety Council 
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company 
Pre-School And Elementary chool afety 
American Automobile Association 
Kemper Insurance 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
National Commission on Safety Education 
National Safety Council 
School Bu 
American Automobile Association 
Harleysville Insurance Company 
Maryland Casualty Company 
National Commission on Safety Education 
N atlonal Safety Council 
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company 
School Safety Patrol 
American Automobile Association 
National Commission on Safety Education 
National Safety Council 
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Special Secondary School Emphasis Programs 
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company, Hartford, 
Connecticut 06115 
Alabama Farm Bureau Mutual, Casualty Insurance 
Company, Inc., Montgomery, Alabama 
Allstate Insurance Company, Accident Prevention 
Department, 7 44 7 Skokie Boulevard, Skokie, 
Illinois, (Contact regional offices in major 
cities) 
American Trucking Association, Inc., 1616 P. 
Street, N . W., Washington, D. C. 20006 
Association of Casualty and Surety Companies, 60 
John Street, New York, New Cork 10038 
Association of State and Provincial Safety Coordi-
nators, Suite 816, 1710 H. Street, N. W. , 
Washington, D. C. 20006 
Bicycle Institute of America, Inc., 122 E. 42nd 
Street, New York, New York 10017 
Chrysler Corporation, Educational Services, De-
partment of Public Relations, P . 0. Box 1919, 
Detroit, Michigan 48221 
Employers Mutual Liability Insurance Company of 
Wisconsin, Wausau, Wisconsin 
Farm Bureau Insurance Companies, P . 0. Box 6218, 
Montgomery, Alabama 36106 
Ford Motor Company, Traffic Safety and Highway 
Improvement Department, The American 
Road, Dearborn, Michigan 
General Motors Corporation, General Motors Build-
Ing, 3044 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, 
Michigan 48222 
Grain Dealers Mutual Insurance Company, 1752 
North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
46207 
Harleysville Insurance Company, Harleysville, 
Pennsylvania 
Imagination, Inc ., 4032 Maryland Avenue, N., Min-
neapolis, Minnesota 55427 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 1710 H. 
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C 20006 
Kansas Farm Bureau, Safety Department, Farm 
Bureau Building, Manhattan, Kansas 
Kemper Insurance, 4750 Sheridan Road, Chicago, 
Ilhnois 60640 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, 175 Berkeley 
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02117 
Maryland Casualty Company, Accident Prevention 
Department, Baltimore, Maryland 21203 
Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance Company, 
10 P . 0 . Square, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, One Madi-
son Avenue, New York, New York 10010 
National Commission on Safety Education, National 
Education Association, 120116th Street, N. W. , 
Washington, D C. 20006 
National Farmers Union Service Corporation, 1575 
Sherman Street, Denver, Colorado 80201 
N atlonal Federation of Business and Professional 
Women's Clubs, Inc , 2012 Massachusetts 
Avenue N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006 
National Safety Council , Traffic Department, 425 
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
60611 
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, Safety 
Department, 246 North Hight Street, Colum-
bus Ohio 43216 
President's Committee for Traffic Safety 532 Pen-
nsylvania Building, Washington D C. 20004 
Royal-Globe Insurance Group, Casualty Companies, 
150 William Street, ew York, N . Y. 10008 
State Automobile and Casualty Underwriter~ , 600 
Fifth Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50308 
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tate Farm Mutua Automobile Insurance Com-
pany, Bloomington, Illinois 
Travelers Insurance Company, 700 Main Street, 
Hartford, Connecticut 06115 
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company, 
Calvert and Redwood Streets, Baltimore, 
Maryland 
Utica Mutual Insurance Company, Utica, New York 
FILM 
Iowa Department of Public Safety, Safety Educa-
tion Division, State Office Building, Des 
Moines, Iowa 50309 
Iowa State University, Bureau of Audio-Visual 
Instruction Ames, Iowa 50010 
University of Iowa Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruc-
tion, East Hall, Iowa C1ty, Iowa 52240 
Motor Club of Iowa, 1049 State Street, Bettendorf, 
Iowa 52722 
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies, 151 Farnington 
Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut 06115 
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BICYCLE SAFETY 
ORGANIZATION AND REGULATIONS 
I. Need: 
A. Each year our nation records approxi-
mately 50,000 bicycle accidents and some 
400 deaths. During the same period Iowa 
has 450 bicycle accidents and 10 deaths 
How many occurred in your town? 
B. Every 20 hours a cyclist is killed by a 
motor vehicle. 
C. Approximately three out of every four 
youngsters between the ages of six and 
fifteen ride a bicycle. 
D. A bicycle rider is injured every 19 min-
utes by a motor vehicle. 
E . We have one bicycle for every three regis-
tered motor vehicles. 
F. There are currently more than 25,000,000 
bicycles on the streets of our nation. In 
1940 there were only 10,000,000 bicycles 
II. Who's Responsible? 
The responsibility of teaching bicycle safety 
must come from as many sources as possible. 
It is the duty of each parent, each school, 
each child and each community to keep these 
riders alive. 
A. The Parent's Respons1b1lity : 
1. Parents should control riding privi-
leges of their children because of age, 
traffic or violation of privileges. 
2. Parents should cooperate with city and 
school officials in the enforcement of 
community rules and regulations . 
3. The parent should supervise the pur-
chase of the proper size bicycle and 
the needed accessories . 
4. The parent should assist 1n the me-
chanical maintenance of the bicycle, the 
building of safety attitudes toward the 
bicycle and traffic, the selection of lo-
cation when learning to ride and the 
enforcement of the rules for bicycle 
riding. 
B. The Community's Responsibility 
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1. Formulating a bicycle safety code that 
is modern and applicable. 
2. Plan for the licensing of bicycles. 
3. Enforce the code for bicycle riders. 
4. Civic groups should p1 omote whole-
some activities for the bicycle riders 
of their communities. 
5. Parking space for bicycles should be 
planned for in the downtown district, 
at playgrounds, at swimming pool 
areas and other community centers. 
6. Radio and television stations should 
promote spot programs about and for 
bicycle safety. 
C. The School's Responsibility: 
1. To promote an effective bicycle pro-
gram with careful planning from school 
administrators, teachers, parents, stu-
dents and local officials. 
2 The classroom instruction should in-
clude: 
a. Teaching of traffic rules and regu-
lations 
b. The use of the bicycle in our society 
c. The student's responsibility to him-
self and society 
d . How to buy the proper sized bike 
e . The proper care of a bicycle 
f. How to ride to prevent accidents 
g. Teaching of the local bicycle ordi-
nance 
III. Recommendations 
A. Ages 
1. Ages six through nine ride only in 
neighborhood, on the sidewalks and 
never in the traveled portion of the 
highway. 
2. In some schools youngsters nine years 
and over are permitted to ride to and 
from school over the safest route, while 
others recommend fourth grade and 
above only for riding to and from 
school. (Much depends on the traffic 
problem of the area .) 
B ize of bike 
1. Junior size bike with 20" wheel is 
proper size for six-to-eight year-old 
child. 
2. Intermediate size bike with 24" wheel 
for pupils nine and ten years of age. 
3. For pupils eleven years or older the 
regular adult bike with 26 '' wheel is 
recommended. 
4. When the rider sits on the saddle with 
the heel of one foot on the low pedal, 
and grasps the handlebars as though 
riding, the following should be noted: 
a. The leg, thigh, and heel, when 
on the low pedal, form a straight 
line. 
b. The seat is parallel to the ground. 
c. The upper part of the body is in-
clined slightly forward. 
d. The handlebar grips are at right 
angles to the handlebar stem and are 
about the same height as the seat. 
5. Teaching rid1ng techniques is valuable 
for the following reasons: 
a. Helps rider avoid muscular fatigue , 
which otherwise leads to taking 
hands off handlebars , shifting in 
Seat etc. because of tired muscles . 
' ' b. Enables rider to concentrate on road 
conditions rather than some physi-
cal discomfort. 
c. Good riding technique assures more 
responsive reflex actions under dif-
ficult road conditions. 
d. Assures that the rider will always 
have proper control of bicycle and 
will be ready to meet all emergen-
• 
CleS. 
TV. The Most Common Traffic Violation of 
· Cyclist are: 
• i 
A. Failing to yield right of way 
B. Cutting in or out of traffic 
C. Speeding too fast for conditions 
D. Disregarding control devices 
E. Riding against traffic 
F. Improper turning 
G. Improper mechanical condition 
V. Motor Vehicle - Collisions Between Motor 
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Vehicle and Bicycle Occur About A Fol-
lows: 
A. Two of five at intersections 
B. Two out of three during daytime 
C. Half the bicycle riders injured or killed 
in traffic accidents were violating a traf-
fic law at the time of the accident 
D. Half the motor vehicle-bicycle accidents 
involved a violation on the part of the 
motor vehicle driver 
VI. are of the Bicycle: 
A. Always keep your tires inflated to the air 
pressure indicated on the side walls. If 
no pressure is indicated, ask your bicycle 
dealer. 
B. Coaster brake: A number one rule for 
bicycle safety is a perfect b1 ake. Does it 
brake evenly, and w1ll it stop the wheels 
at once? Unless you are an expert, don 't 
tamper with it. Have it cleaned and ad-
justed regularly by a bicycle repairn1an. 
eat saddle: Adjust to fit your size and 
tighten securely. A loose seat may mean 
a fall. 
D. Handlebars: Adjust to fit your body 
Tighten and keep stem well down in fork. 
E. Handle grips: Replace worn handle grips. 
Cement them on tightly as loose grips 
mean unsafe riding. Handlebars without 
grips or broken grips are dangerous. 
F . Pedals : Lubricate and tighten pedal bear-
ing and spindle. Replace worn pedal 
treads. Good pedals are important for bi-
cycle control and power. 
G. Warning device: Horn or bell must always 
work properly to be heard at least 100 feet. 
H. Light: White light in front must be visible 
at night at least 300 feet. Keep it clean 
and in working order . 
NOTE:-A bicycle need not have a front light by 
L law unless tlze bicycle is used during the 
Lhours from sunset to sunrise. 
I. Reflector or rear light: A red reflector 
must be placed on the rear fender of all 
bicycles. This reflector must be 11/z" in 
diameter. 
J . Lubricate the wheel bearings at regular 
intervals . Always check the vehicle after 
riding in water. 
K. Oil the chain links frequently and keep 
• 
the chain at the correct tens1on A slipping 
chain can easily cause an injury to the 
rider. 
L. Lubricate the pedal bearings. Replace 
worn pedal treads to prevent foot fro1n 
slipping. 
M. Replace broken spokes immediately 
N. Give all nickel parts a frequent going 
over with an oiled rag to prevent rusting. 
0. Bearings may be cleaned with a good light-
weight oil. When clean, refill them with 
a light 011. 
P. When parts are removed for cleaning or 
adjusting, it is best to lay them in a row 
just as they come from the bicycle. This 
avoids confusion in reassembly. 
Q. Check the condition of tires regu-
larly. This includes looking for cuts and 
other defective spots. Tire pressure should 
be checked regularly. 
VII. Bicycle Rule and Regulation 
A. Obtain copies of bicycle rules and regu-
lations from the chief of police, sheriff, 
or school principal. 
B. Some rules for safe cycling~ 
1. Observe all traffic regula tlons 
2. Always ride at a safe speed 
3. Give pedestrians the right-of-way at 
intersections 
4. Look both ways and look out for cars 
pulling in to traffic 
5. Never hitch on other vehicles, 'stunt' ' 
or race in traffic 
6. Never carry other riders, and carry no 
packages that obstruct vision or pre-
vent proper control of the bicycle 
7. Be sure that your brakes are operating 
efficiently 
8. Always use the proper hand signals 
9. Slow down at all intersections and look 
in all directions 
10. Ride 1n a straight line 
\
7111. Bicycle Riding Procedure on One-Way 
treets 
Bicyclists must follow the same rules as 
motorists on our one-way streets. Discuss th1s 
with the class , use the blackboard or traffic 
board to illustrate. The basic rules are: 
A. Always ride in the same direction as the 
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automobile. All street traffic is required 
by law to go in the same direction. 
B. Always remember to signal, and then look 
to see if it is safe to make a lane change, 
right or left turn or stop. Do not turn if 
it's unsafe; wait by the curb or go on to 
the next safe intersection. 
C. Bicycle riders should know that left turns 
on a one-way street are made from the 
left side of the street near the parking 
lane or the parked cars . The intersecting 
(two way) street should be entered on the 
right side and the bicyclist should gradu-
ally and safely work over near the right 
parking lane. 
D. Bicycle riders should understand that 
right turns on a one-way street are made 
from the right lane and completed the 
same way as on two-way streets. 
E. Bicycle riders should avoid riding too 
close to parked cars. They should watch 
for doors opening. They should also watch 
for cars moving from parking area . Ex-
haust gas and flickering of the tail lights 
are signals that indicate a possible move-
ment. Drivers are sometimes inclined to 
open car doors and step into the street 
without checking the traffic. 
F. Frequent and unnecessary lane changes 
should always be avoided. 
G Bike riders must learn to get the big pic-
ture-to know what is moving in all direc-
tions and to adjust to the everchanging 
situation. 
IX. uggested Activities and Topics for Discus-
• IOn 
In the development of an acceptable code of 
safe behavior for bicycle riders it is im-
pol tant that all students exert a considerable 
amount of enlightened social pressure on 
each other We should '¥ork toward this end 
by using many of the activities listed below: 
A. Activities should be entertaining as well 
as educational: 
1. Contest for slogans, poems or stories 
2. Artwork for safety posters and bulle-
tin boards 
3. Library collecting materials and facts 
on bicycle safety 
4. Science classes studying the bicycle as 
a machine 
5. Social studies classes studying laws, 
the reasons for and enforcement of 
these laws 
6. Arithmetic classes studying stopping 
distances 
7. Visiting the bicycle repair shop 
B. Other projects which school officials, par-
ent groups and community groups should 
participate in are: 
1. General written safety tests 
2. Testing of the bicycle code 
3. Assembly programs 
4. Bicycle inspections 
5. Skills testing 
6. Scotchlite the bicycles 
C. Listed below are some suggested teaching 
procedures: 
1. Assign various sections of the ordi-
nance to individual students. Give defi-
nite reading assignments to all members 
of your class. 
2. Assign individual reports on specific 
topics that appeal to most of the stu-
dents in your room. 
3. Develop panel discussion groups to in-
vestigate specific problems and explore 
various ideas. 
4. Invite qualified outside speakers to 
your classroom 
5. Teaching procedures should vary ac-
cording to the grade and interest level 
of the students. The bicycle ordinance 
should be understood and utilized by 
each student. 
D. Suggested discussion topics 
The materials presented are intended as a 
basic guide and may be expanded in con-
tent and scope by the individual class-
room teacher, who should refer to many 
other sources for additional materials and 
guides. 
1. To talk about 
a. Why do we have streets? 
b. Where do people usually ride ponies 
and horses? 
c. Where do your parents usually drive 
the family car? 
d. Where should you ride your bicycle? 
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e. Is a bicycle safe for you when: 
(1) It is too small? 
(2) It is too large? 
(3) It is in bad repair? 
(4) It lacks adequate brakes? 
(5) It doesn't have a bell or horn? 
(6) It doesn't have lights or reflec-
tors? 
2. Where should bicycles be ridden? 
a. Have students tell the class where 
they ride a bicycle. 
b . Have students tell the class where 
they should not ride a bicycle. 
c. Discuss why 
3. What are the dangers from cars? 
a . Backing 
b . Parking 
c. Door opening 
d. Sudden stops 
e. Unexpected turns 
f . Swerves 
4. How do bicycle and pedestrian acci-
dents occur? 
a . Pedestrians stepping from behind 
parked cars 
b . Bicycles being ridden on the side-
walk and playground 
c. When bicycle riders are careless 
d . When pedestrians walk or run into 
a moving vehicle 
e. When animals are hit or the bicycle 
rider swerves to avoid an accident 
f . When cyclists fail to yield right of 
way 
5. Turning cars 
a. Why and where do drivers turn their 
cars? 
b. How does this affect bicycle riders? 
c. What should a bicycle rider do be-
fore he turns? 
d . What should an automobile driver 
do before he turns? 
e. How can you protect yourself when 
cars turn? 
f . What kinds of turns do cars and bi-
cycles make? 
g. Discuss these turns as to positions, 
signals, use of eyes, speed and dan-
gers: 
• 

ection 1. Regi tration And License Required 
1. No person shall ride a bicycle unless it 
has been registered and licensed. 
2. No person shall rent to anyone a bicycle 
that is not registered and licensed. 
ection 2. Manner Of Regi tration And Licen ing 
1. The owner of a bicycle to be licensed 
shall: 
a. Make an application in the office of 
the City Clerk. 
b. Give the name of the owner. 
c. Give the trade name of the bicycle 
e. Pay a registration fee of 25 cents. 
2. If the serial number cannot be read, the 
Police Department may stamp the bicycle 
with a number. 
3. After the application has been filled out 
and the fee paid, the City Clerk will give 
a license plate. This license plate should 
be fastened on the rear fender of the 
bicycle so that it can be readily observed 
4. The City Clerk keeps a record of the 
bicycle licenses so that lost or stolen bi-
cycles can be located easily. 
5. If a license is lost or damaged, a person 
can get a new one. An application should 
be made out with the City Clerk. A fee of 
50 cents is charged for a new license. 
6. If a bicycle is sold or traded, it must be 
reported to the City Clerk within 10 days 
Transfer of licenses should be made. A 
transfer costs 25 cents. 
7. Renew licenses every two years on May 1 
of every even numbered year. 
Section 3. Tampering With License Prohibited 
1. It is against the law to change or in any 
way damage or destroy a bicycle license. 
Section 4. Lights And Reflectors Required During 
Certain Hom"s 
1. All bicycles must have headlights on them 
if they are ridden at night. 
2. You should be able to see this light for 
300 feet. 
3. A red reflector or a red taillight must be 
placed on the rear fender of all bicycles. 
Note: They must be llh " in diameter. 
Section 5. Riding On Sidewalks 
1. Bicycles may be ridden on the sidewalks 
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in the residen t1al district. 
2. Bicycles are not to be ridden on the side-
walks in the business district, upon the 
sidewalks adj oin1ng any school building 
or on the sidewalks of the city parks. 
3. Bicycle riders are to give the right-of-way 
to pedestrians walking on the sidewalks. 
Riders are to turn off sidewalk when 
meeting pedestrians. 
ection 6. Towing Prohibited 
1. No person riding a bicycle shall be towed 
(pulled) by another vehicle. 
2 No person riding a bicycle shall tow (pull) 
another vehicle. 
3. A bicycle rider shall not follow a fire 
truck or other fire department vehicle. 
ection 7. Carrying Extra Passengers Prohibited 
Only one person shall r ide a bicycle at a 
time unless a bicycle is built for more 
than one person. 
ection 8. Carele Riding Prohibited 
1. Bicycles shall not be ridden in a zig-zag 
manner. 
2. Bicycle riders shall not weave in and out 
of traffic. 
3. Bicycles shall not be used for doing stunts 
on the streets. 
4. A person riding a bicycle shall not go so 
fast that he cannot stop within a reason-
able distance. 
5. When riding a bicycle, the rider shall al-
ways think of the safety of himself and 
others. 
cction 9. Riding Single File 
1. Bicycles shall be ridden single file on the 
streets in and around any business dis-
trict. 
2. Bicycles shall be ridden as near the right 
curb as possible. 
ection 10. Observance Of Traffic Rules 
1. All bicycle riders shall observe all the 
traffic rules. This means stop at stop 
signs, stop at traffic lights, etc. 
2. All bicycle riders shall signal any time 
they change direction of travel: Right 
turn signal is left arm extended straight 
from shoulder with forearm angled up-
ward from elbow. Left turn signal is left 
arm extended straight out from shoulder. 
• 
• 
, 
Stop signal is ar1n extended downward 
with palm back. 
3. Bicycle riders are not to turn left into 
traffic except at regular Intersections of 
streets or alleys. 
Section 11. Use Of Horn And Other Devices 
All bicycles shall be equipped with either 
a suitable horn or bell. The use of sirens 
on bicycles is unlawful. 
ection 12. Penaltie u pen ion Of License 
And Impounding 
The police department may impound 
(lock-up) a bicycle for not more than thirty 
(30) days if the rider under 21 years old 
disobeys any city or state laws about bi-
cycles. The bicycle license may be sus-
pended. It does not make any difference 
who owns the bicycle. 
AMPLE TE T I 
1. A bicycle rider should (1. sometimes) 
(2. always) give a hand signal before mak-
ing a turn. 
- 2. (1. Bicycles) (2. Pedestrians) have the 
right of way on sidewalks and at inter-
sections. 
-- 3. A bicycle rider may (1- never) (2. some-
times) carry an extra passenger on his 
bicycle. 
-- 4. Every bicycle (1. should) (2 should not) 
have a bell or horn In good working 
order. 
5. Hitching a ride by holding onto the rear 
of a moving vehicle (1. is so1netimes per-
mitted) (2. is never permitted). 
-- 6. A bicycle should be ridden on the (1. right 
hand) (2. left hand) side of the street. 
-- 7 When making a left turn In heavy traffic, 
the cyclist (1. should signal and turn left 
in front of traffic) (2 should dismount 
and walk across the pedestrian cross-
walk) (3. should wait near center of inter-
section until safe to complete turn.) 
-- 8. A package rack or carrier (1. helps (2. 
hinders) a bike rider who tries to ride 
safely. 
-- 9. When approaching a flashing red light, 
the cyclist should (1. slow down) (2. stop) 
and then proceed when safe 
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--10. Bicycles which are being ridden at night 
(1. should have) (2. need not have) a 
white light. 
--11. A bicycle rider should always wear (1. 
dark) (2. light) clothing when riding at 
night. 
--12. A red reflector of light (1. should) (2. 
should not be displayed) on the rear part 
of any bicycle ridden after dark. 
--13 Bicycle license tags should be attached 
to a bicycle (1. anytime) (2. at once) after 
purchase. 
--14. When approaching a flashing yellow 
light, a bicycle rider should (1. slow 
down) (2. stop) and then move ahead when 
safe. 
--15. Cyclists (1. need not) (2. should) obey all 
traffic signs and signals. 
--16 Any bicycle purchased after May 1st of 
any year must be registered within (1. 10 
days) (2. 1 month) with the Police De-
partment. 
--17 When a group is riding bicycles in the 
business district or in the traffic, the safe 
thing to do is ride (1. double file) (2. sin-
gle file). 
--18. If a licensed bicycle should be sold or 
transferred, the former owner should 
notify the Police Department within (1. 
1 month) (2. 5 days). 
--19. Bicycle riders (1. should) (2. should not) 
come to a complete stop before entering 
a main street. 
--20. In the business district bicycles should 
be parked (1. in bicycle parking places 
or racks) (2. any place you stop). 
-- 21. A rider (1. can) (2. cannot) ride a bicycle 
with complete safety on an icy street. 
--22. (1. All) (2. Some) persons operating a 
bicycle on the streets must have a Bicycle 
Operator's License or an Iowa Operator's 
License 
--23 Before rnaking a turn a bike rider (1. 
should) (2. should not) look back to see 
If other traffic is close behind. 
--24 Bicycle riders (1. can) (2. cannot) use 
Sirens on their bicycles. 
--25. A chain-guard is useful on a bicycle be-
cause it (1. makes bicycles look better) 
(2 helps prevent accidents). 
--26 Any license tag that is lost, destroyed or 
stolen should be reported (1. at once) 
(2. next May 1st) to the Police Depart-
ment. 
--27. Bicycles (1. may) (2. 1nay not) be ridden 
on the sidewalk in the business district 
or near a school. 
--28. Bicycle riders (1. should) (2. should not) 
observe the same regulations as automo-
bile drivers on one-way streets. 
--29. When changing lanes it IS (1. necessary) 
(2. not necessary) to give a signal. 
--30. A left turn on a one-way street should 
be made from the (1 left) (2. right) side 
of the street. 
--31. For bicyclist or motorist, this is the cor-
rect signal for a (1. left turn) (2 right turn) 
(3. stop). 
0 
- ------------------------------------
--32. This Is the correct signal for a (1 . left 
turn (2. right turn) (3. stop). 
. -. 
r /'~~=;::=::~~·. -~l:.· • &- . . 
, . . . . .. . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
• • 
• 
-------------------
- - 33. This is the correct signal for a (1. left 
turn (2. right turn (3. stop. 
0 
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MPLE TE T II 
Indicate True (T) or False (F). 
( ) 1. It is safe to learn to ride a bicycle 
on a busy street. 
( ) 2. Bicycles, like autos, should keep to the 
right side of the road. 
( ) 3. Bicycle riders should know and obey 
all traffic signs and lights. 
( ) 4. People who are walking do not have 
the right of way on sidewalks and 
crosswalks. 
( ) 5 Bicycles should be walked across heav-
ily traveled streets. 
( ) 6. A bicycle in poor condition is safe if 
the rider is careful. 
( ) 7. It is safe and proper for a bicycle rider 
to carry a passenger on an ordinary 
bicycle. 
( ) 8 Bicycle riders may hitch to a moving 
truck if it is traveling less than 20 
miles an hour. 
( ) 9. Riding in a single line is the sensible 
thing to do. 
( ) 10. Night riding with dark clothing and 
without a front white light and a rear 
reflector is dangerous. 
( ) 11. When tired, the rider should rest by 
taking his feet off the pedals. 
( ) 12. Bicycle riders should be very careful 
and give the proper hand signals be-
fore making turns or stopping. 
( ) 13. It is only necessary to look straight 
ahead when crossing streets. 
( ) 14. The size of the bicycle makes no dif-
ference if the rider is skilled. 
( ) 15. All bikes should have a horn or bell, 
rear reflector and front light. 
( ) 16. As soon as you can balance your bike, 
you are ready to ride in heavy traffic. 
( ) 17. When passing a parked car, you should 
ride three feet away from it and give 
a warning with your horn or bell. 
( ) 18. When entering a street from a drive-
way or sidewalk, the bicycle rider has 
the right of way. 
( ) 19. Bicycle riders should carry books or 
bundles in one hand if they must be 
carried on a bicycle. 
( ) 20. Bicycles should be kept in good condi-
tion at all times and repaired by a 
mechanic when necessary. 
NOTE TO TEACHER: Allow five points for 
• 
• 
, 
each question. Have each student correct any 
questions he may have answered incorrectly. Re-
vise for your town. 
SAMPLE TEST III 
( ) 1. A bicycle should be ridden on the right 
side of the street or highway. 
( ) 2. Bicycle riders should observe and obey 
all traffic signs, stop and go signals 
and other traffic control devices. 
( ) 3. Bicycle riders should try to crowd 
ahead between cars at a signalized in-
tersection, so as to be in front when 
the light changes. 
( ) 4. Pedestrians do not have the right of 
way at crosswalks. 
( ) 5. Bicycles should be "walked" across 
heavily traveled streets. 
( ) 6. Night riding without a front light is 
unsafe. 
( ) 7 . A red reflector should be on the rear 
fender of all bicycles 
( ) 8. A bicycle in poor condition is safe if 
the rider is skilled. 
( ) 9. It is safe and proper for a bicycle rider 
to carry extra passengers. 
( ) 10. It is safe to ride three abreast when 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
riding in a group. 
) 11. Hitch-hiking or holding on to moving 
vehicles is safe if the rider is watchful. 
) 12. Bicycle riders should carry bundles in 
one hand if the bundles must be car-
ried on a bicycle. 
) 13. Riding single file is the sensible thing 
to do. 
) 14. The proper way to make a left turn 
is to cut the corner. 
) 15. It is a safe practice to enter the street 
from an alley without first observing 
whether a car is coming. 
) 16. When passing a slow moving car 
ahead, going in the same direction, you 
should pass on the left of the car in 
front. 
) 17. Bicycle riders should give hand signals 
before making a turn. 
) 18. The roadway is a safe place to park a 
bicycle. 
) 19. A bicycle rider should look only 
straight ahead when crossing an inter-
section. 
) 20. It is desirable to ride at least three 
feet away from parked cars. 
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SAMPLE BICYCLE RIDING SKILL TESTS 
Since riding skill is an important factor in 
bicycle safety, these tests have much educational 
value as well as interest and public rela-
tions value. The tests described below are only 
suggestive. The sponsoring organizations and 
agencies may plan variations and also change the 
scoring method. Remember, these children are far 
more capable in doing these skills than you may 
think. 
A. top And Start Lane. Mark a lane 
3 feet wide and have the child ride 
between the lines without touching 
either line. The child stops twice while 
riding in the lane and again at end of 
line. Deduction from score of 100 
points. 
1 2 points for each time a tire touches 
either lane line. 
2. 5 points for each time a wheel rolls 
outside the lane on either side. 
3 10 points for each time the rider 
fails to signal a stop . 
4. 10 points for each time a rider falls 
off his bicycle. 
5. 1 point for each second of time less 
than one minute for riding the dis-
tance of 90 feet. 
B. Maneuver Test. Place cardboard car-
tons or rubber cones approximately 10 
feet apart along a straight line 60 feet 
long. Have student ride at a comfort-
able speed, weaving in and out. All this 
should be done in an area 6 feet wide 
(To change the rhythm pattern you 
may space the cones at various dis-
tances instead of a regular pattern of 
10 feet apart). Deduction from score 
of 100 points. 
1. 5 points each time a carton or cone 
is touched. 
2. 8 points each time the rider leaves 
the 6-foot Width area. 
3. 10 points each time the rider falls 
off his bicycle. 
C. Traffic Light Intersection. Rider stops 
while traffic light shows red, pro-
ceeds across intersection on green 
light. He circles back to traffic light 
corner and demonstrates the safe way 
to make a left turn in heavy traffic. 
Deduction from score of 100 points. 
1. 5 points if bicycle enters the inter-
section. 
2. 5 points each if rider fails to signal 
stops or left turns. 
3. 3 points if rider "cuts" the corner 
on the left turns. 
4. 10 points if rider falls off the bicy-
cle. 
D. Braking Test. Using a portion of the 
testing area, have each student pedal 
continuously at a con1fortable speed. 
At some point in this ride give the 
command "STOP" as a signal for the 
rider to make an emergency stop in a 
straight line. Deduction from score of 
100 points. 
1. 5 points if the rider stops pedaling 
before the command. 
2. 5 points if the rear tire skids in the 
stop. 
3. 5 points if the rider swerves in mak-
ing the stop. 
4. 10 points if the rider falls off the 
bicycle in stopping. 
E. Figure 8 Course. Child rides around 
one circle twice and tne second circle 
once, keeping within a lane 24 inches 
• 
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wide. FIGURE 8 tests his ability to 
shift when changing directions and to 
keep control of his bicycle while in a 
leaning position. He must also show he 
is not confused and distracted by other 
cyclists, since several children are rid-
ing the circles at the same time. 
Deduction from score of 100 points. 
1. 2 points for each time a tire touches 
either circular line. 
2. 3 points for each time a wheel rolls 
off the path, either toward the inside 
or outside. 
3. 5 points for each time both wheels 
of the bicycle roll off the path either 
inside or outside. 
4. 10 points for each time the rider 
falls off the bicycle. 
F. Stop Sign Intersection. Rider stops 
for stop sign placed at a simulated in-
tersection and demonstrates how to 
signal, stop and dismount before pro-
ceeding at a stop street. Deduction from 
score of 100 points. 
1. 10 points for failure to come to full 
stop and dismount. 
2. 5 points if bicycle enters the inter-
section. 
3. 5 points if rider fails to signal. 
4. 10 points if rider falls off the bi-
cycle. 
t 
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THE RIDING COURSE 
Preferably the course is laid out on a hard-
surfaced playground or similar area. Chart A 
shows a typical riding course. It may be laid 
out as a class project by students in mechanical 
drawing. Make scale drawings, then mark off 
the course on the playground with nails and 
string. Paint the lanes, circles, arrows and other 
markings in white. If your city has road-marking 
machinery, perhaps it can be used for the paint 
job. 
Different sections of the course may be laid 
out on two smaller plots which are joined by a 
marked lane for the cyclists, as shown in Chart B. 
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Owner's Na1ne 
-- --- ---- - ---------- - --
----------- -------------- -
_Boy _____ G ir 1 _____ _ _____ _ 
Address 
- - -- - -- ---- -- ---
Age ___ _______ _ __ 
Bike Color ___ ______ ___ _ __________ _ tyle: Boy's Girl's Size 
erial Number 
PARTS 
I . REFLECTOR A D HORN 
Horn or bell in working order 
Red rear reflector 1 V2 inch diameter 
II. FRONT WHEELS 
Rolls true without wobbling 
Free turning 
Spokes 
Bearing and nuts 
III. REAR WHEEL 
Rolls true without wobbling 
Free turning 
Spokes 
Bearing and nuts 
Brake band 
IV. TIRES 
v. 
VI. 
I 
VII. 
Cracks due to age 
Tread on tires 
Inflation: correct pressure 
Valves straight and capped 
HANDLEBARS AND FORK 
Handlebars adjusted to rider 
Bars and grips tight 
Fork bearing 
SADDLE 
Adjusted to rider 
Secured tightly 
CRANK ASSEMBLY 
Sprocket teeth present 
Pedals with good tread 
Chain guard tight 
Chain with correct tension 
VIII. FRAME AND FENDERS 
Frame straight and sturdy 
Fenders tight 
. IX BRAKE 
Stops evenly 
Stops quickly 
GENERAL CONDITION 
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City License Number 
CONDITION 
Satisfactory Poor 
• 
, 
I TRUCTIO AL MATERIAI.J A D FILMS 
A few of the sources are: 
A . Pamplets: 
1. Bicycle afety Kit: Bicycle Institute of 
America, 122 East 42nd Street, New 
York17, ewYork 
2. Bicycle afety in Action: National Com-
National Commission on Safety Educa-
tion National Educat1on Association, 
' 1201 Sixteenth Street, N . W., Washington, 
6, D. C. 
(single copies - 50c) 
3. I-I otv to get LeadeshitJ Szq>port and Pub-
licity for your community 
Also posters, etc. available 
Johnson and Johnson Company Bicycle 
Safety Program 
New Brunswick , New Jersey 
4 afety Code for Bike Riders Safety Edu-
cation Division, Iowa Department of Pub-
lic Safety, State Office Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 
(also ask for other material on 
cyclists) 
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5. You and Your Bicycle: American National 
Red Cross, Washington, D. C. 
B. Other Sources of Literature 
1. National Safety Council, 425 North 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 
2. Boy Scouts of America 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 
3. Local V.F .W. Organization 
4. Insurance Companies 
C. Sources of Films: 
1 Iowa Department of Public Safety 
Safety Education Division, State Of-
fice Building, Des Moines 19, Iowa 
2 Iowa State University, Bureau of 
Audio-Visual Instruction, Ames, Iowa 
3. University of Iowa, Bureau of Audio-
Visual Instruction, East Hall, Iowa 
City, Iowa 
4. Motor Club of Iowa 
1049 State Street, Bettendorf, Iowa 
.. ,., .. 
STANDARD STUDENT /lCCIDENT REPORTS 
By Thelma Reed, hairman 
tandard Student Accident Report Committee 
vVhat kind of information is secured through 
the use of the Standard tudent Accident Report 
Form? 
What student inJuries should be reported? 
How are accident reports used? 
These are some of the questions which pour 
into the National Safety Council's School and Col-
lege Division each year from school people all over 
the United States. They are important questions-
so important that the Standard Student Accident 
Report Committee of the Conference has reviewed 
them all, set down the answers in definitive form 
as follows: 
What form are recommended for u e in r -
porting accidental death and injuries to elem n-
tary and secondary chool tudent ? 
The National Safety Council recommends 
two: the Standard Student Accident Report Forn1 
and the Student Accident Summary Form. 
The Standard Student Accident Report Form 
is for use in recording the details of accidents 
resulting in injuries to students. The Student 
Accident Summary Form, as its title indicates, is 
for use in preparing monthly or other tabulations 
of all injuries reported on the Standard Student 
Accident Report Form. 
What kind of information i ecured through 
the use of the Standru:·d tudent Accident Report 
Form? 
For all accidents, the form provides the easy, 
rapid recording of detailed information in the 
following categories: identification of the injured 
(name, home address, age, and sex); description 
of accident; nature and degree of injury; part of 
body ~njured; days lost from school. 
For school jurisdiction accidents only, the 
form provides for the recording of information 
on the following additional items: teacher in 
charge when the accident occurred; immediate 
action taken; notification of parent or guardian; 
location when accident occurred, and activity in 
which the injured was participating when hurt. 
If the description of the accident is complete, 
are all of the other items on the form necessary? 
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The detailed items are not necessary but de-
Sirable. 
Experience has shown the difficulty of se-
curing cornplete descriptions of actions resulting 
In InJury, and of the injuries themselves, under 
the genPral heading, "Description of the 
Accident." 
Wouldn't a report card be easier to handle, 
and more convenient to file, when tabulations are 
being prepared than a heet of paper? 
There is little doubt that a card is easier to 
handle than a sheet of paper. In fact, during 
earlier years of tandard Student Accident Re-
pol bng, the form was printed on a card. 
The change to a sheet was made at the request of 
local school administrators desiring multiple 
copies of the original report for immediate dis-
tribution to specified officials. 
It is perfectly feasible to print all of the 
Items on the current tandard Report form on a 
card Two school systems, at least, now use such 
cards. 
The greatest single difficulty with the use of 
cards is their size. There are many recommended 
Items that must be included in an accident report 
form which n1ake it as useful and workable as 
possible. vVhen transferring items from a sheet 
of paper to a card, there is a temptation to sim-
plify the problem of arranging the reco1nmended 
items by omitting some of them. This destroys 
the basic advantage of standardized, comparable 
reports from school systems in all parts of the 
country and makes impossible the development of 
rates against which an individual school system 
may evaluate 1ts own record. 
On \vhat tudent injurie hould report be 
made? 
It is recommended that the standard accident 
report form be used to record detailed information 
on: 
all injuries to students sufficiently serious 
to require a doctor's care; 
all injuries that keep a student out of school 
' 
for half a day or more regardless of where the 
student was when he was injured on school 
property, or enroute to or from school; 
all injuries, however slight, to students while 
they are under the jurisdiction of the school. 
(Unless otherwise defined by statute, adminis-
trative ruling or court action, students are con-
sidered to be under school jurisdiction when 
on the way to and from school.) 
To whom hould copie of injury report go? 
The use of original reports on injuries varies 
from one school system to another. Best current 
practice Indicates that copies of all reports should 
be examined by the superintendent or his dele-
gated representative. In systems where the posi-
tions exist, the persons holding the following 
positions should examine such reports also: safety 
education supervisor, chief of medical staff re-
search director and curriculum director 
In addition , selected injury reports should be 
examined by indjviduals in charge of appropriate 
departments or activities. The physical education 
d1rector, for example, should examine the reports 
of all i!ljuries which happened to students while 
engaged 1n physical education, intramural sports 
or athletics. 
One copy of the report should remain In the 
office of the principal of the school where the 
accident occurred. It may be advisable to discuss 
this report ~ Ith the custodian or with selected 
members of the teaching staff. Other injury re-
ports may profitably be reviewed with parents of 
the iniured student. 
Ho\v do fhool adn1ini trator u c accident 
renorts? 
In general, data on the unsafe acts and con-
ditions cansin~ accidental injuries and deaths to 
students <H e essential to the initial planning, ef-
ficient Implententation and later evaluation of an 
effective school safety program. 
Specifically, detailed injury reports gathered 
by school authorities: 
a1d in protecting the school personnel and dis-
trict from unfortunate publicity and from lia-
bility suits growing out of student injury cases, 
aid in evaluating the relative importance of 
the various safety areas and the time each 
merits in the total school safety effort; 
suggest curriculum adjustments to meet im-
mediate student needs; 
suggest modifications 1n the structure, use and 
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maintenance of bulld1ngs, grounds and equip-
ment; 
provide significant data for individual student 
guidance; 
give substance to the school administrator's 
appeals for community support of the school 
safety program; 
aid the school administration in guiding the 
school safety programs of individual patrons 
and oatrons' groups. 
'"
1hy i it recommended that chool gather 
information on injurie occurring to tudents 
while thev are not in school? 
-
rhe basic objective of the total school safety 
program is to provide the educational experience 
essential to f he safety of each student at all 
time . Many types of accidents cannot, by their 
very nature, occur while the student is under the 
lUrisdiction of the school. If the school adminis-
•• 
tratlon IS to have complete information on which 
to base its safety effort information on student 
accident experience cannot be limited to those 
Injuries resulting from participation in the 
school's program 
an chool admini b·ator ecure all needed 
information on traffic injuries to tudents from 
police de9artment record ? 
In so1ne communities, police accident record 
officials can separate those reports dealing with 
individuals enrolled in local schools from their 
other death and injury records. Maximum use 
should be milde of those reports. Only in the 
rarest cases, however, will police officials be able 
to provide all of the details necessary for a com-
parison of police summaries with those prepared 
from the reports received on school jurisdiction 
accidents. The values of comparable data on all 
types of injury reports would seem self-evident. 
How may tandard tudent Accident Report 
Form be secured? 
The t ational Safety Council publishes and 
distributes the Standard Student Accident Form 
and the Student Accident Summary Form. Copies 
are available upon request to the Council for 
examination by individuals, committees or other 
groups 
To a school system adopting the standard 
for1ns and willing to forward to the National 
Safety Counci1 a duplicate of Its summary reports , 
the Council provides, without charge, all forms 
necessary for the first year of reporting. For sub-
sequent years, local school systems may reprint 
the Standard tudent Accident Report Form or 
purchase copies from the Council. 
The Council will continue to supply, without 
charge, enough copies of the Student Accident 
ummary Form to meet customary reporting pro-
cedures. 'rhis offer of free summary forms re~ 
mains In effect as long as copies of summaries 
are forwarded to the National afety Council. 
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What use is made of the e ummaries? 
All sumtnarized student accident reports re-
ceived by the Council are compiled into a single 
report for publication in the yearly statistical ac-
cident summary, Accident Facts. Hence, the ex-
perience of each school system contributes to the 
clearer understanding of the scope and charac-
teristics of the student accident problem. The 
Council does not publicize the accident records 
of schools co-operating in 1ts analysis of student 
injury records. 
c 
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TEENAGE SAFETY CLUBS 
OBJECTIVES OF THE TEEN-AGE 
SAFETY CLUBS 
What These Clubs Can Do: 
1. Increase the prestige of the GOOD teen-
age drivers 
2. Create better understanding between 
adult and teen-age drivers 
3. Become an influence for better driving 
among all teen-agers in each community 
4. Provide a social group for young drivers 
that should draw immediate support from 
local civic groups 
5. Create better understanding between law 
enforcement officers and teen-age drivers 
6. Study local traffic problems and help 
solve them 
7. Promote driver education 1n all high 
schools 
8. SAVE LIVES AND PREVENT AC-
CIDENTS! 
SUGGESTIONS ON ORGANIZING A TEEN-AGE 
DRIVER CLUB 
Purpose: This club is a group of teen-agers in-
terested in personal safe driving. Its business is 
carried on through a series of club meetings, plan-
ned and executed by the teen-agers with the counsel 
of advisers. It provides a logical answer to the prob-
lein of how to handle and include all the teen-
agers who have licenses, and a teen-age organiza-
tion which can implant the proper attitude toward 
driving safely. 
Membership 
We would recommend that all having a driver's 
license or a school permit be considered as mem-
bers. If membership must be limited, one rule 
should be kept in mind; membership should be 
based upon teen-ager need. 
Officers elected by the mem her should include: 
1 President 
a. Conduct the formal section of the meet-
• 1ng 
b. Appoint committees 
c. Serve as chairman 
2. Vice President 
a. Work in cooperation with the president 
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b. Preside in the absence of the president 
c. Serve as publicity chairman 
3. Secretary-Treasurer 
a. Keep minutes 
b. Handle correspondence 
c. Keep financial accounts 
d. Serve as membership chairman 
4. News reporter 
Committees 
It would be desirable to have three standing com-
mittees. They should be composed of three to five 
members, including the chairman. 
1. Program Committee - It is the duty of 
this committee to decide and arrange for 
activities which follow the formal busi-
ness section of the meeting. 
2. Publicity Committee It should pub-
licize the activities of the club through 
the school paper, city newspaper, regional 
newspaper, radio stations, store windows, 
display, school bulletin boards. Keep pub-
licity scrapbook of same. 
3 Membership Committee An up-to-date 
record should be kept for all members. 
It should show name, age and whether or 
not they have a license or permit. 
Special Committees 
Other special committees may be appointed by 
the president, for example: 
1. Iowa road laws public education commit-
tee: 
a. Study of Iowa Drivers Guide 
b. Study of Code of Iowa, Section 321 
2. Radio skit and TV committee - Prepare 
and procure skits which could be broadcast 
over a local station 
3. Assembly program committee - Obtain a 
suitable program for presentation at local 
schools and community meetings 
4. First aid committee Prepare and dra-
matize the events of a typical accident 
and show exactly what steps should be 
taken after the accid n t 
5. Psycho-physical equipment constructors 
committee Build suitable testing equip-
ment for the school 
6. Party committee Plan club parties 
Meetings 
rfhe frequency ' time and place of the meetings 
will vary with the locality and the interests of 
the group. It is suggested that some recognition 
ce given to the members with a perfect attend-
ance 1 ecord. Faculty cooperation can be secured 
when all of the instructors realize that the club 
is in harmony with the objectives of education, 
when they understand that the home, alone, can-
not deal adequately with the driving problem and 
that one of the major social and economic prob-
lems of the day is present in the auto. Of course, 
a club of this type has an advantage in the fact 
that each member can legally drive a car. 
PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 
1. Regulation of student and faculty parking 
a. A survey may be made of the parking 
area . 
b. Recommendation for parking and im-
proving the parking area should be 
made. 
c. Parking places may be assigned 
d. Study the need for student noon hour 
driving. 
2. Survey of the function of the school safety 
patrol 
a. Make recommendations 
b. Provide supervision 
3. Observation and patrol of traffic near the 
school zone, before and after school 
Take care that this does not take the 
form of a police force . Negative ap-
proach is not desirable. Club activities 
should be limited to worthwhile pro-
jects rather than negative pre-
scriptions. 
4. Organization of a traffic-pedestrian court 
a. Offenders of traffic laws may be tried 
by a special all-member committee. 
b. Students may assist in enforcement. 
5. Automobile inspection 
a. The club might make a thorough study 
in the techniques of auto inspection 
used by several cities. The results of 
this study might then be applied to 
the inspection of all the autos which 
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are driven to school by students and 
members. 
b . Invite the assistance of the local police 
or Iowa Highway Patrol. 
6. Local accidents 
a. They should always serve as a means 
for developing the proper driving at-
titude. 
b . Study the causes and violations in-
volved 1n local accidents. 
7. Assembly programs 
a. Present assembly programs occasionally. 
b . Representatives of the State Depart-
ment of Public Safety are always will-
ing to assist schools with talks and 
films. 
8. Community projects 
a. Driving clinic in 
where selected club 
downtown area, 
members should 
cooperate with prominent laymen in 
road driving skill test. Psycho-physical 
testing equipment might be set up so 
that the public might test themselves . 
b . Observation of driv1ng and pedestrian 
habits in downtown areas. Tickets 
might be given to discourteous pedes-
trians by police. 
c. Cooperate with service groups and 
other similar organizations. 
9. Traffic regulations 
a. The club should make a study of state 
and local traffic regulations. 
b . It might make recommendations, as a 
group, through the mayor, highway 
commission at Ames, or even their local 
legislators. 
10. Mechanics of the automobile 
a. A detailed study of the mechanical 
features of greatest interest to the 
group could be made from charts. 
b. This study might well be culminated 
by a visit to a local garage. 
11 . Observation of court cases involving traf-
fic violations if possible 
12. Insurance 
a. A comparison of family car policies 
might be of value. 
b. Insurance representatives would be 
glad to speak on the subject. 
c. Study of decrease in rates to teenagers 
who have had driver education courses 
could be made. 
f 
13. Photographic project 
a. A photograph of a dangerous intersec-
tion would stimulate some constructive 
criticism. 
b. The preparation of a series of slides 
or diagrams on the proper method of 
parallel parking would be useful not 
only in the club but also in driver 
education classrooms. 
c. A member engaged in preparing these 
projects will gain valuable safety in-
formation. 
14. Speakers Bureau 
Capable m e m b e r s could deliver 
speeches to the various organizations 
requesting them. 
15. Possibilities of better relationships between 
teenagers and law enforcement officers 
16. Panel discussions between teenagers and 
adult drivers of the community 
17. Preview of good traffic safety films when 
possible. 
18. Study and discussion of needed changes in 
present traffic laws 
19. Urge the introduction of driver education 
courses into all high schools. 
20. Instruction in pedestrian and bicycle edu-
cation in grade schools 
21. Safety exhibits for local fairs , fall festivals , 
4-H club shows, and other community 
activities of a similar nature 
Guest Speakers 
Guest speakers can make definite contributions to 
this program. A guest speaker might well fit into 
each of the following topics: 
1. Traffic regulations - local police, state 
patrol or sheriffs 
2. Mechanics of the auto garage me-
chanic or salesman 
3. Auto inspection -
4. Accidents - insurance representatives 
5. First aid - Red Cross or hospital repre-
sentatives 
6. Safety education - fieldman, Safety Educa-
tion Division, Iowa Department of Public 
Safety 
7. Driver education consultants, Iowa 
Department of Public Instruction 
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8. Publicity - local editor 
9. Court procedures in traffic violation -
local lawyer 
10. Pending legislation - local senators and 
representatives 
Sponsorship 
The sponsors of this club should be all the 
adult community organizations. These sponsors 
can do much for the club by way of counsel, 
speakers, publicity, social activities, meeting 
places, financial and other helpful aids . 
Finances 
l\1eans of obtaining funds for club expenses are: 
1. Dues 
2. Retailing and services 
a. Manage school, fair , and other conces-
• 
SIOnS 
b. Sponsor roller skating parties or 
dances and invite neighboring clubs to 
attend 
c. Sponsor dance for parents and adults 
of community to attend (pie socials, 
box suppers plays, stunt nights, etc.) 
Write to Safety Education Division, State Office 
Building, Des Moines, Iowa, for assistance in or-
ganizing a Teen-age Safety Club. Also request 
the revised constitution. 
Suggested Teen-age Pledge 
(Taken from Iou;a Handbook for Teen-Age Driver 
Clubs issued by Governor's Official Traffic Safety 
Committee) 
In order to promote safer driving practices 
and to better the record of teen-age driving, I 
-----, as a teen-age driver, do hereby 
pledge to obey all traffic laws and to be a sports· 
manlike and courteous driver at all times. 
--- ---- ----
--·--(MEMBER) 
- - -(NAME OF TEEN-AGE CLUB) 
(DRIVER EDUCATION INSTRUCTOR) 
-(LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER) 
SAMPLE LETTER TO PARENTS 
To be attached on colored paper to grade level topical outlines 
Send home to parents 
To: The parents of 
From: ------------Teacher 
Subject: The Safety of Your Child 
Attached is a brief topical outline that we 
will use to help your child learn to meet and 
solve basic safety problems of everyday living. 
Statistics show that accidents that occur to 
school children have been reduced about 50 per 
es 
cent since 1951. However, accidents are still a 
major cause of death among children and teenagers . 
We need your help and hope you will utilize 
the available materials. Please free to advise us of 
additional materials that you feel should be in-
cluded. 
• 
• 
• 
IJJ---
NATIONAL SCHOOL SAFETY HONOR ROLL 
NATION.:\L CHOOL AFETY HO OR 
ROLL FOR ELEMENTARY A D 
ECO DARY HOOL 
Purpo e of the Honor Roll Program 
The N atlonal School afetv Honor Roll ~ras 
~ 
established to encourage schools to develop sound 
afety education progra1ns It will accomplish this 
obJective by providing a guide for initiating up-
grading and expanding your safety program and 
give national recognition for your efforts . 
In t ruction for Participation 
A All participating schools will receive the 
following materials at the beginning of 
the school year. 
1. Honor Roll Certificate You are asked 
to fill in the name of your school, yea1 
ot participation and school year. F or a 
1nore attractive certificate you 1na:v 
vvant to have this done in your ar t 
department. 
2. Honor Roll Lis ting: This will identif~r 
your school or schools together w1n~ 
year of participation . 
3. ews Release. The pattern news r e-
lease may help you prepare a suitabl r\ 
statement for your local newspapers 
radio and television stations. 
4. School System Safety Award Plan: 
See the award plan for full details. Use 
the honor r oll listing as a guide to 
determine if your school system quali-
fies . 
5. Record, Evaluation Check List and 
Testimonial: This form has been com-
bined for convenience and simplicity. 
When completed it is to be r eturned 
to the National Safety Council Office 
BETWEEN APRIL 1 AND APRIL 30. 
6. P ermanent Record Card: This card is 
for your convenience Keep it up to 
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date and in your files for future ref-
er ence. 
B. chools not previously participating in the 
honor roll program will r eceive items five 
and SIX upon r equest. 
Evaluation 
To qualify for honor roll recognition each school's 
safety education program n1ust be evaluated by 
a local committee of five consisting of the princi-
pal, president of a parent group , a s tudent, a 
CIVIC Jeader and the president of your local safety 
organ1za tion . ('"f estimonial) 
Recognition 
Each school qualifying for honor roll r ecognition 
will rece1 ve a certificate . 
Evaluation heck Li t 
Safety education programs differ from school to 
school due to the variations in local needs . Your 
prograin, ther efore may include activities not 
hsted Listed below are orne of the safety ac-
tivities engaged in by a number of schools with 
good safety education programs. If your school 
con1pletes the lis ted activities (for your year of 
participation), we believe you will have the nucleus 
for a successful program. 
For the F irst Year of Participation: The National 
afety Council does not attempt to outline a 
specific program which the school must follow. 
However, enough items must be checked to indi-
cate a well-rounded program which serves local 
com1n uni tv needs. This is consider ed a trial 
• 
period duiing which the school can prepare itself 
to meet the standards which have been established 
for the following years. It is suggested that the 
required activities for successive years be inaugu-
rated dur1ng this trial period. Be sure to check on 
the application those items which you have in 
oper ation and are inaugurating and r eturn it be-
tween Apr il 1 and April 30 to the National Safety 
CounciL 
Years Two to Five Inclusive: All of the following 
activities number ed one through sixteen are r e-
quired. Be sure to check other activities listed 
here which are Included in your school's program. 
1 Designated one person In your build-
ing to channel safety information from 
s:hool system safety education super-
VIsor or administrative office to the 
teaching staff 
2. Had a junior safety council or other 
student safety group which conducted 
suitable safety activities throughout 
the school year (such as: providing 
exhibit material, assembly programs. 
cleanup campaigns, etc.) 
3 Conducted an average of one fire drill 
per month during the school year 
under varying, unannounced times and 
conditions which simulated actual fire 
situations, Including blocked exits, and 
which resulted In complete evacuation 
In two minutes or less 
4 Established and used student-faculty, 
faculty-parent or faculty-community 
safety committees to provide coordina-
tion between the school safety educa-
tion program and the community safe-
ty program 
5. Arranged safety exhibits or safety bul-
letin boards 
6. Used monthly safety lessons and 
posters 
7. Cooperated in a pedestrian Instruction 
prog1am 
8. Arranged for younger students to have 
supervised practice in: 
a. crossing the street 
b . using school equipment 
c. using transportation system 
9. Arranged special safety instruction for 
holidays such as: Halloween, Christ-
mas, Memorial Day, and Fourth of July. 
10. Conducted regular safety inspection of 
school buildings and grounds , and 
eliminated hazards and made use of 
state and local authorities for these 
inspections 
11. Ascertained building conditions and 
fire safety activities to be in compli-
ance with state and local legal require-
ments and recommended standards of 
the National Fire Protection Associa-
tion and the National Board of Fire 
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Underwriters. chool officials took ac-
tion to correct those conditions and 
practices found deficient 
12. Had an active safety program with 
school patrols 
13. Participated in periodic surveys to re-
view conditions and needs in school 
crossing protection with participation 
by official agencies and 1n teres ted lay 
groups and as a result of these surveys 
provided and instructed school safety 
patrols, and/ or adult crossing guards, 
and or police officers 
14. Cooperated in the preparation of the 
community's report for the Annual 
Inventory of Traffic Safety Activities , 
American Automobile Association Pe-
destrian Protection Contest, the Inter-
Chamber Fire Waste Contest of the 
Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States and National High School Driver 
Education Program 
15. Provided information for parents who 
drive in the school area such as: traffic 
patterns in picking up or dropping off 
students, attending school activities, 
etc. 
16. Describe briefly any other safety ac-
tivities you may have. Attach them to 
your application. 
Years Six to Ten Inclusive: In addition to items 
one through sixteen, the following ten activities 
[p e required. Be sure to check other activities 
on this list which are Included in your program. 
17. Had students iormulate a code for 
safe living 
1.3 . Had a good safety program including 
instructions in school, recreation, traf-
fic , fire and home safety 
19. Aided library in maintaining a clipping 
file of accidents or safety activities 
20. In secondary schools carried on an ex-
tensive progran1 of student projects 
and activities for improvement of traf-
fic safety in and around the schools 
such as: student traffic surveys, need 
for student parking areas, etc. 
21 . Cooperated in a bicycle safety program 
including t1 a vel to and from school, 
parking, care of bicycle, etc. 
• 
, 
22. Used safety motion pictures, fihnstrips 
or slides in instruction 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Participated in tandard tudent Accl-
dent Reporting, made use of sum-
maries in the safety instruction pro-
gram and distributed thetn to school 
personnel 
Forwarded 
. 
summaries 
£ice 
copies of monthly accident 
to the superintendent's of-
Describe br1efly any other safety activi-
ties you may have Attach them to 
your application 
Years Eleven to Fifteen Inclus1ve: In addition to 
items one through twenty-five all of the follow-
Ing eight activities are required. Be sure to check 
other activities on this list which are included in 
your program. 
26. Had student groups VISit: 
a. fire department 
b. police department or traffic engi-
neering depa1 tmen t 
c. traffic court 
27. Held at least two safe tv 
• 
28 In secondary schools, 
course in driver education 
assemblies 
provided a 
29 Furnished a safety speaker to com-
munity organization (student or teach-
er) 
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30 Presented a safety broadcast on the 
school public address system or local 
radio or television station 
31 . Had students draw posters , create 
other art work, write songs, poetry or 
jingles emphasizing safety 
32 Had students make slides or drawings 
of accident statistics to make them 
more meaningful 
33 Describe briefly any other safety ac-
tivities you may have Attach them to 
your application. 
Years Sixteen to Twenty Inclusive· In addition to 
Items one through thirty-three all of the following 
five activities are required. 
34. Contributed to or cooperated in a 
system-wide preparation of s a f e t y 
manual or course of study 
35. Used school paper local newspapars, 
, afety Education or other magazines, 
newsletters or radio or television pro-
grams to publicize llst of safety prac-
tices 
36 Cooperated in community safety activi-
ties such as: fire prevention week, 
cleanup week 
37 Maintained a spot map of accident 
locations 
38 Describe briefly any other safety ac-
tivities you may have Attach them to 
your application . 
.. .. .. 
THE SCHOOL BUS DRIVER 
Iowa law places a great responsibility on the 
school bus driver in the matter of general opera-
tional procedures of the school bus , especially In 
maktng stops for loading and unloading pupils 
The school bus driver should know the law re-
gal ding proper procedure and should be prepared 
to help Interpret the law to the motoring publ1c. 
Section 321.372, c:ode uf lotca) reads as fol-
lows. 
School Bus 
Driver's 
Responsibility 
"The driver of any school bus 
used to transport children to 
and from a public or private 
school shall, when stopping to 
receive or d1scharge pupils, 
turn on the flashing stop 
warning signal lights at a 
dtstance of not less than three 
hundred (300) feet, nor more 
than five hundred (500) feet 
from the point where said pu-
pils are to be received or dis-
charged from the bus. At the 
point of receiving or discharg-
ing pupils, the bus driver 
shall bring bus to a stop and 
extend the stop arm. After re-
ceiving or discharging pupils , 
the bus driver shall turn off 
the flashing stop warning 
lights, retract the stop arm 
and then proceed on the route. 
No school bus shall stop to 
load or unload pupils unless 
there is at least three hundred 
(300) feet of clear vision in 
each direction. 
A school bus, when operating 
on a highway with four or 
more lanes shall not stop to 
load or unload pupils who 
must cross the highway, ex-
cept at designated stops where 
pupils who must cross the high-
way may do so at points where 
there are official traffic con-
trol devices or police officers 
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Loading and 
Unloading 
Pupils 
Driver Meeting 
chool Bus 
Driver 
Overtaking 
School Bus 
"All pupils shall be received 
and discharged from the 
right front entrance of every 
school bus and if said pupils 
must cross the highway, they 
shall be required to pass in 
front of the bus, look in both 
directions, and proceed to 
cross the highway only on 
signal from the bus driver. 
"The drivel of any vehicle 
when meeting a school bus on 
which the stop warning signal 
lights are flashing shall 
reduce the speed of said ve-
hicle to not more than twenty 
(20) miles per hour, and shall 
bring said vehicle to a com 
plete stop when school bus 
stops and stop signal arm is 
extended and said vehicle 
shall remain stopped until 
stop arm is retracted after 
which driver may proceed 
with due caution. The driver 
of a vehicle upon a highway 
providing two or more lanes in 
each direction need not stop 
upon meeting a school bus 
which is traveling in the oppo-
site direction even though said 
school bus is stopped." 
'The driver of any vehicle 
overtaking a school bus shall 
not pass a school bus when 
flashing stop warning signal 
lights are flashing and shall 
bring said vehicle to a com-
plete stop not closer than fif-
teen (15) feet of the school bus 
when it is stopped and stop 
arm is extended, and shall re-
main stopped until the stop 
arm is retracted and school bus 
resumes motion, or until sig-
nalled by the driver to pro-
ceed. 
, 
Where 
Applicable 
"This section shall not appy 
to 'Business' and 'Residence' 
districts unless so provided by 
ordinance, but shall apply in 
suburban districts of cities 
and towns where the speed 
limit is in excess of thirty-five 
miles per hour." 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
Following are some of the more common questions 
which are raised in regard to school bus operation: 
1. May the flasher warning lights be used for 
any purpose other than to signal that the bus 
is going to stop to load or unload pupils? 
NO. To use these lights for any other purpose 
is contrary to Iowa law and serves only to 
confuse the motoring pubhc. The use of these 
lights is restricted to one purpose, and one 
purpose ONLY: To indicate that a stop is to 
be made to load or unload pupils. 
Please note that the flasher lights should not 
be used to indicate turns, or for stops at stop 
signs, railroad crossings, etc. If directional 
signals and tail-stop lights are maintained in 
proper condition, and if the lenses are kept 
clean, they will provide protection for such 
stops and turns. (It is illegal for any vehicle to 
pass another vehicle within 100 feet of a 
railroad crossing or an intersection.) 
2. May the flasher warning lights be attached to 
the footbrake pedal? 
NO. Under Iowa law, the flasher warning 
lights must be actuated ONLY by a hand 
switch mounted on the steering column. 
3. Why do we use amber lenses on the front 
flasher warning lights? 
Because the Code of l otva provides that only 
emergency vehicles are allowed to use "any 
lamp or device thereon displaying or reflect-
ing a red light visible from directly in front 
thereof. '' 
4. What are the restrictions in regard to the 
use of the stop arm? 
The stop arm is to be used only when the 
bus comes to a full stop for loading or un-
loading pupils. The stop arm should not be 
used to indicate right or left turns. Please 
note: The stop arm should be used on every 
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stop on the highway to load or unload pupils 
even though the pupils do not have to cross 
the road. 
5. What about stopping a school bus near the 
brow of a hill or on a curve? 
The law provides that no bus shall be stopped 
to load or unload at any point where there 
is less than 300 feet clear vision in each direc-
tion. However, this distance does not allow 
an adequate margin of safety. The regula-
tions, therefo1 e, prov1de that on primary 
highways the distance of clear vision shall be 
at least 10000 feet. On secondary roads, where 
there is less traffic and where traffic moves 
more slowly, the distance may be reduced to 
700 feet. 
This matter of clear-vision distance should be 
considered when the original schedule of 
loading stations is made up before school 
starts. 
6. hould a school bus be operated on a definite 
time schedule? 
YE . Every bus should have a time schedule 
posted in the bus and the superintendent of 
schools should provide each parent with a 
copy so that pupils can be at the designated 
loading station on time. 
7 Must a school bus wait for pupils who are not 
at the loading station at the scheduled time ? 
There is no required time for a school bus to 
wa1t and the pohcy of waiting is not recom-
mended. The bus cannot block the highway 
for an indefinite period of time and to wait 
on one pupil means that other pupils will 
have to wait on the bus. 
8. What should be done if the bus is ahead of 
schedule? 
The bus should be pulled completely off the 
highway, all flasher lights turned off, and the 
stop arm retracted. If, when the pupil arrives, 
he is on the right side of the highway, he 
may enter the bus while it is still parked. If 
the pupil is to cross the highway, the bus 
should be driven carefully back on to the high-
way and the regular procedure followed by 
using the flasher lights and stop arm in order 
to provide protection for the pupil in cross-
ing the highway. 
If a bus is consistently ahead of schedule, 
the schedule should be revised. 
9. When should the emergency door be used? 
Never, except in case of an accident or 
emergency. All regular loading and unload-
ing must be done through the right-hand 
front service door. The emergency door must 
always be kept in good working condition. 
10. What constitutes overloading of a school bus? 
The law requires that there must be a com-
fortable seat for each pupil. All buses must 
have the rated capacity printed on the right 
side outside and on the Inside above the right 
windshield. 
11. When is a school bus not a school bus? 
A school-owned bus is considered to be a 
school bus at all times. This includes not 
only transporting pupils to and from school, 
but also empty driving, transporting pupils to 
extracurricular activities , etc. 
The above paragraph also applies to privately-
owned buses during the period for which 
they are under con tract to the school district. 
If a private owner, during the summer 
months, uses the vehicle for some other pur-
pose, he must cover or reverse the "School 
Bus" signs, and the stop arm and flasher 
lights must not be used. 
12. What is the speed limit for school buses? 
Section 321.377 as amended by the 56th Ses-
sion of the General Assembly now reads: 
"No motor vehicle in use as a school bus 
shall be operated at a speed in excess of 
forty-five miles per hour except that when 
used for purposes of an educational trip or 
for transporting pupils to and from any 
extracurricular activity a school bus may 
be operated at a speed not exceeding fifty 
miles per hour. Any violation of this sec-
tion, by a driver, shall be deemed suffi-
cient cause for canceling his contract." 
If a bus is equipped with the reversible-type 
"School Bus" signs, they must be kept in 
position during all such operation. 
13. Must the school bus stop for railroad cross-
ings? 
YES. Iowa law provides that a school bus 
must be brought to a complete stop before 
proceeding across railroad tracks. The stop 
must be made not less than ten (1 0) feet and 
not more than fifty (50) feet from the nearest 
rail. (Section 321 .343, Code of Iotva.) 
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14. What is the purpose of school bus inspections? 
Iowa law provides that all new school buses 
shall be inspected to see that they meet state 
specifications and it also provides that every 
school bus shall be inspected by state officials 
at least once a year. The establishment of the 
inspection centers is the responsibility of the 
Department of Public Instruction and the 
actual inspection is the joint responsibility of 
the Iowa Highway Patrol and the Department 
of Public Instruction. The issuance of the 
approval seals and the keeping of records is 
the responsibility of the Department of Pub-
lic Instruction. 
15. Does a school bus driver have authority to 
extend a bus route? 
NO. All proposed school bus routes are sub-
ject to the approval of the County Board of 
Education before the school year starts. Bus 
drivers must adhere strictly to the approved 
route as outlined for them by the local super-
intendent after County Board approval. Any 
parent requesting an extension should be re-
ferred to the superintendent. 
16. What is the proper procedure for a passenger 
car used as a school bus in stopping to load 
and unload pupils? 
The law does not give the passenger car the 
right to stop on the traveled portion of the 
h1ghway to load or unload pupils. Such vehi-
cles must stop to load and unload off the 
highway, preferably in the driveway or farm-
yard. If the pupil lives on the lefthand side 
of the road the car should turn left and enter 
the driveway before making the stop. A pupil 
should not be required to cross the road since 
the car does not furnish protection by flasher 
lights and stop arm. 
The "School Bus" signs on the passenger car 
serve as a warning to other motorists but 
they do not give sufficient protection for 
stopping on the highway. 
In order to have the right to stop on the 
highway, as outlined in Section 321.372, a 
vehicle must have complete school bus equip-
ment, i.e., flasher warning lights, stop arm, 
school bus chrome color, etc. 
17. Is it permissible for a bus driver to put an 
unruly pupil out of the bus to force him to 
walk home? 
• 
• 
NO. Correct procedure calls for the driver to 
tell the pupil when he leaves the bus at hi 
home that it will be necessary for him and 
his parents to make acceptable arrangements 
with the superintendent before he can be 
transported again. This gives the superinten-
dent an opportunity to enlist the coopera-
tion of the parents in the handling of unruly 
pupils. 
(In accordance with ICC regulations) 
Speed peed Vehicle Braking Total 
Miles Feet Travels Distance Stopping Distance 
Per Per During In Feet 
Hour econd Reaction Time 
(One Second) 
20 29 29 30 59 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
40 59 59 120 179 
60 88 88 270 358 
peed of Feet covered Feet traveled D1stance Total feet covered 
vehicle per second between t1me requ1red to after seeing danger. 
danger 1s seen stop after (Reaction time plus 
and time brake brake is braking distance. ) 
lS applied. applied. 
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BtJ DRIVER~ DAILY I PECTIO REPORT 
Check one: Morning-- Evening- Special--
Date-- Bus No.-- pecdomcter Reading--
1. Emergency door latches and warning 
s1gnal work1ng properly 
2 Windsh1eld w1per 
3 Radiator wa ter level sa tisfactory 
4 . Fuel tank level satisfactory 
5 Cr ankcase oil level satisfactory 
6 Brakes: serv1ce, emergency 
7 T1res (visual Inspec tion only) 
8. Cleanliness: interior; reflectors · lenses 
9. Generator charging satisfactorily 
10. Oil pressure gauge working properly 
11. Headlights ; stop lights; tail lights ; directional 
signals ; flashing warning lights; I.D. lights all 
clean and working properly 
12. Rear view mirrors (adjusted properly) 
13. Stop arm Horn--
14. "School Bus ' signs visible 
15. Motor functioning properly 
16 Other 
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Signature of Driver 
TEN OMMA DMENT FOR A HOOL BU DRIVER 
1. Drive defensively: Keep your mind on the 
job, be fully alert all the time you are 
driving. 
2 Take time, all the time, to be safe. The time 
schedule is definitely secondary to safety. 
Intersections require extra alertness. Yield 
the right of way willingly and quickly when 
it appears safer to do so. 
3. Come to a complete stop at all railroad cross-
ings. Do not proceed until it is certain 
beyond doubt, that you can do so safely. 
Be extra cautious at double-track crossings. 
Never take it for granted that a train is 
not approaching behind a parked train. 
Cross in low gear. Do not shift gears until 
bus has cleared the tracks. 
4. Know and accurately follow the correct pro-
cedure for stopping the bus on the high-
way to pick up or discharge pupils. See to 
it that pupils cross the road in the manner 
required by Section 321.372, Code of Iowa. 
5. Know and obey traffic laws and regulations. 
Do not exceed a speed which Is reasonable 
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and proper under existing conditions. Do 
not exceed the legal speed limit for school 
buses. 
6. Do not drive when ill or too emotionally up-
set to keep your mind on your job. Do 
not let other drivers or pupils upset you or 
get you angry. 
7. Know and practice the rules for economical 
driving. 
8. Be aware that pupils learn from you. While 
the pupil is in your bus you are in control 
and you are responsible. You are the 
" teacher." Make your influence positive. 
Be courteous but firm with your passen-
gers Keep yourself and your bus neat and 
presentable. 
9 Cheerfully accept inspection, reporting and 
maintenance duties which are assigned to 
you. Do your best to see that your bus is 
kept in first class operating condition. 
10. Cheerfully accept guidance and supervision 
from those to whom you are responsible. 
,., ,., ,., 
OUNCE OF PREVEN TION CHECK LIST 
FOR ROOM-TO-ROOM INVENTORY FOR PREVENTION OF POISONING 
(List provided by the Iowa tate Pharmaceutical Association) 
Many deaths throughout our state and nation 
result from poisoning. These deaths are more 
prevalent in the younger age brackets. The 
greater per cent of these accidents are prevent-
able if we as teachers do our part. The following 
BATHROOM 
1. Keep a locked medicine cabinet or tackle 
box for prescription drugs. 
-- 2. Lock up aspirin tablets, cough medicine, 
sleeping pills, and reducing tablets . 
-- 3. Clear out medicine cabinet of all old 
drugs, cosmetics and cold wave prepara-
tions. Drain out all liquids first before 
discarding. 
-- 4. Throw away all unlabeled containers. 
KITCHEN 
-- 1. Keep soaps, detergents, lye, polishes, 
bleaches, window cleaners and waxes out 
of reach of toddlers. 
-- 2. Eliminate drip-cans if kerosene stoves are 
used. 
checklist is one suggested method of attacking 
this problem and is placed here for your con-
venience and use. Copies of this should go home 
with each student. 
GARAGE 
1. Empty all loose bottles and open cans 
containing kerosene, turpentine or clean-
ers 
-- 2. Keep paints, insecticides, fertilizers , gas-
oline, kerosene, turpentine, antifreezes, 
brake fluid, fire extinguishers out of 
reach of toddlers. 
CELLAR-WORKSHOP 
- - 1. Keep pesticides, paint, kerosene, paint 
removers, varnish removers, methyl-alco-
hol, turpentine out of reach of toddlers. 
GARDEN AND GARDEN TOOL HOUSE 
-- 1. Keep insecticides , pesticides, 
killers, kerosene and turpentine 
reach of toddlers. 
weed-
out of 
If you have young children or if children come 
to your home, make a room-to-room inventory 
with this check list. 
A IDE TAL POI 0 lNG I PREVENTABLE 
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SAFETY EDUCATION DATA SHEETS 
Each data sheet deals with a specific subject 
and provides the teacher with sufficient data for 
the teaching of a lesson on a specific safety area. 
The material must be adjusted to the needs of the 
student and presented at the appropriate level of 
understanding. 
Data sheets are available from the ational 
afety Council as a low cost item that should be 
Title 
included in the reference materials in all schools. 
Following is an alphabetical list of these data 
sheets by titles for your convenience. 
These sheets are available for a small charge. 
Single sheets are free; in quantities the price 
• 
var1es. 
Address requests to National Safety Council, 
425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., 60611. 
Index Number 
Alcohol and Traffic Accidents _ _ __________ __ ____ ------------------------------------ ______ _ ___ ______ __ _____ 19 
Animals, Domestic __ _ _ __ ______________ __ --------------------------- _________ _ ___________ ____ _______ ___ 26 
Animals in the Classroom _ __ __ _ _ ------------------------------------------------- ---------~ _________ __ __ _________ ~ ___ 37 
Auto Shop, Safety in the __ __ __ _ ____________________ ---------------------------------- ______ ________________ 57 
Baby Sitting __ ____________ -------------------------------------- _____________ _______________ 66 
Bad Weather: Hazards, Precautions, Results __ --------- ------------ ------------------- _ ___________ _ _____________ 39 
Baseball _ ___ ______ __ __ ____ _____ _______________________ _ __________ ____________ ____________ _ _ __________ _ ______ 71 
Bathroom Hazards _ ____ ________ ------------------------------ _________ _____ _____________ _ ________________ 49 
B icy cl es ___________ __ _ __ ______ ___________ ______________________ ___________ _________________________ _ _ ___________________ 1 
Buses, School _ __ _______ _ __________ _ _ ___________ _________________ _ ------------------------------ _____________ _ _______________ 11 
Chemicals _____________ ----------------------------- ___________ ___ __ ______ 14 
Chemist Laboratory, Safety in the High School ___ --------------- --------------------------- _ _ __ __ ____ _ 59 
Cutting Implements _ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ ____________ ---------------------- _ ______________ __ _______ ____ ______ ___ _ _ 6 
C y c 1 es, Motor-driven __ _______ __ ____________ ________ _ ___________ _____________________ _____ _ ______ __ ______ ___ _ _ 3 6 
"Do-It-Yourself" ________ __ ____________ _______ _ ____ _____ ___________________ ____________ __ __________ 68 
Driving, Highway: Rules, Precautions __ _ ______ ___________________ _________________ ______________ _ ___ _____ _ 52 
Driving, Night (see also Winter Driving) _ _ ______ _ __ __ ____________ __ ___ ___ __ __ _______________ 31 
Educating Pupil Passengers - School Bus Safety ____________ _______________ __ ___ __ _____ _ 63 
Electric Equipment _ _ _ _ ______ _____ _ _ __ _______ ________________ _ _ __ ____ ___ _ 9 
Electrical Storms, Safe Conduct in _ ___ _ __________ _ _______ __________ _______________ _ _____ __ ______ __ 34 
Excursions, Safety in Pupil _ ______ ____ _ --- -------------------- ___________________ 51 
Falls _ __________________ _ _ ________________ 5 
Farm Mechanics Shop, Safety in the (see also Summer Jobs: Farm) _ __ ___ _ __ __ __ _____ _ 
Fir-earms _ _ __ _ _ _ _____ --- - -------- -- ---------------- -- -------------------- -- --- --------------- ----------------
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3 
Fires, School __ __ ________ _____ ___ __ __________________ _ _______________________ _ __ __ __ __ _ _____ 4 7 
Fireworks and Blastm· g Caps _____ ____ __ ______________ ________________ 25 
- - - ------------- -- -- -- -- --------- ---------------
Fishing, Hook and Line _ __ ____ _ ______________ ----------------------------- _ _ 44 
Flammable Liquids in the Home _ __ ______ _ ------------------------------- __ _________ _ ___ ________ ___ ________ _______ 12 
Floors in the Home _ __ __ _______________ ______________ _ _ ---------------------------------- _ _ __ _____ _____ __ _ ___ __ 61 
Football _ __ ________ _ ____________ ------------------------ _ _______________ _______________ _ __ _ _ ___ ______ 72 
Gas, Cooking and Illuminating ____________ _____________ __ _ ___________ _ _________________________ _ __ _ _ ____ __ __ _____ 20 
Glassware, Laboratory _ _______ _ __ _______________ _____________________ _ _ _____________________ 23 
Graphic Arts Shop ____________ ------------------------------------------------------------------ _______________ ___ _ ___ 64 
Gymnasium, Safety in the ___ ______ _ ------------------------- ------------------------------------- _________ 22 
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I-Iand Tools ___ ___ ______ _ ____________________________________ ------------------------------- ___ _ _ _ __ _______________ 15 
H1king and Climbing _ _ __ __ __ __ ___ _ _____________________ ___ __ ___ _ ___ _ -------------------------- 43 
Home Workshops _ --------------------------------------------------------------- ___ ____ ___ ________ __ __________________________ 41 
Horseback Riding ___________________________ _______ _ _ __ _______________ _________________ __ ______________________ 42 
Household Equipment Nonelectrical __ __ __ _ _ _______ _ _ ------------------------------------- _____________________________ 16 
Iceboxes and Ref rig era tors Discarded __ --------------------------------- ____ ___________ __ _ _ ____________ 62 
Kites and Model Airplanes __ ___ ______ ___ _ ___ _________ __ ___ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ______________ 70 
Lifting Carrying, and Lowering __ __ __ ________________ ___ _ __ ____ __ _ __ ___ _ _ _ __________ ------------------------ 7 
Machine Shops, Safety in the __ ___________________ _____________ _______ __ ___ ___ __________________ _______________________ 53 
Matches ___________ ____ ___________ _ ____ ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 2 
Metal Shops, Safety in the General ___ __ ___ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- _. _ 50 
Parties School __ _____ _ _________ _ ___ __________ __ --------------------- _______ ______ __ __ _ _ _ ____ ___ __ _ 40 
Part Time Jobs (Food Handling) ________ _____ _ ___________ --------------------- __ __ _ _______ __ ___ __ __________________ 65 
Passenger Safety in Public Carriers _______ ____ _ _ _ _ ___________ __________ _ ____ _______ ______________________ 13 
Pedestrian Safety _ _ _____ ------------------------------------ _____ ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 10 
I>la~ Areas _ ___ ___ _ ------------------------------- __ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 2~ 
Playground Apparatus __ _ __ __ __ _ ______ __ _ ________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 6~ 
Playground Surfacing . __ _ _ ______ __ ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------· 7 4 
Pia~ Spaces, Unauthorized _ ______________ ____ __ _ _ ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------- __ 48 
Poisonous Plants ___ _ _________ --------------------------------- _ ___ _ ------------------- __ -------------------------------------------- 8 
Poisonous Reptiles _ _ _____ ------------------------------- _ _ __ _ _________ __ ___ ________________ ---------------------- 35 
Poisons Solid and Liquid _____________ _____ _ ______ ---------------------· 21 
Public Assembly, Places of: Grandstands, Bleachers, Auditoriums _____________ ---------------------------· 24 
Railroad Trespassing ________________ ____ -------------------------------------- _ _ _ __ __ -------------------- 38 
School Bus Safety, Operating Practices ____________________________ -------------------------- __ __ _ -------------------------- 73 
School Dramatl·c Producti·ons 67 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -- -- --------------------~ 
Sidewalk Vehicles __ __ ____ _ ------------------------------------ __ _ __ ------------------------------------ _____ _____ ------------------ 17 
Small Crelft __ ___ _ __ ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- _ . . ___ ------------- _ 28 
Speed, Motor Vehicle ___ _____________ ___ __ --------------------------------- __ -------------------------------------------- 55 
Sports, Safety in, General Practices __________ __ __ _ --------------------------------- __ ____ ___ -------------------------------- 7 5 
Summer Jobs: Farm ______________________ ------------------------------------------· 45 
Summer Jobs: Laborers, Home Yard, Service Stations ___ __ __ _ ________________________ ---------------------------------· 54 
~~mming ____ ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------- _ ___ _ ______ ------------------------------------- 27 
Toys and Pla~ Equipment ___ __ __________________ __ __ _ ___________________________________ ---------------------------------------- _ 4 
Traffic Control Devices __ __ _ ___ _ ___ -------------------------------- _ ___ _ _____ -------------------------------- 33 
Welding and Cutting Safety _ .. . _ _ ____________ --------------------------------- ___________ --------------------- _ -- 56 
Winter Driving __ _ __ _ _ __ __ ___ ______ ---------------------------------------- ___ -------· 30 
Winter Sports _____ _ __ ___ __ ____ _______________________ _ -------------------------------------------------------------- _ __ ______________ 32 
Winter Walking ____ _ --------------------------- ___ ---------------------- -------------------------------------- _ ____________________ 58 
Woodshop, Safety in the _ __ _ ____________________ ______ . . _______________________ __ _ _ ____ ----------------------· 46 
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